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AGROPOLIS

INTERNATIONAL
agriculture • food • biodiversity • environment
Agropolis International
brings together institutions of
research and higher education
in Montpellier and LanguedocRoussillon in partnership with
local communities, companies
and regional enterprises and
in close cooperation with
international institutions.
This scientific community
has one main objective–
the economic and social
development of Mediterranean
and tropical regions.
Agropolis International
is an international space open
to all interested socioeconomic
development stakeholders
in fields associated with
agriculture, food production,
biodiversity, environment and
rural societies.

Agropolis is an international campus devoted to agricultural and
environmental sciences. There is significant potential for scientific
and technological expertise: more than 2 200 scientists in over
80 research units in Montpellier and Languedoc-Roussillon,
including 300 scientists conducting research in 60 countries.
Agropolis International is structured according to a broad range of
research themes corresponding to the overall scientific, technological
and economic issues of development:
• Agronomy and Mediterranean
and tropical agricultural production sectors
• Biotechnology and food technology
• Biodiversity, natural resources and ecosystems
• Water, environment and sustainable development
• Societies and sustainable development
• Genomics and integrative plant and animal biology
• Food and health
• Food quality and safety
Agropolis International promotes the capitalisation and enhancement
of knowledge, personnel training and technology transfer. It is a hub
for visitors and international exchanges, while promoting initiatives
based on multilateral and collective expertise and contributing to
the scientific and technological knowledge needed for preparing
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Biodiversity research expertise
in Montpellier and LanguedocRoussillon
The term ‘biodiversity’ designates the variety
of life forms at all organization levels, including
genes, populations, communities and ecosystems,
as well as humans because of their interactions
with all biodiversity components*.
The biodiversity research community of
Montpellier (France) represents—if Tour-duValat, Banyuls and Perpignan are included—an
exceptional group, with 31 research units pooling
over 1 200 scientists and 400 PhD candidates.
Ecology, evolution and social science research
that is carried out spans all biodiversity science
fields, with substantial interest in terrestrial and
marine environments in Mediterranean
and tropical regions.
The presence of major international equipment
and facilities, such as the Ecotron, terrestrial and
marine research platforms and observatories,
facilitates links between fundamental research
and other types of research designed to address
key questions put forward by our societies on
the impacts of global changes under way and
sustainable use of living resources, health and
infectious diseases, biodiversity conservation
and human wellbeing. The presence of a strong
research community in social science fields—
economy, anthropology, management of living
resources and biodiversity—is also a unique
feature of Montpellier.
The Montpellier scientific community has
unprecedented skills and expertise concerning
issues in Mediterranean and tropical countries,
and many research organizations and higher
education institutions offering a broad range of
MSc and PhD training courses are also present.
This community was first organized within
a federative research institution, and now
within the Montpellier-Environnement-Biodiversité
federative research structure, which encompasses
17 research units**.
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The new Mediterranean Center for Environment
and Biodiversity (CEMeB), a French Laboratoire
d'excellence (LaBEx) consisting of nine units,
organizes research on biodiversity in Montpellier,
while also developing and structuring training and
transfer initiatives in favour of communities.
Another unique feature of Montpellier is that
there are direct links between the city, citizens
and biodiversity scientists, including associations,
natural parks, gardens and various collaborative
citizen science projects.
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Foreword

Issues, approaches
and prospects for
biodiversity research

lobal changes under way
(climate change, land
use change, biological
invasions, etc.) are forcing scientists
and societies to question the
future evolution of biodiversity:
Is it a crisis situation? What
are, and will be, the impacts of
major biodiversity erosion on
services provided by ecosystems
and on human wellbeing? Is the
economic development of societies
inconsistent with biodiversity
preservation?
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The fate of biodiversity is thus
on the agenda in large-scale
international meetings (Earth
Summit, Millennium Development
Goals, etc.), of international
agencies and organizations
(International Union for
Conservation of Nature, Food and
Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations, World Bank, etc.)
and major NGOs (Conservation
International, World Wide Fund for
Nature, World Conservation Society,
etc.). However, to be able to adapt
to changes affecting biodiversity,
it is essential to gain insight into
the mechanisms of its evolution,
functioning and interactions with
human societies that benefit from
its trove of ecological, cultural and
socioeconomic services.

Agropolis International has
federated a community of scientists
conducting research on this topic.
It is one of the largest in France,
and likely in Europe, in terms of the
number of researchers, the scientific
areas covered—generic (genomic,
integrative biology, evolutionary
and functional ecology, economic,
anthropological, etc.) and targeted
(management of living resources,
aquaculture, fisheries, forestry,
agronomy, conservation, health,
public policy, etc.)—and in terms
of the variety of environments
studied (tropical and Mediterranean,
terrestrial and marine) and
experimental equipment and
facilities (experimental evolution,
Ecotron, observatories, etc.).
Many researchers and teams are
closely involved in international
programmes and networks such
as the DIVERSITAS programme*,
the European Platform for
Biodiversity Research Strategy* and
the Intergovernmental SciencePolicy Platform on Biodiversity and
Ecosystem Services*.
This scientific community, which is
very integrated in French national
networks, has close links with the
Fondation pour la Recherche en
Biodiversité*.

Montpellier hosts the second
largest museum collection in
France, including herbaria and
other collections (paleontological,
entomological, etc.), and it thus has
long historical ties with the Muséum
National d’Histoire Naturelle in
Paris. This wealth and diversity
will be showcased in a Dossier on
‘Collections and taxonomic resources’
which is currently being edited as a
supplement to this Dossier.
The present Dossier illustrates
biodiversity research that has
been carried out by the scientific
community of Montpellier and
region with the aim of boosting
international awareness on this
unique French research platform.
This research is described in four
chapters, along with a final chapter
describing research involving
joint participation of citizens and
scientists:
 Origin and evolution of
biodiversity: evolutionary science
aims to describe and understand
diversification mechanisms in living
organisms. Research in this field
combines descriptions, theories
and experiments and, is supported
by many technical platforms (gene
sequencing, microtomography,
cytogenomics, chemical ecology, etc.).

S. Morand © UMR ISEM

 Societies and biodiversity:
biodiversity uses, awareness and
public policies are three general
social science research topics. This
research is highly involved in the
management of living resources
and ecosystems supported by
international observatories
throughout the world (e.g.
Ecoscope at the French Centre de

Recherches Halieutiques in Sète
for marine ecosystems) and in the
Mediterranean region (e.g. the OSU
OREME observatory which is more
focused on long-term observations
and database organization and
management).
 Modelling—biodiversity scenarios:
there is increasing need for modelling
to manage data acquisition—from
high throughput genomics to
environmental data, including
remote-sensing data—and for the
analyses and simulations required
for experiments, as well as the
development of evolution scenarios
and biodiversity management.
Computer tools and specialized
platforms must be developed to
facilitate this modelling, and anyone
interested should have ready access
to them.
 Biodiversity—civic science:
the aim is to demonstrate the status
of biodiversity (gardens and natural
parks) in our sociogeographic
environment and the position of
citizens in the research via civic
science. Biodiversity is not only a field
for scientists. Scientists need citizens

to collect data and, in return, they
should boost public awareness on the
research that they carry out and the
issues involved.
Serge Morand (UMR ISEM),
Marie-Laure Navas (UMR CEFE),
Jean-Dominique Lebreton (UMR CEFE)
& Nicole Pasteur (UMR ISEM)
* For further information on:
- the DIVERSITAS programme:
www.diversitas-international.org
- the European Platform for Biodiversity
Research Strategy: www.epbrs.org
- the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform
on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services:
www.ipbes.net
- the Fondation pour la Recherche en
Biodiversité: www.fondationbiodiversite.fr
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 Functional biodiversity:
understanding ecosystem
functioning may reveal links
between biodiversity and services
provided by ecosystems (pollination,
biological productivity and resources,
soil fertility, regulation of major
biogeochemical cycles and climate,
etc.). Large-scale experimental
research is a unique feature in
Montpellier, where major equipment
and/or field setups (Ecotron,
Medimeer, terrestrial research
stations, etc.) are available. There
is also substantial development of
experimental evolutionary research
requiring tailored infrastructures
and technical expertise (secure
insectarium, bacteriology, germplasm
collection, mouse conservatory etc.).

S A Cambodian market.
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P. Zagatti © Fondation pour la Recherche sur la Biodiversité

S Ammonites on the Plaque de Digne.
W Thiaridae snail diversity.
X Left to right:
Diversity of dates and beetles
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Origin and evolution
of biodiversity

B

iodiversity—from genes to landscapes—is the
outcome of long-term evolutionary processes.
The theory of evolution therefore provides the
conceptual architecture for understanding its emergence
and structuring. Ecological theories, in turn, establish a
general framework for understanding the mechanisms
underlying interactions between biodiversity units
(e.g. individuals, populations) and the environment. It is
essential, in a setting of unprecedented anthropogenic
modifications, to analyze the evolution of biodiversity
from both evolutionary and ecological standpoints.
Activities associated with this theme could be
roughly pooled into three groups—the description of
biodiversity patterns, the analysis of forces affecting
biodiversity, and interactions with humans and the
changes they induce.
Describing biodiversity fulfils two requirements.
The first concerns the classification of living organisms
at all integration levels, from genomes to communities,
especially from a systematics perspective. The second
pertains to the characterisation of biodiversity
distribution patterns to highlight forces that could
underlie their evolution. The environment must be taken
into account because of its tight interactions
with biodiversity units.
Evolutionary and ecological theories provide a
framework for interpreting this biodiversity and baseline
forces that modify it. This includes natural selection and
competition among species as deterministic forces, and
genetic and ecological drift as stochastic forces. This
component is covered by disciplines such as population
genetics, quantitative genetics and community ecology.
Human activities have a more or less direct or indirect
impact on all ecosystems, so they should be taken
into account in all biodiversity research. A gradient
of anthropization ranging from virtually soilless
agrosystems to ecosystems in some relatively unaltered
tropical rainforests could be considered. The scientific
topics focus, for instance, on pesticide resistance, the
introduction of new species or interactions between
wild species and crops.

M. Martinez © UMR CBGP

The research fields range from biology and ecology to
humanities and social sciences (HSS) such as economy,
geography and ethnobiology, while all of the research
is interdisciplinary. Humans—driving forces in the
evolution of biodiversity—can also be a focus of study,
particularly through classical HSS. In addition, original
evolutionary and human ecology studies are under way
in Montpellier (France).
Describing biodiversity and gaining insight into its
evolution has for several decades been a very active
field of research, involving an increasing number of
researchers and research units in Montpellier and
region, thus ranking it as an international reference
site. Research is carried out on living material and
fossils and at scales ranging from genes to ecosystems.
The range of spatiotemporal scales of investigation is
therefore extremely broad, especially since all global
ecosystems are taken into consideration, even though
Mediterranean and tropical ecosystems are the main
focus of research. Studies encompass the full spectrum
of living organisms (bacteria, unicellular and multicellular
eukaryotes, including plants, fungi and animals), and
these organisms may or not be manipulated by humans
(e.g. crops). A noteworthy feature of this research is
its multidisciplinary and integrative aspect, involving
traditional biological fields of ecological and evolutionary
sciences (e.g. palaeontology, population genetics,
ecophysiology, etc.), as well as mathematical sciences,
bioinformatics, chemistry and HSS. This research strikes
a balance between academic and targeted approaches,
and between theoretical and empirical aspects. The
latter may involve monitoring or experimentation, while
there has been recent development in experimental
ecological and evolutionary approaches. The high
number and extent of long-term field programmes,
some of which have been under way for almost 40 years,
is a noteworthy feature.
Jean-Christophe Auffray (UMR ISEM),
Philippe Jarne (UMR CEFE),
Jean-François Molino (UMR AMAP)
& Flavie Vanlerberghe-Masutti (UMR CBGP)
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Origin and evolution
of biodiversity
Main teams
UMR BETM
Biologie et Écologie tropicale
et méditerranéenne
(CNRS, UPVD)
19 scientists
Director: André Théron,
theron@univ-perp.fr
X Presentation page 11

UMR BGPI
Biology and Genetics of Plant-Pathogen
Interactions
(CIRAD, INRA, Montpellier SupAgro)
36 scientists
Director: Philippe Rott,
philippe.rott@cirad.fr
http://umr-bgpi.cirad.fr
X Presentation page 16

UMR BIOM
Biologie Intégrative
des Organismes Marins
(CNRS, UPMC)
18 scientists
Director: Hervé Moreau,
herve.moreau@obs-banyuls.fr
http://biom.ent.upmc.fr
X Presentation page 21

UMR CBGP
Center for Biology and
Management of Populations
(CIRAD, INRA, IRD, Montpellier SupAgro)
35 scientists
Director: FlavieVanlerberghe,
Flavie.Vanlerberghe@supagro.inra.fr
www.montpellier.inra.fr/CBGP
X Presentation page 10

UMR CMAEE
Emerging and Exotic Animal
Disease Control
(CIRAD, INRA)
36 scientists
Director: Dominique Martinez,
dominique.martinez@cirad.fr
X Presentation page 17
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UMR DGIMI
Diversité, Génomes & Interactions
Microorganismes – Insectes
(INRA, UM2)
16 scientists
Director: Patrick Tailliez,
tailliez@univ-montp2.fr
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X Presentation page 18

UMR InterTryp
Host-Vector-Parasite Interactions in
Infections by Trypanosomatidae
(CIRAD, IRD)
25 scientists
Director: Gérard Cuny,
gerard.cuny@mpl.ird.fr
www.cirad.fr/en/research-operations/
research-units/host-vector-parasiteinteractions-in-infections-bytrypanosomatidae
X Presentation page 15

... continued on page 10

Current and past origin,
dynamics and evolution
of biodiversity
For over 30 years the Institut des
Sciences de l’Évolution de Montpellier
(ISEM, CNRS, IRD, UM2,) has been
conducting research on the origin
and dynamics of biodiversity, and
on the conditions and mechanisms
underlying its evolution. This research
is focused on both current and past
biodiversity trends, encompassing
a broad range of organisms and
environments via field, experimental
and theoretical approaches.
Basic evolutionary biology issues
(adaptation and speciation
mechanisms, etc.) are relevant for
understanding the mechanisms
underlying biodiversity, its structuring
and functioning, but research carried
out by ISEM also incorporates:
(i) accelerated data production
methods and the enhanced capacity
to perceive different structural and
functional aspects of living organisms
(from genes to ecosystems) so as to
be able to understand evolutionary
mechanisms responsible for
biodiversity on a global scale, and
(ii) scientific and social queries on the
response capacities of biodiversity
(organisms and/or communities)
to global change. This shifts the
evolutionary research in a more
applied and/or predictive direction.

 The Diversity Department addresses

the need to compare evolutionary and
ecological processes (evolutionary
ecology) to gain insight into
mechanisms underlying biodiversity
dynamics. This department is focused
on understanding the effects of global
change on organisms, populations
and communities. The development of
theoretical models is just as essential
as experimental evolution research.
 The Form Department is geared
towards boosting knowledge on
mechanisms by which development
dynamics affect phenotypic evolution
variation—these mechanisms are
essential in biodiversity emergence.
The proposed approach combines
studies on fine mechanisms
responsible for the emergence and
variability in forms. The paleonological
approach to this evolution, i.e. taking
paleobiodiversity into account, is an
integral feature of this department.
 The Conservation and

Domestication Department embodies
the unit’s activities in promoting
applied evolution and biodiversity.
The department documents and
makes effective use of baseline
knowledge on ichtyological diversity,
the adaptive potential and structuring
of populations to come up with
means necessary for the development
of conservation, management
and domestication (aquaculture
production) methods.
 The Environment Department

 The Genome Department was

founded in response to the increased
importance of genomics in the
approach of ISEM to evolution and
biodiversity. The research of this
department benefits from access
to genetic information to unravel
evolutionary processes, especially
those involved in molecular evolution
and phylogeny, adaptation and
speciation mechanisms.

conducts research on two major
topics: reconstitution of climate
change and the dynamics of former
ecosystems. These two topics are
based on the acquisition of new data
(environmental proxies) and modelling
to gain further insight into current and
future processes. One of the aims of
this research is to manage biodiversity
at species and ecosystem levels in a
global change setting. •••

W A 7 month old tilapia (Sarotherodon melanotheron)
reared in the Système Aquacole à Recyclage Intégral (SARI).
TSARI prototype set up in Senegal.

S. Gilles © IRD

Researchers of the Conservation and Domestication
Department are highly involved in the development of specific
aspects derived from evolution studies. Some of these scientists
are posted in developing countries, such as Indonesia and
Peru, working specifically on issues concerning tropical species
(Pangasius, Colosoma, etc.). European species are also the focus
of indepth studies, e.g. trout, Mediterranean sea bass and
sturgeon. Highly theoretical research is under way to determine
the species and populations, their origins and interactions
with the environment, along with highly applied research on

S. Gilles © IRD

As evolution has a major impact on all aspects of biology,
biological tools and concepts are implemented to an increasing
extent to address socioeconomic issues. This also applies to
aquaculture. It is essential—due to the stagnation and even
regression of fisheries catches and rising human population
growth—to characterise fish diversity in order to be able to
ensure its preservation and sustainable management. Solid
scientific foundations are thus essential for the development of
environment-friendly aquaculture. ISEM thus aims to participate
in acquiring the baseline knowledge required for understanding
evolutionary processes, while also using this insight to answer
practical questions.

rearing techniques to ensure sustainable aquaculture. All of this
complementary research is tightly integrated and coordinated,
which is also an innovative aspect that ISEM intends to promote.
Contacts: Marc Legendre, marc.legendre@ird.fr
& Jean-François Agnèse, jean-francois.agnese@ird.fr
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ISEM and evolutionary science
to foster sustainable aquaculture
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Origin and evolution of biodiversity

Tree species diversity
in French Guianan forests
In tropical rainforests, community ecology studies are
hard to carry out because of the extremely
high biological and structural diversity,
and also due to the lack of knowledge
on the resident flora. In French
Guiana, there are on average
150–170 different tree species
per forested hectare, whereas
this French department hosts
1 600 species overall, and
new ones are described
every year. Moreover,
floristic composition varies
considerably within short,
medium and long distances.
Describing and analysing these
variations in both composition
and species diversity is a key
challenge in terms of obtaining
baseline knowledge and facilitating
sustainable management of natural
D. S
abati
er © UMR AMAP
resources. This theme is studied by UMR AMAP
through a network of permanent study plots in which
the local species diversity of tree communities is measured via
detailed botanical inventories.

Main teams
UMR ISEM
Institut des Sciences
de l’Évolution de Montpellier
(CNRS, IRD, UM2)
117 scientists
Director: Jean-Christophe Auffray,
jean-christophe.auffray@univ-montp2.fr
www.isem.cnrs.fr
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UMR MIVEGEC
Infectious Diseases and Vectors: Ecology,
Genetics, Evolution and Control
(CNRS, IRD, UM1)
84 scientists
Director: Didier Fontenille,
didier.fontenille@ird.fr
www.mivegec.ird.fr
X Presentation page 13

USDA-ARS-EBCL
European Biological
Control Laboratory
9 scientists
Director: Kim Hoelmer,
khoelmer@ars-ebcl.org
www.ars-ebcl.org
X Presentation page 20

... continued on page 12

Data from these test plots—supplemented by remote
sensing data, soil and geological sampling, genetic
analyses and archeological data—enable the
development of models and testing of
hypotheses on the causes of variations in
species diversity. This is how the influence
of current environmental factors
(climate, soils, natural disturbances) on
tree diversity has been documented
at local and regional scales.
Moreover, these permanent plots
in French Guiana are part of a
large international network of the
same type. Data from this network
revealed large-scale gradients of
floristic composition and diversity
across the Guiano-Amazonian forest
basin. These gradients were correlated
with soil fertility and dry season length
gradients.
Contacts: Daniel Sabatier,
daniel.sabatier@ird.fr
& Jean-François Molino, jean-francois.molino@ird.fr

Systematics, genetics,
ecology and evolution
of populations of target
organisms
The Center for Biology and
Management of Populations
(UMR CBGP, CIRAD, INRA, IRD,
Montpellier SupAgro) conducts
research in the fields of systematics,
genetics, ecology and the evolution
of populations and communities
of organisms that are important
for agriculture, human health and
biodiversity in a global change
setting. This research is geared
towards the development of
conceptual, theoretical and technical
tools required for the identification,
monitoring and management of
these interacting organisms and
communities. A range of biological
models are studied, including
arthropods, nematodes and rodents,
as well as the communities with
which they may be associated.
CBGP focuses on characterizing
biodiversity through a
multidisciplinary approach.

S In tropical rainforests (here in French Guiana),
adjacent trees are often of different species.

This involves identifying and
determining the biological entities
and assessing diversity through the
development of molecular biology
and computer tools to facilitate and
enhance taxonomy and systematics
research. CBGP has expertise
in systematics and maintains
large germplasm collections
(over a million specimens) and
entomology, acarology, nematology
and mammalogy databases. These
databases pool taxonomic, biological
and georeferenced information.
CBGP is involved in international
projects aimed at developing a
barcode of living organisms to serve
as a standard taxonomy tool (see
the Consortium for the Barcode
Of Life). CBGP is also focused on
determining the origin, history
and spatiotemporal distribution
of this diversity by studying:
(i) the diversity of these organisms
on different geographical scales,
(ii) factors affecting the geographical
distribution of the studied entities,
and (iii) phylogenetic relationships
between the different entities. It
is now possible—thanks to the
development of georeferenced

databases—to explain the
distribution of certain taxa according
to factors such as climatic conditions
and available resources, thus
boosting insight into mechanisms
underlying the formation of
communities of organisms. These
different approaches are essential
for characterizing studied taxa and
more accurately determining their
evolutionary history, especially
with respect to: (i) invasive species,
(ii) pathogen reservoirs, and (iii) crop
and stored food pests.
CBGP has developed a broad network
of collaborations and scientific
partnerships. In Montpellier
(France), it is collaborating directly
with other joint research units to
develop research in the fields of
evolutionary and ecological biology,
and with ISEM, CEFE, AMAP and
the Genetics and Evolution of

Infectious Diseases laboratory
(GEMI). CBGP is a member of
the Montpellier, Environnement,
Biodiversité federative research
institute. Finally, CBGP has set up a
diversified national and international
partnership (industrialized and
developing countries) formalized by
the French National Research Agency
(ANR) as well as European and
international projects.

Molecular diversity
central to host-parasite
interactions
The scientific activities of the joint
research unit (UMR) Biologie et
Écologie tropicale et méditerranéenne
(BETM, CNRS, UPVD) are focused on
analysis of the diversity of interactions
between parasites and their
surrounding environment.

This latter environment encompasses
host species that the parasites utilize
depending on the environment in
which they are transmitted.
Multiscale integrative approaches
(from molecules to populations) are
implemented by the research unit
to analyse genetic and epigenetic
mechanisms of phenotypic diversity/
plasticity and thus the adaptability to
environmental variations impacting
these species.
One of the laboratory’s key models is
the metazoan parasite Schistosoma
mansoni (schistosome) which causes
schistosomiasis, a parasitic disease that
affects over 200 million people in 74
intertropical countries. This parasite
uses various freshwater molluscan
species as intermediate hosts, in which
the larval forms that infect humans are
propagated asexually. •••

Left. Culex pipiens.
Right. Ixodes ricinus.
Bottom. Phlebotome
piquant L.

B. Pesson © Université Louis Pasteur

S Top. Camargue horses.

An international conference held in May 2010, in Montpellier
(France), marked the end of the Emerging Diseases in a changing
European eNvironment (EDEN) project, which was launched by the
European Commission (6th Framework Programme of Research and
Technological Development). This large project (49 partners in 24
countries in Europe, the Middle East and Africa) was designed to
assess the effects of environmental changes on the risk of human
disease emergence and to characterize the most exposed ecosystems.
Vector- (ticks, insects, etc.) and rodent-borne diseases were selected
because they are highly sensitive to such changes. The results
showed that social, economic and behavioural factors are often more
important in explaining emergence than climate change. However,
each epidemiological system is a special case and it is essential to have
access to top quality field and public health data to be able to draw
conclusions.
In addition to these results, the project led to the completion of
some 60 university theses and the construction of a research network
recognized by the European Community (EC) and public health
agencies. The EC has also just launched the EDENext project, around
the same scale as EDEN, and which can be considered as a follow
up that also deals with animal health. EDENext is focused on gaining
insight into the risks of introduction, installation and dissemination
of vector-borne diseases, and on the systematic assessment of
vector population control methods. The socioeconomic dimension is
taken into account, with studies on stakeholder risk perception and
management. EDENext, like its predecessor, is a developing country
oriented project coordinated by CIRAD and IRD.
Contact: Renaud Lancelot, renaud.lancelot@cirad.fr
For further information: www.eden-fp6project.net
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N. Rahola © IRD
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EDEN and EDENext: understanding emerging diseases
to enhance their prevention and control
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Evolutionary dimension in biodiversity studies:
contributions of phylogenetic and phylogeographical approaches
Phylogeny and phylogeography (see fig. next page X) are disciplines
that facilitate the description and understanding of evolutionary
relationships between groups of organisms—between populations
of the same species (phylogeography) or between different
species or even genera (phylogeny). In UMR CBGP, these
approaches are used to enhance: (1) the understanding of
diversification patterns of given groups (phylogenetic approaches
in a temporal framework), (2) the analysis of spatial patterns
of diversity distributions on infraspecific (phylogeography) and
supraspecific (historical biogeographical approaches in phylogeny)
levels, (3) the assessment of population parameters (divergence
times, temporal variations in population size) and reconstruction
of colonization events, (4) species distinction and identification of
conservation priorities, and (5) the understanding of evolutionary
conditions with respect to certain characters (life history
characteristics, adaptive characters, genome organization, etc.).
The comparative phylogeny of partners in given interactions
(e.g. mutualistic or parasitic) boosts insight into the evolution of
traits involved in such interactions and their impact on speciation
phenomena.

Moreover, the biogeographical history of species can be charted
to gain further insight into the impact of past and present
bioclimatic cycles on the diversity of species and their current
distributions. Such charting also facilitates identification of
potential refuge areas where species might have survived during
the last paleoclimatic change period. This aspect is crucial in
conservation biology because refuge populations are often more
genetically diversified. Greater genetic diversity gives species more
chance of surviving major environmental modifications such as
those induced by global change currently under way.
Contacts: Emmanuelle Jousselin,
emmanuelle.jousselin@supagro.inra.fr
& Gaël Kergoat, gael.kergoat@supagro.inra.fr
X Figure illustrating the advantages of phylogenetic and
phylogeographical approaches on supra- and infra-specific levels.
On the left - a few applications of phylogenetic studies: species distinction (e.g.
DNA barcoding)/biodiversity description; studies on the evolution of life history
characteristics; historical biogeography studies.
On the right - a few applications of phylogeographical studies: conservation biology
(e.g. identification of populations threatened by global change); biodiversity
distribution (population genetics studies) and invasion biology (history of invasions).

Other teams focused
on this topic
UMR LECOB
Benthic Ecogeochemistry Laboratory
(CNRS, UPMC)
16 scientists
Director: Nadine Le Bris,
lebris@obs-banyuls.fr
http://lecob.obs-banyuls.fr
X Presentation page 41

UMR LSTM
Laboratory of Tropical
and Mediterranean Symbioses
(CIRAD, INRA, IRD, Montpellier SupAgro, UM2)
42 scientists
Director: Michel Lebrun,
lebrun@univ-montp2.fr
www.mpl.ird.fr/lstm
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UMR AMAP
Botany and Computational
Plant Architecture
(CIRAD, CNRS, INRA, IRD, UM2)
44 scientists
Director: Pierre Couteron,
diramap@cirad.fr
http://amap.cirad.fr
X Presentation page 58

UMR CEFE
Centre d’Écologie Fonctionnelle et
Évolutive
(CIRAD, CNRS, EPHE, INRA, IRD,
Montpellier SupAgro, UM1, UM2, UM3)
125 permanent staff (or 160 scientists)
Director: Philippe Jarne,
philippe.jarne@cefe.cnrs.fr
www.cefe.cnrs.fr
X Presentation page 24

... continued on page 16

One of the current lines of research
is aimed at gaining insight into
the spatiotemporal variability in
observed levels of compatibility
between different populations of this
schistosome and their molluscan
hosts. At this stage of the hostparasite interaction, phenotypic
variability is highly expressed in
the key molecules involved in host
defence mechanisms and parasite
infectivity. In this setting, the UMR is
jointly developing:
 functional genomic and proteomic

approaches aimed at characterizing
these molecular determinants
 studies on diversity-generating
processes that genotypically and/
or epigenotypically involve these
determinants
 population-oriented approaches
that enable real-time monitoring of
these markers in their coevolutionary
dynamics.
Male and female schistosome couples
form and sexually reproduce in the
vertebrate host, thus generating
genetic diversity. At this level, the
UMR is developing research on the

impact of reproductive systems and
strategies (genotype-dependent
recruitment, mating choices, divorce
rates, etc.) on phenotypic diversity in
the parasite offspring.
Some of the main programmes
under way, supported by ANR
projects, include BIOMGENIM for
studies on the evolution of innate
immunity in the molluscan hosts,
SCHISTOPHEPIGEN for genetic
and epigenetic mechanisms
underlying phenotypic plasticity,
MONOGAMIX for pairing systems,
and SCHISTOMED for research on
anti-schistosome molecules.
The laboratory, which is a
WHO Collaborating Centre for
Schistosomiasis, experimentally
maintains the complete lifecycles
of several Schistosoma species and
strains. This expertise is utilized for
developing—in partnership with
public and private chemistry and
pharmacochemistry laboratories—
a new and more applied line of
research aimed at testing the antischistosome efficacy of new hybrid
molecules.

Infectious diseases are still a major
public health problem in Europe
and developing countries. In recent
decades, our planet has been
undergoing environmental, climatic,
demographic and economic changes
that could foster the development,
emergence or geographical spread
of epidemic, endemic and even
pandemic diseases.
The goal of the joint research unit
(UMR) Infectious Diseases and
Vectors: Ecology, Genetics, Evolution
and Control (MIVEGEC, CNRS, IRD,
UM1) is to understand—through
integrative research—processes
of replication and transmission
of infectious agents and their
transmission dynamics, to study
their potential vectors, and to analyse
the strategies and mechanisms
(especially genetic) of adaptation
and evolution of host-pathogen
complexes. The unique feature
of MIVEGEC’s research is that it
integrates all levels of study of these
complexes, i.e. from the pathogen
to the environment, including
the vertebrate host and vector.
This research gives rise to the
development of novel disease control
strategies. The research is carried

out on different models, continents
and scales: ecosystems, host and
pathogen populations, individuals
(via genetic and cell biology studies),
while incorporating relationships
between the different constituents.
The diverse range of models studied
(Leishmania/sandflies, Plasmodium/
mosquitoes, Trypanosoma/Triatoma,
arboviruses/Aedes, Borrelia, Babesia/
Ixodidae, pathogenic insects, Buruli
ulcer, toxoplasmosis, Mycobacterium
and tuberculosis, cholera, influenza
A virus, virus–plant interactions) is a
major asset of the UMR. MIVEGEC
consists of 10 teams:
 BEES: Biology, ecology and
evolution of vectorial systems
 DySMI: Systems dynamics–
infectious diseases
 ETE: Theoretical and experimental
evolution
 GAP: Plasmodium genetics and
adaptation
 GeneSys: Genetics and biodiversity
of infectious systems
 IAP: Parasitic interactions and
adaptations
 INCHA: Integrative epidemiology of
Chagas disease
 MeBFEA: Baseline biological
mechanisms of ancestral eukaryotes
 SAT: Transmission strategies and
adaptations
 VECOPS: Strategies for controlling
and preventing human-vector
contacts.

The research is carried out in Bolivia,
Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon,
Gabon, Morocco, Thailand, Vietnam
and France (including French
Guiana, Martinique, Mayotte and
Réunion), and in collaboration with
many other developing countries.
UMR MIVEGEC is a member of
two graduate schools affiliated with
Montpellier-based universities,
including ‘Integrated Systems in
Biology, Agronomy, Geoscience,
Hydroscience and Environment’
and ‘Health, Biology and Chemical
Sciences’. It is also a World Health
Organization (WHO) Collaborating
Centre for leishmaniasis and for
the use of pesticides in public
health applications. It hosts the
French National Reference Centre
for Leishmania and the National
Reference Centre for Toxoplasmosis.
Some of the teams have ISO 9001
certification (version 2000).
The unit is involved in around 30
research programmes with various
funding sources (European Union,
French National Research Agency,
French Ministries of Health and
Environment, National Institute of
Health, WHO, industries, etc.) and it
publishes over 150 referenced articles
annually. •••
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Adaptation and evolution
of host-pathogen
complexes
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Health ecology and biodiversity:
avian influenza viruses in Camargue region

M. Gauthier-Clerc © Tour du Valat
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Health issues have long been dealt with through symptomatic and
immediate approaches without considering the underlying ecological
and evolutionary mechanisms. This is essential, however, to gain insight
into the role of complex interactions between organisms and their
environment or to foresee the potential impact of pathogen control
initiatives. In a rapidly evolving world under the effect of global change
(habitat alterations, massive use of pesticides and antibiotics, overuse
of natural resources, trade globalization, introduction of exotic species,
intensive livestock production, climate change, etc.), many of these
interactions have now been substantially altered, especially with respect
to parasites and pathogens. This situation is leading to the emergence of
new diseases or the loss of health and biodiversity services.
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The highly pathogenic H5N1 avian influenza virus recently emerged
and spread from Asia to Europe and Africa. This has altered the
positive view of wild bird migration, even though its role seems to be
M. Gauthier-Clerc © Tour du Valat
disproportionate to that of commercial trade. Wild birds, contrary
to domesticated birds, are seldom infected with highly pathogenic avian influenza virus pathogens. Camargue region (France) is
located at the crossroads of several palearctic bird migration routes and is considered as a prime area for pathogen exchanges.
Research carried out in Camargue by the Tour du Valat centre, the Genetics and Evolution of Infectious Diseases Laboratory and
Institut Pasteur is focused especially on wild avian influenza virus reservoir species, phylogenetic relationships, contamination and
avian influenza virus dissemination pathways. The results show, for instance, the key role of ducks, herring gulls and little gulls in
the circulation of slightly pathogenic forms. Infection rates in ducks can vary markedly between years, but the monthly patterns are
constant, with infection rates decreasing from September to January.
Contact: Michel Gauthier-Clerc, gauthier-clerc@tourduvalat.org
S Teals in Camargue region in winter.
W Inset - Bewick’s swans and wild ducks
in Camargue region in winter.

Animal movements and the emergence of livestock diseases

UPR AGIRs is striving to gain insight into the dynamics of disease
transmission between wild and domesticated herds via direct
and indirect contact. It is focusing on animal movements and
ecological factors or human-related factors that govern sharing
of the same resources and areas. Buffaloes and cattle were fitted
with GPS collars that recorded their locations continuously

Trypanosoma:
identification, genetic
variability, host-parasite
interactions
Parasitic trypanosomosis diseases—
despite initiatives to control them—
are still worrisome public health
and development issues. Despite the
abandonment of mass screening,
the lack of medical surveillance of
threatened populations, the sharp
increase in sandfly–human–cattle
contacts associated with factors such
as climate and demographic change,
as well as the many shortcomings
and unknown aspects of the parasite
traits such as transmission patterns,
human African trypanosomiasis
(HAT, sleeping sickness) is a
reemerging endemic disease that
now ranks as a WHO public health
priority. Animal trypanosomiasis
(nagana) is also a major stumbling
block to the development of livestock
production in sub-Saharan Africa,
Latin America and Asia.
This fact, in addition to the scant
number of studies focused on these
‘vector-borne diseases’, prompted the
joint research unit (UMR) InterTryp
(CIRAD, IRD) to conduct research
on interactions established by the
parasites in the two hosts vital to
their survival:

over annual cycles.
These data enabled
determination
of movement
patterns, vital sites
and the potential
for between-herd
contacts. They
were analysed
with respect
to explanatory
variables such as
vegetation, water,
season, human
presence, etc.
These studies
D. Cornélis © CIRAD
contribute to the
assessment of health risks so as to enhance their management,
and more generally of risks of conflicts between conservation
and development imperatives.
Contact: Marie-Noel De Visscher, visscher@cirad.fr
S Attachment of a GPS collar and collection of a sample from a
buffalo in Gonarezho National Park, Zimbabwe.

an insect host (hematophagous
vector) and a mammal host (a blood
source for the insect) in order to
enhance control of these diseases.
Research conducted concomitantly
on natural human diseases by IRD
and on animal diseases by CIRAD
revealed that many questions apply
to both disease types in terms of
epidemiology and control, especially
since the parasites are transmitted by
the same vector (sandflies or tsetse
flies). By pooling complementary
and synergetic expertise in a single
UMR, it is possible to develop a joint
multidisciplinary approach aimed at
fulfilling three research objectives:
 to analyse and identify

trypanosomes (in the host and
vector), their genetic variability,
virulence and/or pathogenicity
factors of the parasite strains
according to their geographical
origins
 to study host-parasite interactions
through the identification of markers
involved in infection tolerance/
susceptibility during disease
development
 to clarify the vectorial transmission
conditions in order to better target
control initiatives.
To fulfil these objectives, the UMR
benefits from teams established
in several countries where these

diseases are present, and where
there are sufficient human and
financial resources to: (i) carry
out screening, (ii) detect and
characterize the parasites in the
vectors and hosts, (iii) provide
support for therapeutic followup and treatment, (iv) determine
the genetic structure of sandfly
populations, i.e. key elements of their
vectorial competence, (v) study the
relationships of three participants in
these parasitic ecosystems in their
environments, and (vi) perform
experimental infections (cattle) with
parasite populations that differ in
terms of their relevant biological
criteria.
This set-up in developing countries is
supplemented by a joint IRD-CIRAD
laboratory hosted on the MontferrierBaillarguet campus (France). This
laboratory features operational
infrastructures that enable molecular
and cellular analyses of factors
underlying the development, or
not, of pathogenic processes and
an insectarium where five sandfly
species and subspecies of medical
and veterinary relevance are reared.
It is thus possible to determine the
different key elements leading to
the abortive or, conversely, optimal
development of trypanosomes
that are transmissible to mammal
hosts. •••
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The African buffalo (Syncerus caffer), an emblematic large African
wildlife species, is found in the main protected areas of Africa.
This species shares a broad range of pathogens with cattle
and humans, including the causal agents of foot-and-mouth
disease, brucellosis, tuberculosis, etc. The buffalo-cattle model
is being studied by UPR AGIRs (CIRAD) to gain insight into
epidemiological interactions between domesticated and wild
animals. Several studies have been carried out since 2007 by
team members within and around protected areas in western
(W Regional Park) and southern (Limpopo Transfrontier Park)
Africa. The risks of interaction between wildlife, cattle and
humans are especially high along the edges of protected areas,
where herding and crop farming are practiced to an increasing
extent. In 1960, for instance, contacts between infected cattle
and buffaloes led to the dissemination of bovine tuberculosis
throughout Kruger National Park (South Africa), and it has
recently spread to Zimbabwe.
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S Plum pox virus symptoms on
nectarines. The plumb pox virus is the causal
© S. Dallot

pathogen of sharka disease, which affects
Prunus species (peach, prune, apricot).

X Electronic microscopic view of the
plum pox virus (x 48 000).

Diversity of pathogen
interactions and adaptive
mechanisms
Interactions between plants
and pathogens are the result of
coevolution, which in turn has been
the driving force of biodiversity
currently observed in environments
least affected by human activities.
Agriculture has greatly modified
these interactions via the reduction
of biodiversity in crop species and
the selection of resistant genotypes
that put high selection pressure
on pathogens. Crop domestication

Biodiversity—Science for humans and nature

Other teams focused
on this topic
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UR Tropical Forest Goods
and Ecosystem Services:
Facing Global Change
(CIRAD)
36 scientists
Director: Alain Billand,
alain.billand@cirad.fr
www.cirad.fr/ur/bsef
X Presentation page 49

UR COREUS
Biocomplexité des écosystèmes
coralliens de l’Indo-Pacifique
(IRD, UPMC)
21 scientists
Director: Claude Payri,
claude.payri@ird.fr
www.coreus.ird.fr
X Presentation page 40

necessitated the selection of plants
sufficiently resistant to pathogens.
The introduction of new crop species
in all regions worldwide has led
to the involuntary introduction of
pathogens in regions where they were
previously absent. This has led to
confrontations between crop species
and pathogens with which they had
not co-evolved.
Large areas under monospecific or
monovarietal crops have offered
pathogens suitable ecological
conditions for switching hosts and for
the onset of devastating epidemics.
The current situation is the result of
changes that began in the early days
of agriculture, but which have been
amplified by the acceleration in plant
exchanges. Modern agriculture has
been constructed via many successes
in reducing epidemics but there
have also been many failures in the
use of varietal resistance and in the
development of crop protection
products. It is thus essential to
gain insight into the biodiversity of
crop pathosystems and pathogen
adaptation mechanisms in order
to be able to assess agrosystem
sustainability and to develop more
reliable methods for reducing losses.
Research carried out by the joint
research unit (UMR) Biology
and Genetics of Plant-Pathogen
Interactions (BGPI, CIRAD, INRA,

Montpellier SupAgro) is aimed
at gaining greater insight into the
diversity of interactions and adaptive
mechanisms of pathogens. Studies
are conducted on viruses and their
vectors, bacteria and fungi. The
research is conducted on different
scales through population biology
studies in which the observed
structures of pathogen populations
are compared to theoretical
population genetics models, and
also by epidemiological approaches,
experimental evolution and
modelling.
Metagenomics analysis is carried
out to assess the overall biodiversity
of viruses present in agrosystems
and closely related ecosystems. The
existence of viruses whose genome
is integrated with the host plant
genome raises specific issues on the
evolutionary roles of integrated virus
sequences and of the genomes of
viruses that cause Caulimoviridae
(banana streak viruses, cacao swollen
shoot virus) epidemics. Studies on the
evolution of these viruses enhance
insight into current epidemics.
The insect vectors cause bottlenecks
that have a major impact on the
evolution of virus populations.
Vection is thus a focus of BGPI
research (cauliflower mosaic
virus, CaMV, and Geminiviridae).
Recombination is a major mechanism

in the evolution of certain virus
families, and studies are under way to
assess its impact on the virulence and
fitness of the viruses (Geminiviridae).
The disease emergence potential
of these recombinant viruses is
assessed through these studies.
Experimental evolution studies may
also be conducted to test theoretical
evolution models with respect to
CaMV. Knowledge on the evolution
of viruses during natural epidemics
is used to enhance spatiotemporal
analyses of vector-borne diseases.
Population biology studies of vectors
and pathogens, fungi (Magnaporthe
grisea, Mycosphaerella fijensis)
and bacteria (European stone fruit
yellows), subjected to different
selection pressures, host species,
resistant genotypes and fungicides,

boosts insight into the underlying
epidemiological and evolutionary
mechanisms, while also making
it possible to evaluate the limits,
with the ultimate aim of developing
sustainable agrosystems.

Plasticity of microbial
and vector genomes
interacting with
pathogens
With the acceleration of infectious
and parasitic health emergency
situations over the last 20 years, the
joint research unit (UMR) Emerging
and Exotic Animal Disease Control
(CMAEE, CIRAD, INRA) develops
research on the dynamics of animal
and zoonotic diseases that have

high economic and health impacts
in developing countries, some of
which also threaten industrialized
countries. The tropical regions
where the unit focuses its activities
are both hotspots of these
infectious diseases and areas where
surveillance and warning systems
are quite inefficient.
The models studied are bacterial
or viral, with transmission direct
or via arthropod vectors (ticks,
Culicoides midges, sandflies or
mosquitoes). An integrated research
approach is implemented to study
interactions between pathogenic
microorganisms, target hosts
(domestic and wild) and vectors,
when they exist, while also taking
interactions with the agroecological
environment into account. •••

Genetic basis of the environmental adaptation
of African malaria vectors

D. Fontenille © IRD

N. Rahola © IRD

S Breeding grounds of Anopheles funestus
a mosquito vector of malaria,
at Lagdo, Cameroon.
Inset – An Anopheles gambiae couple,
mosquito vectors of malaria
(female left, male right).

Gene–environment interactions in A. gambiae can be analysed
by studying chromosomal polymorphism and the distribution of
paracentric inversions in natural vector populations. Large-scale
field surveys have been carried out in Cameroon and Burkina
Faso, and the ecological niche of the main species of the
A. gambiae complex were modelled on the scale of both
countries on the basis of statistical analysis of correlations
between sites where the species is present and a range of GISinventoried environmental factors. A comparative analysis of
the ecological niches of the different species of the complex
led to the identification of discriminant environmental variables.
Advanced molecular biology and genomic techniques are used
to complement conventional cytogenetic studies for detecting
genetic polymorphism associated with phenotypic variations
revealed by these ecological analyses. These studies have
led to decoding of the molecular polymorphism of certain
chromosome inversions in A. gambiae, while also determining
the reservoir role and functioning of adaptive genetic variability
in this vector.
Contacts: Frédéric Simard, frederic.simard@ird.fr
& Carlo Costantini, carlo.costantini@ird.fr
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The main African Plasmodium vectors can colonize markedly
different environments in sub-Saharan Africa—from arid
savannas bordering the Sahara to the centre of the equatorial
forest—in rural areas, farming areas, villages and towns.
UMR MIVEGEC focuses research especially on adaptive
genetic mechanisms of the Anopheles gambiae species complex
(chromosomal inversion, allelic polymorphism, gene expression
levels), selected in response to climatic variables, types of
colonized breeding grounds and anthropogenic pressure
(agriculture, pesticides, deforestation, urbanization), that
enhance their survival and development in different biotopes.
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X Adult parasitic Varroa
destructor mites that attack bees,
killed by Beauveeria bassiana.
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G. Mercadier © EBCL/USDA

They are aimed at characterizing
determinants of pathogen
emergence, transmission and
dissemination in a multiscale
approach in which epidemiological
modelling is gaining importance.
Two of the four research lines that
structure the scientific project tightly
integrate diversity studies:
 Studies of microbial genome
plasticity (bacteria and viruses) aim
to describe the genetic diversity
and evolutionary forces to which
microorganisms are subjected. High
throughput technologies facilitate
characterization of this diversity in
whole genomes and analysis of it
on a population scale, which is the
only way to assess the complexity of
microbial ecology.
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 Vectors interacting with
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pathogens, hosts and the
environment. The complexity
of vector systems is assessed in
terms of the diversity of species
involved in pathogen transmission
and also the variability in their
vectorial competence and capacity
with respect to these pathogens,
which in turn feature genetic and
phenotypic diversity. Moreover,
the research focuses on the genetic
diversity of species in order to
characterize population structures
and evolutionary patterns.
The ultimate aim is to contribute to
the assessment of health risks and
develop integrated control strategies
that combine tools developed
via research (diagnostic, vaccine,

therapeutic) and methods based
on an understanding of the vector
ecology, epidemiological processes
and their modelling.
The UMR is striving to ensure
streamlined transfer of these research
products to promote capacity
building and the development of
nonindustrialized countries. It has
thus decided to become involved
in engineering of veterinary public
health networks by contributing to
the development and/or functioning
of regional networks (CaribVET
in the West Indies, AnimalRisk in
the Indian Ocean region, REMESA
in the Mediterranean Basin, etc.),
essentially through research teams
posted in the French overseas
departments and territories.
The unit is involved in many
international partnerships in
industrialized and developing
countries through health and
research networks (European,
global). It has five national and six
international (Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations,
World Organisation for Animal
Health) reference laboratory
accreditations. In Montpellier
(France), the unit integrates its
system of containment laboratories
(L3), animal rearing facilities and
insectaria—managed in compliance
with ISO 17025 quality control
standards—within a network devoted
to vectors and emerging diseases, for
which it is a founding member along
with joint research units of IRD,
universities and EID (Montpellier,
France).

Biodiversity
of crop pest insects
The research projects of the
joint research unit (UMR)
Diversité, Génomes & Interactions
Microorganismes – Insectes
(DGIMI, INRA, UM2) are focused
on the characterization of
entomopathogenic organisms and
studies on their interactions with
insects. In line with the current trend
towards reduced chemical pesticide
use and sustainable development,
these studies contribute to the
development of new strategies for
controlling crop pest insects and
vector insects.
The main entomopathogenic
organisms studied are:
 densoviruses (Parvoviridae
family), small single-stranded DNA
viruses pathogenic to larval insects
(Dynamics of densovirus-insect
interactions team)
 entomopathogenic nematodes
(genera Heterorhabditis and
Steinernema) associated with the
symbiotic entomopathogenic
bacteria Photorhabdus and
Xenorhabdus (Enterobacteriaceae),
which are essential for the
parasitic cycle of their hosts
(Biological & genetic resources of
entomopathogenic bacteria and
nematodes team)
 endoparasitoid hymenopterans
(Hyposoter didymator,
Ichneumonidae) associated
with a symbiont essential for its
parasitic success, belonging to the
Polydnavirus family (Hyposoter

Asian longhorned beetles and biodiversity
Anoplophora glabripennis and A. chinensis (Coleoptera, Cerambycidae) are invasive species
originating from the Far East. The larvae bore tunnels in the wood of many broad-leaved
tree species. Anoplophora directly or indirectly affect biodiversity which in turn affects
Anoplophora populations.

S Female Anoplophora
chinensis.

The direct effect of Anoplophora on biodiversity is associated with its high polyphagy.
The hardwood species attacked include maple, poplar, willow, chestnut, alder, hornbeam,
hazelnut, apple, citrus (for A. chinensis), etc. Urban parks and gardens, nurseries, orchards
and broad-leaved forests are threatened. Successive reinfestations of host plants results
in their death, thus leading to the annihilation or displacement of indigenous biocenoses
normally associated with these species. The indirect effect of Anoplophora on biodiversity
concerns ecosystem disturbances associated with initiatives to eradicate this pest in
urban, agricultural and forest landscapes. The destruction of some forest areas also
results in the disappearance of shrub and herbaceous layers and the displacement
of insect populations, small mammals and birds living in these wooded areas. In turn,
biodiversity has an impact on Anoplophora populations since certain local parasitoid
insects, particularly hymenopterans that are natural enemies of xylophagous insects,
accept Anoplophora as a substitute host.
In northern Italy, the European Biological Control Laboratory found that eight parasitoid
insect species of European fauna, belonging to five different families (Braconidae,
Eurytomidae, Eupelmidae, Bethylidae, Pteromalidae), attack young A. glabripennis and
A. chinensis larvae under the bark. Greater biodiversity has a greater antagonistic impact
on this pest and its populations are thus better controlled.
Contact: Franck Hérard, fherard@ars-ebcl.org

Densoviruses encountered in
the main groups of insects of
agricultural, medical or veterinarian
relevance are biological control
candidates. The UMR aims to assess
their potential and risks associated
with their control application by
focusing on infection mechanisms
through the use of lepidopteran crop
pests and densoviruses (DNV)
as interaction models, by:
 studying the molecular
mechanisms of Junonia coenia
densovirus (JcDNV) entry and
specificity using permissive and
nonpermissive cultured insect cells
 studying densovirus host spectra
and specificity determinants by
comparing a ‘generalist’ multihost
pathogenic densovirus with a
‘specialist’ single-host pathogenic
densovirus in order to gain insight
into the mechanisms that determine
host specificity
 studying mechanisms of
densovirus transmission and
pathogenicity (collaboration with
BGPI).
Concerning nematode insect
parasites (genera Heterorhabditis and
Steinernema) and their symbiotic
entomopathogenic intestinal
bacteria, research to classify these
two bacterial genera have boosted
the laboratory’s international
reputation since the late 1980s.

Between 2005 and 2009, 11 new
Xenorhabdus species and four new
Photorhabdus subspecies have been
described. This research has been
conducted on a unique, globally
reknowned collection of bacteria
isolated from entomopathogenic
nematodes that were collected on
all continents through trapping
operations or from parasite-infected
insects gathered directly in the field.
The topics covered are:
 classification and genealogy of
bacterial species in these two genera
 identification of evolutionary
trends in these associations through
comparisons of genealogical
patterns in two nematode-bacteria
combinations
 determination of host spectra
to identify nematode-bacteria
combinations that are pathogenic to
many insect orders and more specific
to one group of insects
 screening and effective use
of nematodes, insecticide and
antimicrobial molecules in
collaboration with professional
partners.
The laboratory is also a key
stakeholder in pooling genomic
resources of the genera Photorhabdus
and Xenorhabdus, for which
complete sequences of two
Photorhabdus genomes and five
Xenorhabdus genomes will soon
be available (collaboration with
Génoscope, University of WisconsinMadison, Monsanto).

Parasitoid hymenopterans form a
highly diversified group that has an
important population balancing
role in natural ecosystems and
agrosystems. DGIMI focuses research
on the diverse range of development
strategies and virulence factors
of these arthropod population
control agents. The main study
model is the Hyposoter didymator
ichneumonid, associated with a
symbiont virus of the Polydnavirus
family and parasite of noctuid moths
(Chrysodeixes chalcites, Helicoverpa
armigera or Spodoptera littoralis)
on the European continent. In
collaboration with CBGP and other
partners, interactions between
the polyembryonic braconid wasp
Macrocentrus cingulum and Ostrinia
lepidopteran species are studied.
The topics covered are:
 virulence factor similarities
and differences in parasitoid
hymenopterans
 the origin and evolution of
ichneumonid hymenopteran–
polydnavirus associations
 the role of virulence factors and
their variability in the host spectrum
of parasitoid hymenopterans.
These topics are investigated in a
network that includes several French
(universities of Tours, Amiens and
Toulouse, INRA Sophia-Antipolis,
CBGP, etc.) and international (Laval
University, Escola Superior de
Agricultura ‘Luiz de Queiroz’, etc.)
laboratories. •••
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didymator ichnovirus) (Integrative
biology of host-parasitoid
interactions team).
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S Anoplophora chinensis.

Biodiversity and
biological pest
and weed control
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The European Biological Control
Laboratory (EBCL), located on the
Montferrier-Baillarguet campus
north of Montpellier (France), is the
most important research laboratory
of the United States Department of
Agriculture–Agricultural Research
Service USDA/ARS) located outside
of USA.
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Most biological pests introduced into
the United States without their natural
enemies are of Eurasian or African
origin. Because of this situation, the
USDA set up its first laboratory at
Auch, in France, as early as 1919.
Since its founding, its activities have
been oriented towards standard
biological pest and weed control
in North America, while focusing
studies especially on biodiversity in
the source areas of target species. This
biodiversity is investigated through
various naturalist disciplines, such
as entomology, botany, acarology, as
well as community ecology, insect
and plant pathology, phylogeography
and genetic characterization of target
organisms and their natural enemies.
EBCL’s research is devoted to the
identification of natural enemies
worldwide that are associated
with target biological pests,

their morphological and genetic
characterization, studies on their
biology, while also focusing on
different constituents underlying
pest and weed invasions. The
‘invasive plant’ and ‘pest insect’
research units of this multinational
and multidisciplinary laboratory
are supported by a joint molecular
genetics team.
Here are five examples of studies
under way that concern biodiversity:
 Swallow-worts (Vincetoxicum
spp.) are plants of Eurasian origin
that are invasive in northeastern USA
and Canada. The first phase of the
biological control programme (20062008) involved a phylogeograpical
assessment of these plants in
their native area and in the area
of introduction relative to the in
situ entomological biodiversity:
16 phytophagous insects and a
phytopathogenic rust collected in
Europe. The second phase (20092012) involves selecting the best
candidates, via specificity tests, for
their potential future importation into
North America. A chrysomelid beetle,
a noctuid wasp and tephritid fly are
currently being assessed.
 Green spurge (Euphorbia esula)
is an invasive plant in Val de Saône
(France) despite its Eurasian origin.
Insect and pathogen natural enemies
have been sampled with the aim of

studying the feasibility of biological
control via increases and conservation
of these populations: 15 species
have already been trapped in the wet
grasslands of Val de Saône.
 Guinea grass (Panicum maximum),
from the African tropics, is highly
invasive in southern USA, where it
threatens citrus and sugarcane crops.
Surveys conducted in Cameroon
in 2009 led to the identification
of 27 herbivores belonging to 10
coleopteran families, as well as three
bug species and four lepidopterans.
 Lygus bugs are invasive in alfalfa

and vegetable crop fields in the
east and west coast regions of USA.
The natural enemies were surveyed
in Eurasia, especially Spain and
Morocco. Three nymphal parasites of
the Peristenus genus were collected,
reared and sent to the United States
for release. The parasitism rate noted
in Europe is 10–60%, whereas it is
60–90% in areas of introduction where
the beneficial organisms are in the
environmental adaptation process.
 Asian longhorned beetles

(Anoplophora glabripennis,
A. chinensis [= CLB]) are two
cerambycids that seriously threaten
tree fruit crops, forest stands and
ornamental plants in North America
and Europe. Surveys in Lombardy
(Italy) have led to the identification
of eight larval parasites of the

European fauna, which are thus
potential biocontrol candidates. An
Asian oophagous parasitoid specific
to A. chinensis that was incidentally
imported with its host is now
widespread and efficient in the core
of the major CLB infestation areas in
Lombardy.
Other programmes are also focused
on biodiversity, such as that of the
olive fruit fly and the giant reed
(Arundo donax), and various Eurasian
beneficial organisms have already
been sent to USA for potential release.

Marine organisms:
development and
adaptation mechanisms
The main aim of the project of the
joint research unit (UMR) Biologie
Intégrative des Organismes Marins
(BIOM, CNRS, UPMC) is to study
development and adaptation
mechanisms of organisms through
an evolutionary approach. In
addition to this very general goal,
the specific focus of the project

is to use unconventional marine
organism models in original studies
complementary to those carried
out on more conventional models.
This type of approach has often led
to significant advances in various
biological fields by obtaining
responses to certain basic biological
questions. This approach uses the
particular features of the diversity
of target organisms, as well as the
profound unity of living organisms,
thus enabling comparisons between
sometimes very phylogenetically
distant organisms.
This UMR project is divided into
four research themes corresponding
to four currently operational
research teams:
 Environmental factors and
adaptive mechanisms
 Chordate evolution and
development
 Regulation of cellular mechanisms
during development
 Environmental genomics and
phytoplankton adaptation.
The main model organisms used
are marine metazoans such

as echinoderms (sea urchins,
starfish), cephalochordates
(Amphioxus), fish (Mediterranean
sea bass) and eukaryotic microalgae
(prasinophytes, diatoms,
dinoflagellates).
The unit is located at the Banyulssur-Mer Oceanological Observatory.
There is an overall staff of 30,
including 10 researchers and
tenured teacher-researchers. The
available equipment includes the
human and material navigational
resource and various scientific
equipment. The navigational
resources mainly include a 14 m
trawler with a specialized research
team, scientific divers, scientific
aquariums and marine organism
storage/rearing/culture tanks.
The scientific equipment includes
laboratories equipped for cellular
and molecular biology and
ecology experiments, along with a
microscopy/cytometry platform.
The unit is funded mainly by two
custodians (CNRS, UPMC), as well
as through French National Research
Agency or European contracts. 

Seabed explorations have revealed rich
In this setting, the Benthic Ecogeochemistry
abundant deepwater communities,
Laboratory (LECOB, CNRS, UPMC) is using
associated with localized ephemeral
its expertise to gain further insight into the
resources. These communities,
combined dynamics of colonization, organic
which were first described around
matter degradation and chemosynthesis
hydrothermal springs, are now known to
processes in deepwater environments,
live in a broad range of habitats—from
involving microbial pools, fauna assemblies
hydrocarbon-rich sediments to whale
and the physiochemical environment. To this
skeletons to underwater canyons and
end, LECOB is developing a broad range of
sunken wood. Species belonging to these
tools (metagenomics, sensors, biomolecular
communities have a long evolutionary
analyses, geochemical tracers) with the aim
history, as reflected by their adaptations to
of designing in situ experimental approaches
the strong bonds between stress and energy
that have yet to be substantially developed for
that prevail in these extreme marine environments.
deepwater environments. This is a complement to
© WHOI/S. Sievert
While human pressure is greater on these important
the expedition to explore the underwater Lacaze-Duthiers
sites of deepwater biodiversity, there is still insufficient baseline
canyon organized by the Oceanology Observatory. This research
knowledge to be able to predict their sensitivity to direct
is combined with a teachning course on deepwater ecosystems
and indirect disturbances, such as deepwater acidification and
and extreme marine environments, within the framework of
warming. With the support of the Fondation Total, Université
the UPMC Oceanography and Marine Environment Master’s
Pierre et Marie Curie (UPMC)—through the Extreme Marine
programme.
Environment, Biodiversity and Global Change chair—has focused
Contact: Nadine Le Bris, lebris@obs-banyuls.fr
research on these deepwater biodiversity hotspots.
S In situ electrochemical measurements on deepwater
hydrothermal communities obtained from the Alvin submarine.
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Biodiversity and extreme
deepwater environments
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S. Hättenschwiler © UMR CEFE

S Designing a Mediterranean
forest ecosystem associating
temporary microcosms and
decomposing organisms
(detritivores).
W Pelagic mesocosm experiment
at the MEDIMEER platform.
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Functional
biodiversity

Gaining insight into, preserving and even improving
ecosystem services is a major scientific challenge.
These services include biogeochemical cycles, primary
production, pollination, agricultural pest control, air
and water purification, waste decontamination and
treatment, biodiversity development and conservation,
and providing a source for new medication and crop
varieties. Their economic value may be hard to assess
but clearly these services—despite being affected by
human activities—are incredibly valuable for humankind.
An ecosystem is made up of thousands of species and
extremely complex interactions ensure its overall
functioning, as reflected by its functional biodiversity
dynamics. There are two main biodiversity constituents,
one ‘remarkable’ constituent, corresponding to entities
(genes, species, habitats) that society consider to be
of special interest (heritage, emblematic or usage
value), and an ‘ordinary’ constituent with no clear
intrinsic value, but which is essential for ecosystem
functioning. Interactions between relatively abundant
ordinary entities may potentially contribute to the
production of substantial ecosystem services. Links
between functional biodiversity dynamics and provided
services are, however, very hard to evaluate because
they are more associated with the inception of new
interactions between species than with species diversity
or abundance. One of the major roles of biodiversity—
regardless of how it is viewed—in the current climate
change setting is offering biological alternatives to help
cope with environmental instability.
The introduction of plant and animal species warrants
special attention since these species often carry
pathogens that are able to colonize new areas via
native species. However, bioinvasions can also create
conditions that will place selection pressure on native
species, but also in turn on introduced species. Crops
undergo many attacks from harmful organisms. To
preserve biodiversity, it is thus essential to gain greater
insight into prevention and control strategies for
effective management of bioinvasion risks associated
especially with trade globalization, land use and
landscape change and global warming.

Pest control should also be geared towards managing
pathogens and their hosts, and developing sustainable
resistance in target plants. Initiatives concerning
the transmission of diseases affecting both wild and
domesticated animals (even humans) are aimed
at determining the role played by the functional
biodiversity of animal populations and transmitted
pathogens, while focusing specifically on multispecies
systems (humans-livestock-microorganisms). Finally,
the awareness of risks associated with bioinvasions in
aquatic systems is quite recent. The increase in merchant
shipping associated with globalization is responsible
for some biodiversity erosion due, for instance, to the
invasion of the Mediterranean Sea by Lessepsian species
migrating from the Red Sea via the Suez Canal.
Irrespective of the ecosystem considered, biodiversity
is structurally and functionally dominated by
microorganisms, which in turn have a major role
in biomass production and mass and energy flows
(production, predation, nutrient recycling), and all of
these processes interact with the atmosphere and
climate. Microbial symbioses that occur in soil highlight
the functional biodiversity of certain associations
with the plant community, thus enabling sustainable
enhancement of ecosystem services provided, including
agricultural and forest production, while restoring
certain threatened environments. All soilborne biological
activities associated with the functional biodiversity
of microfauna (e.g. nematodes) and soil engineering
macroorganisms (e.g. earthworms and termites) shed
light on processes involved in regulating nutrient
dynamics and availability, carbon sequestration, in a
setting of improved ecosystem services provided by soil.
Field studies are essential for understanding ecosystem
functions, but further experimental analyses (European
Ecotron of Montpellier, MEDIMEER in Sète, France)
are required to assess the role of biodiversity in this
function. These studies range from gaining insight into
aspects of the fundamental role of biodiversity in
ecosystem functions to aspects applied to the use of
biodiversity for ecological engineering purposes.
Integrated species management seems promising
in the current setting of accelerated anthropogenic
modifications on molecular to landscape scales,
while accounting for interspecific relationships and
evolutionary processes that ensure the sustainability
of adaptive processes of natural Mediterranean and
tropical systems.
Marc Bouvy (UMR ECOSYM),
Éric Blanchart (UMR Eco&Sols)
& Alain Brauman (UMR Eco&Sols)
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T

he Earth hosts extraordinary biological
diversity, or ‘biodiversity’, encompassing
millions of different species. Species
biodiversity is multifaceted, including the genes,
molecules, physiologies and behaviours of species, as
well as the many ecological interactions with their
environment, and the variety of complex ecosystems
that they form. The vitality of the Earth and humanity is
dependent on the extraordinary diversity in life forms,
especially the functional constituent of this diversity,
which is the basis of ecosystem service provision.
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Main teams
UMR CBAE
Centre de Bio-Archéologie et d’Écologie
(CNRS, EPHE, Inrap, UM2)
Some 20 scientists
Jean-Frédéric Terral,
terral@univ-montp2.fr
www.umr5059.univ-montp2.fr
X Presentation page 28

UMR CEFE
Centre of Evolutionary
and Functional Ecology
(CIRAD, CNRS, EPHE, INRA, IRD,
Montpellier SupAgro, UM1, UM2, UM3)
125 permanent staff (or 160 scientists)
Director: Philippe Jarne,
philippe.jarne@cefe.cnrs.fr
www.cefe.cnrs.fr
X Presentation page 24

UMR Eco&Sols
Functional Ecology and Biogeochemistry
of Soils and Agroecosystems
(CIRAD, INRA, IRD, Montpellier SupAgro)
63 scientists
Director: Jean-Luc Chotte,
jean-luc.chotte@ird.fr
www.montpellier.inra.fr/ecosols
X Presentation page 29

UMR ECOSYM
Écologie des systèmes marins côtiers
(CNRS, IRD, UM2)
82 permanent staff
Director: Marc Troussellier,
marc.troussellier@univ-montp2.fr
www.ecolag.univ-montp2.fr
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UMR EME
Exploited Marine Ecosystems
(IFREMER, IRD, UM2)
56 scientists
Director: Philippe Cury,
philippe.cury@ird.fr
www.crh-sete.org
X Presentation page 38

UMR LECOB
Benthic Ecogeochemistry Laboratory
(CNRS, UPMC)
16 scientists
Director: Nadine Le Bris,
lebris@obs-banyuls.fr
http://lecob.obs-banyuls.fr
X Presentation page 41

... continued on page 26

From evolutionary
population biology to
material and energy cycles
in ecosystems
The Centre of Evolutionary and
Functional Ecology (UMR CEFE,
CIRAD, CNRS, EPHE, INRA, IRD,
Montpellier SupAgro, UM1, UM2,
UM3) conducts research ranging
from population biology and
evolution to studies on ecosystem
matter and energy cycles. In the early
1980s, based on its long-standing
experience in plant ecology*, the unit
diversified its research in terms of
issues investigated and biological
models. A common focus, with a
balance between empirical and
naturalist approaches and theoretical
precepts, then emerged and is the
current thrust of CEFE. Within
a dynamic and varied research
system on the environment and
biodiversity, CEFE has become
pivotal in ecological research in
Montpellier (France). This research
fosters an integrative view of ecology,
focusing especially on fundamental
research via various complementary
approaches, while reformulating
them in an ecological setting:
empirical approaches, molecular
marker analyses, experiments,
multidisciplinary investigations
in human and social sciences,
biomathematics, modelling and
chemical ecology.
CEFE activities combine
evolutionary and functional ecology
research with cross-disciplinary

research on the ecological implications
of anthropization. Human activities
have many omnipresent and
complex impacts on ecological
systems. This includes climate
change and modifications in uses
of the environment, e.g. land use,
transportation, etc. The anthropogenic
impact is also the result of interactions
between these two types of change
affecting all levels of ecological
organization. CEFE is divided into
three departments**:
 The Population Biology department
focuses research on the role of
adaptation and stress in biodiversity
dynamics. It pools internationally
renowned research teams in the fields
of population dynamics and genetics,
evolutionary biology and coevolution.
In recent years, a critical mass of
research in behavioural ecology led to
significant progress, e.g. in the fields
of visual and olfactory signalling. A
large share of the activities are devoted
to interactions in areas such as hostparasite relationships, pollination
and other mutual relationships.
Research on anthropogenic impacts
on biodiversity concern vertebrate
conservation biology, investigated
from a population dynamics
perspective, and the role of humans
in the generation of biodiversity via
domestication. The team includes staff
from CIRAD, CNRS, IRD and UM2.
 The Ecological System Dynamics
department involves teams conducting
research on several organization levels,
including populations, communities
and landscapes. One key aim is to gain
insight into mechanisms that control

M. Razafindrakoto © IRD

Soil engineers—diversity and functions

These macroinvertebrates are considered as soil engineers
because the soil environment modifications that occur via
their construction activities (castings, galleries, nests) have a
significant impact on microbial diversity and activities. However,
the beneficial role of these organisms in soil functioning
and the provision of ecosystem services is still relatively

community and landscape dynamics.
In addition to primary topics such
as reproduction systems, dispersal
and colonization mechanisms, and
relationships between functional
traits and plant successions, the
department devotes much of its
activity to ecological impacts of
human activities, especially the
effects of land use changes, which
in turn interact with climate
change. These changes are also
analyzed through interdisciplinary
conservation science and human and
social science research.

unknown and seldom used by soil managers (farmers, etc.).
However, they are indicators of the quality of soil and should
be considered as a resource that can enhance agroecosytem
service provision.
The joint research unit (UMR) Eco&Sols studies the
diversity and functions of these organisms in different
projects: taxonomic diversity of soil engineers in Malagasy
soils (‘Faune-M’ programme funded by the Institut Français
de la Biodiversité), diversity and role on carbon dynamics in
conservation agriculture (‘Pépites’ programme funded by the
French Research Agency/Systerra), regulation of microbial
diversity and activity by soil engineers [‘Endemic’ programme
funded by CNRS-EC2CO (Ecosphère Continentale et Côtière)].
Contacts: Éric Blanchart, eric.blanchart@ird.fr
& Alain Brauman, alain.brauman@ird.fr
S Madagascar earthworm (Megascolecidae family).

 The Ecosystem Functions
department groups two functional
ecology teams. The focus on
material and energy flows associates
landscape aspects in catchments, e.g.
via remote-sensing approaches, with
life history traits through analyses
of functional ecology mechanisms.
Much of the research involves the
analysis of ecological impacts of
global change, including climate
change and features associated
with the carbon cycle, or the effects
of biodiversity erosion, through
studies of biodiversity-functioning

relationships. This department
previously hosted the European
Ecotron of Montpellier project, which
is now a standalone CNRS internal
service unit (UPS). •••
* The Centre d’Études Phytosociologiques et
Écologiques, which was founded in the early
1960s, became CEFE in 1989.
** In 2011, UMR CEFE has been reorganized
around four research departments: Evolutionary
Ecology; Interactions, Ecology and Society;
Dynamics and Governance of Ecological
Systems; and Functional Ecology.
www.cefe.cnrs.fr/departements.htm
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The soil represents one of the most diversified habitats on
Earth, i.e. one of the three ‘biotic frontiers’ of ecologists, along
with the tropical forest canopy and the ocean depths. The
taxonomic diversity of soil organisms is extraordinary—around
a quarter of all currently described living species. These species
are microorganisms (bacteria, archaea, fungi, protozoans),
microfauna (nematodes), mesofauna (mites, springtails) and
macrofauna (annelids, macro-arthropods). Within this diversity,
macroinvertebrates (earthworms, centipedes, insects) have
a key role in soil functioning. They decompose litter and
incorporate it into the soil, protect plants from diseases and
pathogens, construct and preserve the soil structure by digging
galleries and modifying soil aggregation.
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S Ecotron—south view
J.Roy © UPS Ecotron

The European Ecotron
of Montpellier to analyse
the role of biodiversity in
ecosystem functioning
and its response to
climate change
Main teams
UMR LOMIC
Microbial Oceanography Laboratory
(CNRS, UPMC)
18 scientists
Director: Stéphane Blain,
stephane.blain@obs-banyuls.fr
http://lomic.obs-banyuls.fr
X Presentation page 40

UMR LSTM
Laboratory of Tropical
and Mediterranean Symbioses
(CIRAD, INRA, IRD, Montpellier SupAgro, UM2)
42 scientists
Director: Michel Lebrun,
lebrun@univ-montp2.fr
www.mpl.ird.fr/lstm
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UMS 2348 OOB
Laboratoire ARAGO – Observatoire
Océanologique de Banyuls-sur-Mer
(CNRS, IRD, UPMC)
140 scientists
Director: Philippe Lebaron,
lebaron@obs-banyuls.fr
www.obs-banyuls.fr
X Presentation page 36

UPR Locust Ecology and Control
(CIRAD)
11 scientists
Director: Michel Lecoq,
lecoq@cirad.fr
www.cirad.fr/ur/acridologie
http://locust.cirad.fr
X Presentation page 34
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Living organisms regulate
ecosystem biogeochemical cycles
(carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus,
water, etc.), while their diversity
dynamics, under the influence
of environmental variations,
determines the fate of services
that these ecosystems provide to
society. The European Ecotron of
Montpellier (France)—belonging
to the very large-scale research
infrastructure of CNRS—is used to
study these relationships between
diversity at different trophic levels
and matter and energy flows in
ecosystems, as well as how these
relationships are modified by
environmental change.
The Ecotron provides a key link
between the analysis of elementary
functions under very simplified
conditions and in situ ecosystem
studies. Ecosystems are confined
in chambers, thus facilitating:
i) simulation of a broad range
of environmental conditions
(temperature, water conditions,
CO2, pollutants), ii) comparison
of levels of several factors, iii)
accurate measurement of the main
fluxes generated by the ecosystem,
and iv) determination of mass
budgets. The distinctive feature of
the Ecotron is in providing online
measurements of photosynthesis,

respiration, transpiration, methane
and nitrous oxide release and
CO2 isotope ratios, i.e. 13C/12C and
18
O/16O. The isotopic approach will
also include 13C-labelling of newly
formed organic matter. These
measurements are supplemented
by noninvasive measurements
(spectral reflectance, etc.) or soil or
plant sampling.
Issues that can be dealt with in
the Ecotron include fundamental
aspects of the role of biological
complexity in ecosystem functions
(e.g. interactions between diversity
at different trophic levels), as well
as applied aspects such as the
use of biodiversity for ecological
engineering purposes (e.g.
optimization of water use efficiency
under future climatic conditions).
The ‘environmental conditioning’
capacity allows studies on
biodiversity dynamics under forcing
variables, and can lead to functional
analysis of these dynamics. The
‘process measurement’ capacity,
applied on complete ecosystem
or constituent levels, allows
researchers to establish the
relationships between diversity
and functioning and to assess their
mechanistic bases.
The Ecotron is set up on Baillarguet
Campus, north of Montpellier.
It consists of three research
platforms designed for studying
realistic complex ecosystems as
well as simplified ecosystems
under artificial conditions. The
macrocosms (12 units, 35 m3) can
handle 1–8 t ecosystem samples
under natural lighting conditions.

The first initiative in the mesocosm platform of the European
Ecotron of Montpellier was associated with an important field
study that had been carried out for 10 years by the University
of Jena in Germany to assess the role of plant diversity in
ecosystem functioning. The field findings demonstrated that
the species number and type had a major role in the main
biogeochemical cycles (carbon, nitrogen and water). The
overall analysis of the results indicated that this effect could be
explained by the species complementary for resource use, but
the mechanisms underlying this complementarity would be hard
to clarify in the field.
Ecosystem samples (2 m3) will be collected in 24 plots with
different diversity levels, placed in lysimeters and transported to
the Ecotron. Each lysimeter will be surrounded by a soil thermal
regulation system and enclosed in a climate-control chamber.
During one growing season, the climate of Jena will be recreated
and the ecosystem function measured. For instance, molecules
marked with different isotopes will be inserted at different soil
depths and at different periods of the year to determine which
species utilize what resource and when.

The mesocosms (24 units, 2–3 m3)
can handle 0.2–1 t ecosystem
samples, especially the standard
lysimeters currently in service in
Europe. The microcosm platforms,
with an L2 confinement level, can
handle microecosystems (24–400
units, depending on their nature) in
volumes ranging from 1 to 200 dm3,
thus enabling separate analysis of
ecosystem constituents (physiology
of organisms, soil biology,

© UMS GmbH

We will thus test the hypothesis whereby an increase in diversity
would be accompanied by a decline in individual species niches
and an increase in the global community niche. Continuous
measurements of canopy and soil physiological processes will
also help determine the periods and time scales for which
the biodiversity effect is most marked and the associated
environmental conditions. This could also reveal further
mechanisms via which biodiversity has a role.
Ecotron’s three experimental platforms (macro-, meso- and
microcosms) will be able to host a broad scope of applied and
theoretical studies on intact complex or simplified ecosystems
subjected to realistic or specific artificial environmental
conditions. The biodiversity-functioning relationship will be
pivotal to all of these studies.
Contact: Jacques Roy, jacques.roy@ecotron.cnrs.fr
S Overview of 24 plots of different diversity levels, prior to
insertion in lysimeters (inset) and Ecotron studies (p.26).

simplified biotic interactions, etc.).
Most studies are comparative—to
determine differences between
environmental conditions,
ecosystem types, community
complexities, species or genotypes.
The Ecotron is open to the
international scientific community
through calls for proposals. Its
European Scientific Committee
selects highly innovative projects

submitted by consortiums of
teams with sufficient scope to
be able to fully exploit the entire
potential offered by the Ecotron
infrastructure in studying all
ecosystem processes. The role and
response of biodiversity will be
the main thrust of most projects,
regardless of whether they are
oriented towards ecosystem
physiology or community
biology. •••
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Functional role of biodiversity:
complementarity of in situ and Ecotron research
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When evolution maximizes
ecosystem diversity and functioning
P. Venail © UMR ISEM

CNRS researchers based
at UM2 (UMR ISEM, UMR
ECOSYM) have shown that
evolution can lead to greater
biodiversity and especially
better ecosystem functioning.
In the current biodiversity
erosion setting, these results—
which were published in the
journal Nature*—highlight the
importance of evolution in
ecosystem structuring.

The experiment was
conducted in the laboratory.
After creating microcosms
consisting of several carbon sources to generate heterogeneous
environments, the researchers monitored the evolving
diversification pattern of the bacterium Pseudomonas fluorescens.
A single clone of this bacterium was inoculated in each
microcosm (microplate in which each well contained a different
carbon source), and the bacteria were left to evolve for over
500 generations. The researchers also allowed migration of

bacteria between wells on the same microplate at clearly
defined levels. The ultimate findings revealed that intermediate
rates of dispersal enabled evolution towards greater bacterial
diversity and enhanced ecological productivity.
Considering the current rate of biodiversity erosion, it is
essential to develop a conceptual approach to biodiversity
organization, to gain insight into relationships with ecosystem
functioning and to predict the potential impacts of its decline.
The overall research findings of these scientists suggest that
evolution could give rise to high ecosystem complexification,
leading to enhanced functioning. This process peaks when
available resources are heterogeneous and the biological
processes are properly linked—conditions which are not in
line with the current trend towards the homogenization of
ecosystems by human activities. In the longer term, these
results suggest that homogenization could reduce the future
diversification capacity of living organisms.
Contact: Nicolas Mouquet, nmouquet@univ-montp2.fr
* Venail P.A., MacLean R.C., Bouvier T., Brockhurst M.A., Hochberg M.E., Mouquet N.
2008. Functional Diversity and Productivity Peak at Intermediate Levels of Dispersal
in Evolving Metacommunities. Nature.

Main teams
UPR AGIRs
Animal and Integrated Risk Management
(CIRAD)
22 scientists including 10 ecologists
Director: François Roger,
françois.roger@cirad.fr
www.cirad.fr/ur/agirs
X Presentation page 35

UPR AMRBET
Pests and Diseases:
Risk Analysis and Control
(CIRAD)
12 scientists
Director: Christian Cilas,
christian.cilas@cirad.fr
http://www.cirad.fr/en/researchoperations/research-units/pests-anddiseases-risk-analysis-and-control
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UR COREUS
Biocomplexité des écosystèmes
coralliens de l’Indo-Pacifique
(IRD, UPMC)
21 scientists
Director: Claude Payri,
claude.payri@ird.fr
www.coreus.ird.fr
X Presentation page 40

UPS European Ecotron of Montpellier
(CNRS)
8 scientists
Contact: Jacques Roy,
jacques.roy@ecotron.cnrs.fr
www.ecotron.cnrs.fr
X Presentation page 26
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Changes in ancient
environments and
biodiversity dynamics
The activities of the Centre de BioArchéologie et d’Écologie (UMR
CBAE, CNRS, EPHE, INRAP, UM2)
are aimed at: (i) understanding how
ancient environments changed over
the last centuries or millennia, and
(ii) determining links between global
change and biodiversity dynamics,
ecosystem functioning, community
organization and the geographical
distribution of species. Past
environmental changes were further
affected by land-use modifications
(agriculture, resource use), as
well as climatic or palaeographic
changes. CBAE focuses research
in the Mediterranean Basin,
including the Middle East, but also
in tropical (Africa, South America)
and northern (Canada, Scandinavia)
regions.
CBAE analyses these processes
by implementing strategies and
methods based on the use of
biological indicators present in soils,
archaeological sites, and natural
archives such as tuffs, lacustrine

sediment or peat, as well as tree
anatomy (growth rings and vascular
features). Biological archives have
accumulated over the last centuries
and millennia in most cases, or
even during the Quaternary. These
deposits have been subject to
changes in plant cover, climatic
conditions and in land-use practices
of societies.
The laboratory’s researchers also
investigate the conditions of
biological resource exploitation
and use, from their gathering or
harvest to their processing for
potential domestic use. The origins
of domestication, agricultural
development, the evolution and
geographical dispersal of crop plants
are correlated with human migration
patterns and agricultural practices.
Studies on archaeological botanical
remains are useful for tracking the
history of human feeding habits,
agricultural practices, product
processing and uses. The key issues
studied by this group concern
the investigation, preservation,
promotion and reconstruction of
the history of biological heritage as
represented by certain emblematic
crop plants (e.g. date palm) and

their wild ancestors (still unknown
for this latter palm tree).
The UMR’s priority research themes
are: (i) the spatial and chronological
dynamics (since the last glacial
maximum) of biodiversity, in
relation to environmental change,
(ii) the role of disturbances (fires,
avalanches, insect infestations)
on biodiversity dynamics, (iii)
the biodiversity of domesticated
organisms, and biological resource
exploitation, use and processing,
and (iv) the impact of agropastoral
abandonment on the ecodiversity of
current forest landscapes.

Functional ecology,
soilborne organisms and
plants, and the fate of
biocontaminants
The joint research unit (UMR)
Functional Ecology and
Biogeochemistry of Soils and
Agroecosystems (Eco&Sols,

CIRAD, INRA, IRD, Montpellier
SupAgro) studies biogeochemical
cycles of carbon and other
nutrients (especially nitrogen [N]
and phosphorus [P]), and their
coupling in Mediterranean and
tropical agroecosystems. This
involves describing, understanding
and predicting ecological
processes regulating carbon and
other nutrient fluxes in these
agroecosystems. UMR Eco&Sols
implements a functional ecology
approach to investigate the
following issues:
 the role of soilborne and plant
organisms, and interactions
with their environment, in
biogeochemical cycles within soils
and agroecosystems
 the fate of biological
contaminants (Bt, prions, viruses)
in soil.

these flows so as to ensure
sustainable production within
agroecosystems, i.e. production
that is compatible with the
provision of environmental services
such as carbon sequestration.
Ecological engineering strategies
are designed for the management
of functional communities
(plants, soil organisms) and their
interactions. One of the main
goals of UMR Eco&Sols is to gain
insight into biodiversity functions
(microorganisms, nematodes,
macrofauna, plant roots) in order
to develop ecologically intensive
agricultural systems.
The unit focuses research on three
themes: (i) Soils, activities and
biological networks, (ii) Nutrients
and ecological intensification, (iii)
Carbon and global change. •••

The ultimate aim of describing,
gaining insight into and
predicting combined fluxes of C,
N and P is to be able to manage

Temporal activity and structure patterns of
a bacterial community monitored at the MOLA observatory
a

The figure on the left illustrates the temporal activity and structure patterns
of a bacterial community monitored at the Microbial Observatory of the
Laboratoire Arago (MOLA, 42° 27’2 N; 03° 32’6 E) located offshore, 20 miles
from the port of Banyuls-sur-Mer (France).

b

b: Bacterial diversity was determined by using clonal libraries based on the
gene encoding rRNA 16S. Each colour on the circular charts represents a
different bacterial phylogenetic group. The bacterial diversity measured at
the surface during the lower salinity episodes in May 2007 and June 2008
were significantly different from the levels measured during a phytoplankton
bloom (April 2007). The Alphaproteobacteria group (red) dominated during
the lower salinity episodes, i.e. representing 38–56% of the total clone
sequences of each library, whereas the Bacteroidetes group (blue) prevailed
during the phytoplankton bloom. Although the lower salinity episodes had
a substantial impact on the bacterial diversity, none of the bacterial groups
present during these episodes was specific to this situation (Laghdass et al.,
2010)*.
Contact: Ingrid Obernosterer, ingrid.obernosterer@obs-banyuls.fr
*Laghdass M., West N.J., Batailler N., Caparros J., Catala P., Lantoine F., Oriol L., Lebaron P.,
Obernosterer I. 2010. Impact of lower salinity waters on bacterial heterotrophic production and
community structure in the offshore NW Mediterranean Sea. Env. Microbiol. Rep. (in press).
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a: The salinity profiles reveal lower surface salinity episodes (salinity <37.9)
that took place in May-June 2007 and June-July 2008. These episodes were
certainly associated with freshwater intrusion from the Rhône River.
Depending on the wind conditions, lower salinity water lenses could become
detached from the Rhône River plume and circulate along the coast for
several hundreds of kilometres. These lenses may be an external source of
nutrient salts and organic material, thus stimulating biological production
in the marine environment. These inputs were clearly associated with an
increase in bacterial production and community respiration.
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S Ectomycorrhizae
of Scots pine.
© UMR LSTM

Other teams focused
on this topic
Tour du Valat
25 scientists
Director: Jean Jalbert,
jalbert@tourduvalat.org
www.tourduvalat.org
X Presentation page 53

UMR AMAP
Botany and Computational
Plant Architecture
(CIRAD, CNRS, INRA, IRD, UM2)
44 scientists
Director: Pierre Couteron,
diramap@cirad.fr
http://amap.cirad.fr
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UMR BIOM
Biologie Intégrative
des Organismes Marins
(CNRS, UPMC)
18 scientists
Director: Hervé Moreau,
herve.moreau@obs-banyuls.fr
http://biom.ent.upmc.fr
X Presentation page 21

UMR CBGP
Center for Biology and Management
of Populations
(CIRAD, INRA, IRD, Montpellier SupAgro)
35 scientists
Director: Flavie Vanlerberghe,
Flavie.Vanlerberghe@supagro.inra.fr
www.montpellier.inra.fr/CBGP
X Presentation page 10

... continued on page 32

The first theme is focused specifically
on studies of functional biodiversity
in soil, with 16 researchers and 15
engineers and technicians involved.
In a given setting (climate, soil,
uses and management methods),
microbial communities responsible
for organic matter mineralization
leading to C, N and P flows are
regulated by: (i) bacterivorous
and fungivorous organisms (e.g.
nematodes), (ii) soil engineering
organisms (e.g. earthworms) that
modify the physical environment
and resource availability, (iii) the
quantity, quality and location of
organic matter, and (iv) abiotic
determinants. Gaining further insight
into the functional diversity of soil
organisms, while accounting for
interactions between organisms
within complex assemblies and for
abiotic determinants of biological
processes, is pivotal to this research
theme.
The research includes experimental
laboratory (in microcosms and
mesocosms) and field approaches.
These experimental approaches
are closely associated with a
modelling approach devoted to the
formalization of biological processes
that govern soil functioning.
These studies are carried out in
different soil-climate settings, i.e.
Mediterranean and tropical (Senegal,
Burkina Faso, Madagascar, Kenya,
Thailand), within the framework of
collaborations with institutions in
industrialized countries and national
agricultural research centres and
universities in developing countries.

The biodiversity research theme is
supported by top notch technical
platforms, especially a protein research
laboratory, a biology laboratory
(mainly for studying soilborne
nematodes) and two molecular biology
laboratories in Montpellier (France)
and Dakar (Senegal).

Biodiversity, symbiotic
microorganism
functioning
and plant adaptation
The Laboratory of Tropical
and Mediterranean Symbioses
(UMR LSTM, CIRAD, INRA, IRD,
Montpellier SupAgro, UM2)
is a microbiology and plant
biology research unit specialized
in biodiversity, symbiotic
microorganism functioning
mechanisms and in responses
and adaptations of plants to these
microorganisms and to harsh
environmental conditions.
Research conducted by the laboratory
ranges from characterizing and
analyzing the biodiversity of
symbiotic microorganisms to gaining
insight into molecular mechanisms
involved in plant/bacteria
interactions. These studies and scopes
of application concern Mediterranean
and tropical environments in which
microorganism/plant symbiotic
interactions can help to sustainably
enhance agricultural and forest
production and restore threatened
environments.

LSTM includes five teams:
 Ecology and molecular physiology
of photosynthetic Bradyrhizobium
 Biodiversity and evolution of
symbioses
 Plant responses to
microorganisms
 Plant and microorganism
adaptation to nickel
 Symbiotic functioning of
ecosystems
LSTM focuses research on:
 characterizing the biodiversity of
symbioses in Mediterranean and
tropical ecosystems
 gaining insight into the
structuring and evolution of the
genetic and functional diversity of
symbiotic bacterial populations
(population phylogenetics and
genetics approaches)
 characterizing legume nodulation
strategies of bacteria by comparative
genomics approaches.
 studying genomic diversity and
bacteria/host plant interaction

mechanisms and light-induced
regulation mechanisms in
photosynthetic Bradyrhizobium
strains
 characterizing the nodeindependent symbiotic
pathway recently detected in
the Bradyrhizobium ORS278/
Aeschynomene interaction. The
absence of common nodulation
genes in these photosynthetic
Bradyhizobium strains suggests
the presence of a possible new
signalling pathway between a
rhizobium and a legume. The unit
is investigating the determinants of
this pathway
 assessing signalling pathways
of plants in response to bacteria.
In addition to identifying these
pathways, the aim is to gain
insight into their interaction and
to characterize bacterial genes
involved in their induction
 studying the adaptation
mechanisms of plants and
associated microorganisms to

extreme edaphic constraints
of ultramafic soil in New
Caledonia. New functional
genomics approaches are used
to characterize mechanisms
of: (i) plant resistance to and
hyperaccumulation of metals,
(ii) adaptation of microorganisms
associated with plants
 transferring and promoting
sustainable development
technology for developing
countries in order to develop
methods of potential interest for
the sustainable development of
biotechnology companies.
LSTM offers many courses and
participates in organizing biology,
microbiology and physiology
courses at UM2, Montpellier
SupAgro and in several African
countries. It also provides training
support through interventions
and supervision of professional or
research training sessions. •••

An observatory for long-term biodiversity monitoring
in Mediterranean underwater canyons

In recent explorations (May-June 2008) carried
out by the Observatoire Océanologique de Banyuls
and the Regional Environment Directorate, with
the technical support of COMEX (Minibex research
ship, Super Achille ROV and Remora submarine), the
deep coral populations observed over 40 years ago were
found again and other even denser populations of these
species were also detected. Lacaze-Duthiers Canyon is now a
reference site for these species in the French Mediterranean
region.

These are associated with highly diversified
populations of sessile invertebrate
fauna such as sponges, brachiopods,
echinoderms, bivalves, ascidians,
bryozoans, and vagile organisms such
as cephalopods and fish, some of
which are of considerable economic
interest (cutlassfish, grenadiers).
Many invertebrate species could
turn out to be beneficial, e.g. for the
characterization and exploitation of
biomolecules of pharmacological value.

These observations, along with those
obtained more recently in this target
© DIREN
zone (especially by the Agence des Aires Marines
Protégées), will serve as a starting point for future research. The
Observatoire Océanologique de Banyuls will also set up a deep-sea
observatory on the basis of these findings which, in addition
to continuous in situ measurements of physicochemical and
biological parameters within the canyon, will enable longFour deep coral species are present in the Lacaze-Duthiers
term monitoring of deep coral communities and setting up of
Canyon, and some of their populations are relatively substantial: programs geared towards preserving these vulnerable heritage
Lophelia pertusa, Madrepora occulata, Desmophyllum dianthus
species.
and Dendrophylllia cornigera. These species all benefit from a
Contact: Philippe Lebaron, lebaron@obs-banyuls.fr
French, European and international protection status. The coral
S Cold coral and associated fauna
populations thrive on the rocky slopes of the canyon, at depths
in Lacaze-Duthiers canyon.
ranging from -180 to -365 m.
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The first observations of deep corals in the
Mediterranean Sea were achieved by researchers
from the Laboratoire ARAGO offshore of Banyulssur-Mer (France), in the Lacaze-Duthiers Canyon
in 1961 and 1963, during explorations using
Captain Cousteau’s SP 600 diving saucer.
No expeditions had been undertaken since
then at this site to assess the state of coral
populations in this setting.
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S Black leaf streak disease (Mycosphaerella
fijiensis) symptoms on a banana leaf.

Other teams focused
on this topic
UMR CMAEE
Emerging and Exotic Animal
Disease Control
(CIRAD, INRA)
36 scientists
Director: Dominique Martinez,
dominique.martinez@cirad.fr
X Presentation page 17

UMR ESPACE-DEV
Espace pour le développement
(IRD, UM2, Université Antilles-Guyane,
Université de la Réunion)
60 scientists
Director: Frédéric Huynh,
huynh@ird.fr
www.espace.ird.fr
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UMR InterTryp
Host-Vector-Parasite Interactions in
Infections by Trypanosomatidae
(CIRAD, IRD)
25 scientists
Director: Gérard Cuny,
gerard.cuny@mpl.ird.fr
www.cirad.fr/en/research-operations/
research-units/host-vector-parasiteinteractions-in-infections-bytrypanosomatidae
X Presentation page 15

UMR ISEM
Institut des Sciences
de l’Évolution de Montpellier
(CNRS, IRD, UM2)
117 scientists
Director: Jean-Christophe Auffray,
jean-christophe.auffray@univ-montp2.fr
www.isem.cnrs.fr
X Presentation page 8

... continued on page 36

Management of tropical
tree crop pest and
disease risks
The internal research unit (UPR)
AMRBET - Pests and Diseases:
Risk Analysis and Control (CIRAD,
Biological Systems Department)
is in line with CIRAD’s long
standing focus on tropical tree crop
protection (cocoa, coffee, coconut,
natural rubber, palms). It aims
at improving the management of
disease and pest risks.
Pests and diseases reduce crop
yields, thus jeopardizing their
sustainability and affecting the
produce quality. They are especially
important for tree crops since
the damage they induce is often
cumulative (over several years).
The use of pesticides and biocides
is a major financial expense for
smallholders, while having negative
impacts on the environment and on
produce quality. The development
of new control strategies that have
a much less harsh effect on humans
and the environment is thus a key
challenge for our societies.
The two main objectives of the unit
are as follows:
 developing crop management
sequences that are tailored to
cropping systems while reducing
the impact of pests

 building up sustainable resistance
to pests and diseases.

The UPR conducts research along
two lines in order to meet these
objectives:
 understanding epidemics
and pest population dynamics,
developing models, assessing the
effects of different agricultural
interventions on pest populations
 identifying sustainable resistance
in plant material, assessing their
pest control efficacy in the field.
The plant/pest models studied
concern the main organisms
that are harmful to cocoa, coffee,
coconut, natural rubber and oil
palm trees. Some of these pests and
diseases attack fruit, while others
target the vegetative, above or below
ground organs. Factors affecting the
intensity of attacks or symptoms
may be identified and classified
through observations, surveys and
participatory in situ trials carried
out in plot networks, on farms or
private plantations.
The research initiatives are
carried out in partnership with
international organizations
(Biodiversity International, Cocoa
Research Unit, PROMECAFE,
International Rubber Research
and Development Board, etc.),
national research bodies (Institut
de Recherche Agricole pour le
Développement, Instituto del Café

Understanding the origins of desert locust plagues

In collaboration with national locust control centres and the
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations,
CIRAD’s Locust Ecology and Control research unit is
conducting research in Africa to facilitate detection of high
risk situations. Molecular biology techniques (microsatellite
markers, AFLPs) are used to gain insight into and more

de Costa Rica, Empresa Brasileira
de Pesquisa Agropecuária, etc.) and
development agents. There are also
interdisciplinary collaborations with
other research units (BGPI, CBGP,
DAP, etc.).
The unit generates knowledge
in the fields of pest biology and
ecology, plant epidemiology and
sustainable resistance. These results
contribute to enhancing pest
management, thus reducing damage

accurately monitor migrations and solitary population
variations during pre-invasion phases so as to assess the
extent of risk. In addition, the unit is working on enhancing
the use of spatial remote sensing and geographic information
systems so as to be able to detect conditions suitable for
locust breeding even earlier. These habitats are located in
remote and relatively uninhabited desert areas. Satellite data
can provide continuous estimations of rainfall and green
grassy vegetation development, i.e. key factors for predicting
desert locust development and outbreaks. Satellites such as
METEOSAT, SPOT-VGT, MODIS and SMOS are used and fine
calibrations are under way. All of these studies should further
enhance the desert locust plague prevention strategy which
has already proven its efficacy over the last 50 years.
Contact: Michel Lecoq, michel.lecoq@cirad.fr

and improving produce quality.
The study findings are promoted
through the dissemination of
new methods for forecasting and
managing biotic risks, and by the
identification of plant material with
sustainable resistance.
The unique feature of this unit is
the multidisciplinary aspect of the
research, combining mycology,
entomology, epidemiology,
population dynamics, genetics,

S A gregarious desert locust,
Schistocerca gregaria Forskål.

landscape ecology, integrated
control and biostatistics in different
agroecological settings and on
scales ranging from the tree to the
landscape, including village plots
and commercial plantations. •••

Biodiversity—Science for humans and nature

The desert locust is a major pest. Spectacular plagues can
span an area of over 29 million km² from Mauritania to India,
inducing considerable material, human and environmental
damage. Controlling this insect is thus crucial, and a
national priority in many developing countries. Preventive
desert locust control requires permanent monitoring of
environmental conditions in the outbreak source areas,
which account for only 0.25% of the total invasion area. Each
concerned country should have a fast reaction capacity so as
to be able, if necessary, to carry out preventive treatments
of the first outbreaks before they spread. Rapid interventions
are essential.

A. Monard © CIRAD
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Preservation of the environment
and biodiversity, and the reduction
in quantities of pesticides required
to control locust outbreaks are key
concerns of the internal research
unit (UPR) Locust Ecology and
Control (Acridologie, CIRAD).
It contributes to enhancing
knowledge on pest locusts so as
to improve outbreak prevention
strategies and control methods. The
aim is to improve management of
this natural hazard in order to curb
its catastrophic economic, social
and environmental impacts.

Biodiversity—Science for humans and nature

The unit is striving to gain
further insight into biological
and ecological mechanisms
underlying the locust outbreak
process: understanding clustering
and gregarization phenomena,
the dynamics and genetics of very
low density locust populations
preceding outbreak phases, the
functioning of outbreak areas and
the use of spatial remote sensing
for early detection of ecological
conditions that could be conducive
to outbreaks. The unit is also trying
to improve locust risk management
methods, including estimating
the socioeconomic impact of
locusts, justifying and assessing
the efficacy of control strategies,
determining methods for managing
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the most effective
and sustainable
preventive systems,
developing
decision-support
tools by testing
alternative
solutions
to chemical
pesticide
treatments.

Control in the Sahel).
It helps manage the
Orthopterists’ Society
and its Journal
of Orthoptera
Research.
Operationally, the
unit belongs to the
main global locust
networks that bring
together technical
and scientific
organizations
concerned about locust
outbreaks.

The unit is a
component of the
A. Fo
ucart © CIRAD
agricultural research
platform in Montpellier
The unit is thus directly involved
and a member of the Agropolis
in bodies dealing with the desert
Foundation ‘Montpellier
locust management problem via
Agricultural Sciences and
links with the Food and Agriculture
Sustainable Development’ thematic
Organization of the United
network for advanced research. It is
Nations (and its locust information
attached to the federative research
service) and the Desert Locust
structure (SFR) ‘Montpellier
Control Committee in the western
Environnement-Biodiversité’,
region, with which it has signed a
and is a host laboratory for the
scientific and technical cooperation
graduate school ‘Systèmes Intégrés
agreement. It also collaborates
en Biologie, Agronomie, Géosciences,
closely with many locust control
Hydrosciences, Environnement’ (see
services, especially in West Africa,
page 81).
North Africa and Madagascar.
Finally, the unit belongs to the
The unit has developed a largeAssociation for Applied Acridology
scale global network of scientific
International, an international
and technical partnerships on the
association of scientists and
locust issue.
experts devoted to improving the
management of locust issues.
It collaborates especially with the
Financially, the unit depends
University of Sydney, Australia, as
on funding from CIRAD and
well as with many other universities
from research and development
and research organizations
contracts, as well as expertise
worldwide (e.g. the AGRHYMET
missions for public and private,
Regional Centre, Niger, a specialized
national and international partners.
institute of the Permanent
Interstate Committee for Drought

S Migratory grasshopper swarm in
Madagascar during the widespread
outbreak of 1996-2000.
Inset – A solitary desert locust,
Schistocerca gregaria Forskål.

M. Lecoq © CIRAD

Pest locust and
grasshoppers—preventive
strategies and control
methods

S Monitoring bird movements by
satellite telemetry to gain insight
into spreading patterns of the H5N1
virus (avian flu causal agent).
N. Gaidet © CIRAD

In tropical ecosystems, wild
animal populations are affected
by global change, including the
transformation of habitats and their
functions, within a climate change
and intensified economic trade
setting. Contacts between humans,
domesticated animals and still
highly diversified wildlife are thus
increasing, often to the detriment
of all. These ‘human–wildlife’
interactions involve greater risks
with respect to wildlife conservation
and rural community development.
The emergence, circulation and
transmission of diseases common
to wild and domesticated animals
and humans is a clear illustration of
this trend.
Studies carried out by the internal
research unit (UPR) Animal and
Integrated Risk Management
(AGIRs, CIRAD) are focused on
gaining insight into and managing
health risks associated with
wild and domesticated animal
populations and their interactions
within communities.
The UPR thus carries out
research on the ecology of animal

communities involved in the
emergence or persistence of
zoonotic diseases, such as avian
flu, Rift Valley fever and bovine
tuberculosis. It focuses especially
on multispecies ‘human–wildlife–
livestock’ systems in areas in
sub-Saharan Africa where there
is very little human activity and
in periurban areas in Southeast
Asia. The research concerns the
ecology of these communities, with
investigations on: (1) biophysical,
ecological and anthropogenic
factors involved in the emergence,
circulation and persistence of
pathogens, and (2) the potential
role of the functional, specific
and genetic diversity of animal
populations, including pathogen
populations. The last research focus
is (3) on the mobility of individuals
and populations and their
determinants as a factor of contact
between community constituents.

domesticated congeneric species
(cattle, poultry, pigs). This field
ecology research is supported—
within the UPR or through
partnerships—by a geographic
information system (GIS), remote
sensing, biostatistics, serological or
virological modelling and analysis.

Field studies are carried out within
a network of complementary
monitoring sites located in humid
regions (Niger Delta in Mali, Lake
Aloatra in Madagascar, rice fields in
Vietnam), on the edges of protected
areas (Great Limpopo Transfrontier
Park in southern Africa) and in
rainforests (Gabon). The research
unit studies herbivores (African
buffalo), wild aquatic birds
(Anatidae, Laridae, shorebirds, etc.),
as well as Suidae (bush pigs) and

It also collaborates with European
teams (Erasmus and Wageningen,
Netherlands; Padova, Italy;
Kalmar, Sweden; London, UK),
universities in developing countries
(Universities of Zimbabwe, Pretoria,
Niger and Kasetsart) and the United
States Department of Agriculture
(USDA). The UPR works in the
field on disease surveillance and
control with veterinary services and
managers of protected areas. •••

The unit coordinates or participates
in projects funded by the French
National Research Agency, the
French Ministry of Foreign and
European Affairs (Fonds de
solidarité prioritaire), the European
Union, the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations
and the World Organisation for
Animal Health. It has major
partnerships with CNRS and INRA
research units, veterinary schools,
and universities via its participation
in research MSc programmes and
graduate schools (including UM2,
Paris 6 and 10).
Biodiversity—Science for humans and nature

Understanding and
managing health risks
associated with wild and
domestic animals
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Biodiversity and function of
trophic networks in coastal marine ecosystems
Ecosystem biodiversity encompasses the organisms ecosystems
contain as well as their many interactions (predation,
competition, mutualism, parasitism, etc.). Because of these
relationships between organisms, the extinction of a species
could directly or indirectly lead to the disappearance or
proliferation of other species via chain reactions. Trophic
networks are formed by organisms and the interactions that
bind them, and the diversity of organisms and their interactions
affect the stability and resiliency of these networks when
environmental change occurs.
There are two main types of trophic networks in marine
ecosystems: conventional trophic—or herbivore—networks
that are dominated by generally large-sized phytoplankton
communities (primary producers) that serve as food for
zooplankton and fish, and microbial trophic networks dominated
by autotrophic microbial communities (cyanobacteria, small
phytoplankton) and heterotropic organisms (flagellates and
ciliates). Microbial networks generally prevail in oligotrophic
areas or during unproductive periods in marine ecosystems and

Other teams focused
on this topic
UMR TETIS
Spatial Information and Analysis for Territories and Ecosystems
(AgroParisTech, CEMAGREF, CIRAD)
58 scientists including 10 involved
in the ‘Biodiversity’ topic
Director: Jean-Philippe Tonneau
jean-philippe.tonneau@cirad.fr
http://tetis.teledetection.fr
X Presentation page 54

UR Tropical Forest Goods and Ecosystem
Services: Facing Global Change
(CIRAD)
36 scientists
Director: Alain Billand,
alain.billand@cirad.fr
www.cirad.fr/ur/bsef
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UR Green
Management of Renewable Resources
and Environment
(CIRAD)
15 scientists
Director: Martine Antona,
urgreen-perm@cirad.fr
www.cirad.fr/ur/Green
X Presentation page 60

USDA-ARS-EBCL
European Biological Control Laboratory
9 scientists
Director: Kim Hoelmer,
khoelmer@ars-ebcl.org
www.ars-ebcl.org
X Presentation page 20

they contribute very little to material exportation, contrary
to herbivore networks, which have a significant role in carbon
sequestration in oceanic regions.
Human activities are known to be modifying the environment to
an increasing extent. These modifications concern climate change
on a global scale (e.g. increased temperatures, UV radiation
and carbon dioxide pressure) and more localized scales (e.g.
eutrophication and overfishing). Environmental change affects
planktonic trophic networks directly by modifying the physiology
of organisms, or indirectly by modifying interactions between
communities and/or via changes in abiotic factors (e.g. nutrient
availability). To gain insight into modifications in the diversity
of trophic networks and the functioning of coastal marine
ecosystems following environmental change, it is essential to
account for both their direct and indirect effects, which is the
strategy implemented by the ECOSYM research unit.
Contact: Marc Bouvy, marc.bouvy@ird.fr

Marine ecology,
biogeochemistry,
microbiology and
biology of model marine
organisms
The laboratory ARAGO
(Observatoire Océanologique
de Banyuls-sur-Mer, CNRS, IRD,
UPMC) is a natural site for studying
biodiversity in the French PyrénéesOrientales department, and more
generally in Languedoc-Roussillon
region. This site is located on a
rocky coast at the eastern tip of the
Pyrenees mountain range and on
the western side of the Gulf of Lion.
It has an exceptional environment
because of the diversity of the
series of biotopes ranging from
the Mont Canigou peaks to the
Massane forest and the depths
of the underwater canyons. This
biodiversity is partially associated
with this elevation gradient, which
ranges from almost 1 000 m at the
Col de la Massane to more than
1 000 m below sea level within a
distance of less than 60 km.
This laboratory has four main
objectives, i.e. training and
outreach activities, research,
monitoring and hosting. It was set
up as a CNRS laboratory in 1967,
and became an internal training

school of the Université Pierre et
Marie Curie (UPMC) in 1985, and
then obtained the national status
of Oceanological Observatory of
the Institut National des Sciences
de l’Univers. ARAGO thus conducts
long-term monitoring of different
environmental parameters. This
monitoring now includes biological
parameters. It has very close links
with regional authorities, which
benefit from the laboratory’s
expertise on coastal environments.
The laboratory initially served as a
base for harvesting material. Then
it was soon associated with many
discoveries, including underwater
canyons and their biodiversity,
cell division in sea urchins, and
the smallest eukaryotic organism
known to date, in addition to the
ongoing discovery and description
of many biological species.
Internationally renowned scientists
have conducted and directed
research in the laboratory, which
has also hosted several Nobel Prize
winners.
The laboratory’s research has
always been biodiversity oriented,
and it has been instrumental in
creating two natural reserves in
France (Forêt de la Massane, Réserve
marine de Cerbère-Banyuls). Inland
research is currently conducted by
hosted researchers.

Heterotrophic
flagellates

Virus

Bacteria

Ciliates

Copepods

Small phytoplankton
<20 µm

Large phytoplankton

Microbial trophic network

Bivalves,
fish, etc.

Macroorganisms of a
herbivore trophic network

S A simple diagram of a microbial trophic
network and a herbivore trophic network.
The arrows indicate the predation and/or
infiltration of prey by predators.

A service unit (UMS) provides
support for ARAGO by pooling its
logistical and analytical tools while
also coordinating other initiatives
of the observatory.
As part of its knowledge
dissemination mission, the
laboratory is developing a
large-scale scientific mediation
programme aimed at boosting the
awareness of various audiences,

including school children, on
Mediterranean marine and
terrestrial biodiversity through its
‘Biodiversarium’, an outreach center
which includes an aquarium and
a Mediterranean garden located at
two sites. It has interactive spaces
where people can become familiar
with Mediterranean terrestrial and
marine species and the laboratory
research orientations, and for
children it also illustrates the tasks
fulfilled by researchers.

on investigating the effects of local
and global changes associated with
human activities on coastal marine
ecosystems and the communities,
populations and organisms living in
them. This involves analysis of the
diversity of these ecosystems while
considering the main categories
of micro- and macro-organisms
present at different organization
scales, and their responses to
modifications of environmental
factors.

The European Community
recently classified the ARAGO
laboratory amongst the most
important marine biology research
infrastructures over the next 20
years.

Research carried out by ECOSYM is
oriented towards: (i) determining
a type of element (coastal marine
ecosystems, communities and
populations living therein), (ii)
formalizing questions on the
impacts of environmental change
on the main biological constituents
(from individual to ecosystem
levels), and (iii) designing and
developing tools that can be used
to gain insight into and predict the
impacts of such changes. •••

Environmental change
and coastal marine
ecosystems
Coastal marine ecosystem
dynamics are impacted by local
human activities in addition to
global modifications induced by
climate change, which can alter the
structure of species communities
and lead to overall ecosystem
breakdown. In this setting, the joint
research unit (UMR) Écologie des
systèmes marins côtiers (ECOSYM
CNRS, IRD, UM2) focuses research

Biodiversity—Science for humans and nature

The research involves several
fields of excellence, including
marine ecology, biogeochemistry,
microbiology and biology of model
marine organisms (sea urchins,
Ostreococcus, amphioxus, seabass, etc.). Studies are supported
by solid national, European and
international partnerships and
close collaborations with industrial
stakeholders, especially in the
field of marine biotechnology and
pharmacology. Four research units
are integrated in the observatory,
including three CNRS/UPMC units:
 LOMIC (Microbial Oceanogaphy
Laboratory)
 LECOB (Benthic Ecogeochemistry
Laboratory)
 BIOM (Laboratoire de Biologie
Intégrative des Organismes Marins)
 COREUS (Laboratoire de
Biocomplexité des écosystèmes
coralliens, IRD/UPMC research
unit).

B. Mostajir & F. Vidussi © RESEAUX team
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This research is supported
by a combination of three
methodological mainstays that
enable knowledge acquisition
and ecosystem analysis, i.e.
observation, experimentation and
modelling. Conceptual approaches
and methodological tools are also
geared towards characterizing
the spatiotemporal dimensions
of coastal marine ecosystems.
In addition to understanding
the effects of physicochemical
factors on the structural and
functional characteristics of coastal
marine ecosystems, the aim is to
specifically investigate human–
coast–sea, benthos–pelagos and
macroorganism–microorganism
interactions involved in observed
balances/imbalances.
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The three scientific priorities of
ECOSYM are:
 describing, understanding and
modelling the impacts of locally
and globally induced environmental
change on biological constituents
(networks, communities,
populations, organisms) of coastal
marine environments in terms of
adaptive capacities, diversity and
interactions
 assessing the impacts of structural
modifications within micro- and
macro-organism assemblies on their
ecosystem functions
 contributing to the development
of conceptual and methodological
bases for the management of

resources and ecosystem services
provided by coastal marine
environments.
The UMR has an exceptionally high
research and training potential in the
fields of ecology and coastal marine
biology in several respects:
 mixed staff (member organizations
and missions)
 balance between research and
training potentials
 critical masses achieved by the
main biological compartment
categories.
ECOSYM research activities are
backed by different joint technical
supports: two joint services,
six technical platforms, one
experimental microbiology platform
(MICROBEX) located on the UM2
campus and the Mediterranean
Platform for Marine Ecosystem
Experimental Research (MEDIMEER)
research and monitoring site located
at the Station Méditerranéenne de
l’Environnement Littoral (UM2) in
Sète (France), which is the unit’s
second site in metropolitan France.
The creation of the experimental
microbiology platform to pool
part of the unit’s technical support
for microorganism culture and
characterization, and to enhance its
small volume in vitro experimental
capacity and to develop an interface
between these resources and external
users. Two secondary sites (Dakar,
Hanoi) serve to develop partnership

research and training projects on
the unit’s themes in developing
countries.

Global change and
exploited marine
ecosystems
The aim of the joint research unit
(UMR) Exploited Marine Ecosystems
(EME, IFREMER, IRD, UM2) is to
study the impact of global change
on marine ecosystems, their
governance and exploitation, while
developing evolution scenarios
using empirical models and
analyses.
UMR EME consists of three research
teams focusing on three crosscutting
themes:
 The Habitats and resource
dynamics research team
(organization and adaptive
strategies of fisheries resources)
studies mesoscale structuring of
different levels of marine ecosystems
in relation to global change. It
correlates the spatiotemporal
dynamics of productivity, trophic
interactions and population
dynamics with physical dynamics.
 The Trophic networks and
biodiversity research team studies
ecosystem functioning using tracers
(gut contents, stable isotopes,
contaminants) and combined spatial
models to gain greater insight into

BIOPS—biodiversity of marine pelagic
environments in the Indian Ocean
Terrestrial ecosystems have been the focus of considerable attention by the scientific
community but, because of their remoteness, relatively little is known about pelagic marine
ecosystems, despite the fact that marine biodiversity is an important natural and cultural
resource for many developing countries, such as Indian Ocean Island countries. The BIOPS
programme, funded by the Foundation for Research on Biodiversity, aims to study pelagic
marine biodiversity in the western Indian Ocean region through a broad range of data
sources in order to characterize and monitor this pelagic biodiversity. The project aims to
draw up an inventory of pelagic biodiversity through various ‘samplers’ which are, for the
first time, pooled and used towards fulfilling this objective: (i) large pelagic fishing vessels
(observers onboard longliners), (ii) large predatory fish that sample intermediate trophic
levels via their opportunistic feeding habits, and (iii) fish aggregating devices which have a
natural capacity to aggregate many pelagic fish species. The analyses aim: (i) to determine
the most relevant indices for characterizing pelagic biodiversity from these mixed data, and
(ii) to analyze their spatiotemporal patterns.
Besides reviewing the pelagic marine biodiversity situation in the western Indian Ocean
region, including retrospective analyses and new data acquired during the project, BIOPS
will ultimately propose methods for monitoring this biodiversity, including systems for the
collection of regular and original data by industrialized and developing countries, and rapid
and robust analysis tools to detect changes in this biodiversity and their causes (climate and
anthropogenic changes).

resiliency and regime changes in
marine ecosystems.
 The Exploitation, industry and
governance research team focuses
on the dynamics of world markets
and stakeholder behaviour (largescale bioeconomic coupling, fleet
strategies, management of dumping
and bycatches), fisheries governance
and evolution within the framework
of an ecosystem approach.
The Mediterranean and tropical
observatory platform includes two
teams:
 The Mediterranean and tropical
observatory provides statistical
and scientific monitoring of French
surface tropical tuna fisheries in the
Atlantic and Indian oceans, along
with Mediterranean coastal fisheries
monitoring.
 The Ecoscope project is focused
on capitalizing, promoting and
disseminating knowledge acquired
by the research unit.
The Tropical and Mediterranean
fisheries expertise platform covers
activities dealing with analyses and
individual or collective fisheries and
resource expertise via an ecosystemoriented approach to fisheries.
The Teaching–training platform is
involved in supervision of university
courses and a network of graduate
schools:
 in France, with the ‘Ecosystem
approach to exploited marine

Contact: Frédéric Ménard, Frederic.Menard@ird.fr

resources’ module offered in the
M2 MSc and PhD programmes as
part of the ‘Aquatic bioresources
in Mediterranean and tropical
environments’ course of the
‘Integrated Systems in Biology,
Agronomy, Geoscience,
Hydroscience and Environment’
graduate school
 in Europe, on the ‘quantitative
marine ecology’ theme with the
support of the European Network
of Excellence for Ocean Ecosystem
Analysis (EUR-OCEANS) Consortium
hosted by the Centre de recherche
halieutique méditerranéenne et
tropicale de Sète (France).

Marine ecosystem
microorganisms and
global change
Microorganisms have a crucial
role in the structure and function
of marine ecosystems. They are
involved in chemical changes
which—on a geological scale—have
determined the composition of the
atmosphere and the balance of the
main nutrient salts in oceans and
which phytoplankton depend on
to ensure primary production. All
of these processes interact with the
atmosphere and affect the climate.
The scientific challenge is
to describe and understand
environmental factors controlling

marine microbial communities so
as to be able to predict the impacts
of global change on the biology and
chemistry of oceans. Global change
includes modifications in ocean
temperatures, circulation, nutrient
availability and pH associated
with the increase in greenhouse
gases, as well as alterations in
the marine environment linked
with the increase in human
pressure (habitat destruction,
eutrophization, pollution, etc.).
The advent of molecular tools for
ocean micoorganism studies 20
years ago revealed the exceptionally
high phylogenetic and functional
diversity present, even though
there is still much more to explore.
Less than 1% of marine bacteria
can presently be cultured in the
laboratory, so the development
of new microorganism culture
techniques is a constant challenge
for microbiologists in order to be
able to describe the ecological and
biotechnological properties of yet
unknown species. •••
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SMultispecies fish school in
a fish aggregating buoy in the
Indian Ocean.
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S Banc d’Arguin, Nouakchott, Mauritania.

In this setting, the aims of the
Microbial Oceanography Laboratory
(UMR LOMIC, CNRS, UPMC) at
Banyuls-sur-Mer are:
 to identify the main stakeholders
and quantify key processes
governing the biogeochemical
properties of oceans
 to gain insight into links
between the diversity of microbial
communities, their functions/
metabolic activities, and features of
the environment
 to study links between the
physiology of microorganisms and
their environment
 to make effective use of marine
microorganisms in partnership with
industrial stakeholders.

Sea, Indian Ocean, Arctic Ocean) and
is combined with laboratory studies
associated with physiology studies
on model marine microorganisms
such as the microalga Ostreococcus
tauri, with the isolation and
description of new bacterial strains,
and with the assessment of their
potential for bioremediation and for
the production of pharmacologically
and dermocosmetically beneficial
biomolecules.

LOMIC has four teams to address
these different issues:
 Responses and functions
of microorganisms in marine
biogeochemical environments
 Microbial biodiversity and
biotechnology
 Joint Pierre Fabre/CNRS/UPMC
research team
 Systemic biology of environmental
responses.

Structure and function
of coral ecosystems

The range of expertise available
within LOMIC (biogeochemistry,
genetics, integrative physiology)
is pooled to develop original
approaches that combine so-called
‘omic’ techniques (genomic,
metagenomic, transcriptomic,
proteomic) with biogeochemical
measurements associated with
microorganisms. This research
is carried out in different ocean
environments (e.g. Mediterranean

LOMIC research is backed by the
monitoring service, marine bacterial
strain collection and cytometry
and molecular biology platforms of
the Observatoire Océanologique de
Banyuls-sur-Mer (France).

Coral ecosystems, as well as
mangroves and marine herbal
communities, are major coastal
habitats in tropical and intertropical
regions. These essential ecosystems
serve as biodiversity reservoirs, with
complex trophic networks and biotic
interactions, high spatial structuring
and production. Complex and fragile
coral reefs and associated ecosystems
are endangered, which in turn
impacts some 500 million people who
directly or indirectly depend on them
in around 100 different countries,
mostly in the developing world.
France, with 55 000 km² of coral reefs,
is responsible for one of the largest
great reefs in the world. It is thus
essential to preserve these exosystems
by acquiring baseline knowledge

on the biodiversity within these
systems so as to promote sustainable
management concepts.
The health status of coral reefs, their
biodiversity and fate in a global
change setting is a challenge for
the scientific community. These
issues, which include a substantial
social constituent, may be dealt with
through ecosystem biocomplexity
oriented research. The research
unit (UR) Biocomplexité des
écosystèmes coralliens de l’IndoPacifique (COREUS, IRD, UPMC) is
addressing this situation by studying
the structure of coral ecosystems
and their functions on different
spatial and organizational scales.
This involves, for instance, analyzing
biodiversity erosion mechanisms
and long-term impacts on their
functioning, especially with respect to
ecosystem services. It is thus possible
to gain greater insight into the
resistance and resiliency of systems,
while focusing especially on phase
changes. The unit is often requested
to assess the health status of reefs, to
quantify the efficacy of implemented
protection measures and to outline
conservation strategies that could be
proposed to preserve biodiversity,
ecosystem services and fisheries
resources in coral environments.
In addition to the Observatoire
océanologique de Banyuls-sur-Mer,
the unit has sites set up in four other
geographical areas in the Pacific
and Indian Oceans, and in the West
Indies, with its main site being in
New Caledonia. The UR has a broad
range of expertise in biology, ecology,

taxonomy, phylogeny, biogeography,
phylogeography, population genetics,
fisheries, resource management,
marine remote sensing and
modelling. This scope of expertise
in different fields enables the unit to
develop a comparative, integrated
and multidisciplinary approach and
come up with responses to major
biocomplex problems currently
affecting coral ecosystems and other
large-scale global ecosystems.
In addition to recurring budgets
provided by donors, the unit
obtains funding from the European
Development Fund, the territories
(ZoNéCo programme), calls for
projects of the French Ministry
of Overseas Affairs and the Fonds
Pacifique, the French Development
Agency (Coral Reef Initiative for
South Pacific), and finally from the
French Ministry of the Environment
through the Initiative Française
pour les REcifs Coralliens (IFRECOR)
programme. COREUS is a member
of the international Écosystèmes
Coralliens research group, while also
participating in the Biodiversité et
Chimiodiversité Marines (BioChiMar)
research group. The unit’s scientific

research activities are conducted
within the framework of the Grand
Observatoire de la biodiversité marine
et terrestre du Pacifique Sud for which
it coordinates the marine research
component.

Biodiversity and
ecogeochemistry of
benthic environments
Marine benthic environments
host various processes of
organic and inorganic matter
transfer, transformation and
accumulation. This material
serves as a substrate for highly
diversified communities, from
microorganisms to macrofauna,
which play a major role in these
processes. At the water-sediment
interface, the combination of energy
resources and environmental
constraints exerts high pressure
on benthic communities and leads
to the development of complex
associations capable of utilizing the
available energy.
Gaining insight into mechanisms

F. Lebaron © Observatoire Océanologique de Banyuls-sur-Mer

that govern the dynamics of
biodiversity in response to
resource availability and related
ecogeochemical processes is the
primary research objective of the
Benthic Ecogeochemistry Laboratory
(LECOB, CNRS, UPMC). The
approach mainly applied by the
laboratory is focused on interactions
of variable intensity between
organisms and the chemical and
physical constituents of their
environment, along the shallow
to deep water continuum. It aims
to set the basis—through the
study of complex ecogeochemical
networks—for a new approach to
relationships between community
diversity, energy transfer and
chemical transformation processes
in benthic environments.
The laboratory has a broad
range of expertise in biology,
ecology, biochemistry, physical
oceanography, marine chemistry
and biochemistry. This enables it to
develop multidisciplinary integrated
approaches on model environments
such as coastal zones, submarine
river fans and canyons, or deep-sea
chemosynthetic ecosystems. •••

S Study on the impact of mining
activities in the coral reefs and lagoons
of New Caledonia.

In New Caledonia, the challenge is to determine the
extent to which coastal resources can withstand (without
irreversible degradation) human activities, especially those
associated with the economically important nickel industry.
Assessing the direct or indirect disturbances is crucial.
The COREUS research unit and partners, in collaboration
with local authorities, are addressing this issue through the
‘Co-management of reefs and lagoons with high natural value
in New Caledonia’ (COGERON) project developed in North
province. This project follows up the Koniambo mining project
in Voh-Koné-Poinbout region. The main aim is to provide

stakeholders with the means to manage access to the lagoon
and fisheries, and thus to reduce environmental degradation.
From 2006 to 2008, fisheries surveys and assessments
of fishing activities concerning crabs and reef fish have
highlighted the importance of nonprofessional fishing in this
area. Fisheries pressure is still reasonable, but there is a risk
of overfishing due to the increase in anthropogenic pressure
in the region. The results of these studies should help improve
management of this risk.
Contact: Claude Payri, claude.payri@ird.fr
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Functional biodiversity

‘Identification and analysis of operating principles
for the eastern coastal region of Madagascar—
towards integrated management’ project
E.Rakotoarisoa © CIRAD

S Contrasting uses of the sea in
Madagascar—coastal fisheries and
petroleum development.

Coastal regions of Madagascar are of major ecological
and economic interest for the sustainable development
of Madagascar and the Indian Ocean region. For instance
the coral reefs and mangroves, breeding sites for shrimp
and most of the coastal fauna, represent a potential
annual income of €100–200 million. This income includes
the environmental services that these habitats provide.
It is thus essential to preserve the diversity, health and
complementarity of coastal ecosystems in Madagascar.
However, the coastal ecosystems on this island are
now seriously threatened by natural phenomena, but
especially by human activities. This raises questions on the
urgency and necessity of applying strategies for effective
management of coastal areas: Is it possible to implement
integrated management strategies for coastal areas in
Madagascar, and what relevant monitoring-assessment
methods could be introduced to protect coastal areas and
especially to ensure sustainable development?
This study strives to address these questions through a
systemic-type approach. It accounts for different scales
at which significant interactions between biodiversity
constituents take place, social organization conditions,
public policies (international and national), forms of
local governance, and economic development activities.
This will help to gain greater insight into the features
of the ecosystems present in Madagascar and how
they are managed. This project, which is funded by the
Institut Français de la Biodiversité, CNRS and IRD, is
focused on studying the eastern region, which is typically
representative of the coastal biodiversity of Madagascar.
Researchers of different disciplines (law, economy, biology,
sociology, anthropology, computer science), from both
industrialized and developing countries, are involved.
Contact: Philippe Karpe, karpe@cirad.fr
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For further information: http://sites.google.com/site/gizcmadagascar
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LECOB implements in situ and
mesocosm experiments, as well as
long-term monitoring of biodiversity,
to validate the predictions of
modelling approaches.
In addition to its basic support from
the CNRS Institute of Ecology and
Environment and the Université
Pierre et Marie Curie, the unit is
funded through French National
Research Agency projects, CNRS
‘Continental and coastal ecosphere’

projects, a Fondation TOTAL and
Université Pierre et Marie Curie Chair
on ‘Extreme Marine Environment,
biodiversity and global change’, and
two European Commission projects,
including a Marie Curie research
training network. LECOB participates
in the French Réseau National
des Stations et des Laboratoires
Marins and in the CNRS-Ifremer
ECCHIS research group devoted
to chemosynthetic ecosystems.
Its international involvement

also involves the coordination of
a working group of the Scientific
Committee for Ocean Research
(SCOR) as well as the CNRS European
research group on the Diversity of
Organisms Associated with Marine
Wood Falls (GDRE DiWOOD). 
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S High Roman Empire mosaic
(27 BC–395 AD), Sousse Museum, Tunisia.
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Societies and
biodiversity

More recently, the societal importance of biodiversity
was widely acknowledged via the Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment (2001-2005) process, and by clarification
of the ecosystem service concept, which serves as an
integrating framework for analysing the social value of
ecosystems and biodiversity. Some 20 supply, regulation
and ‘socio-symbolic and cultural’ services have been
characterized, thus providing an exhaustive categorization
of relationships between social groups and ecosystems
and biodiversity.
Complementary approaches are based on three levels of
analysis:
 studies of ecosystem uses and biodiversity by
communities interacting closely with environments,
but also for communities that consider they are not
dependent on these services
 unreserved identification of real, assumed or discursive
values that these uses, and sometimes ‘nonuses’, have for
communities
 analysis of public and private policies and strategies
that quite effectively contribute to the conservation of
natural diversity.
Multidisciplinary approaches are clearly suitable for
dealing with these questions. In each conceptual
framework, they can reveal specific meanings and
analytical instruments that may be combined to highlight
the relevance and ramifications. It should also be stressed
that they offer promising potential for academic research
and more targeted projects conducted in industrialized
economic settings as well as in developing countries.
In developing countries, efficient management of species,
ecosystems and ecological processes is often essential
to achieve sustainable socioeconomic development. Part
of the research conducted with partners in developing
countries is focused on the many complex types of

interaction between biodiversity and social practices
with respect to nature. Revisiting ‘local know-how’ in
a globalization setting, examining the establishment of
‘natural heritages’ in developing countries, gaining insight
into relationships between the genetic diversity of crop
plants and the functioning of social networks, assessing
the challenges and feasibility of transferring ‘biodiversity
product’ development instruments (e.g. geographical
indications, ecolabels), reconciling ecological connectivity
and socioterritorial connectivity with respect to
protected areas, questioning the political origins of
conflicts pertaining to biodiversity, and dealing with
associated environmental justice issues—these are some
of the areas in which our teams have provided innovative
approaches and original knowledge.
Over the years, biodiversity has become a pivotal issue in
international political relationships. Developing countries
often request that industrialized countries assume their
responsibilities in the biodiversity crisis, while questioning
the sharing of benefits derived from the utilization of the
biological wealth within their territories, or requesting
compensation for services derived from conservation.
Drawing up agreements on systems of ownership,
protection and utilization of biodiversity elements is
a major challenge. We have been very highly involved
in these questions, with recognized studies on genetic
resource markets, bioprospecting problems and questions
associated with benefit sharing and access, and on the
leading role played by NGOs in biodiversity governance.
The major challenge for research is to reconsider
biodiversity evolution and management in the emergency
socioenvironmental setting of the 21st century.
The vulnerability of societies and territories in developing
countries is closely correlated with the complex
relationships between climate change, the hoarding of
natural resources for food security or energy purposes,
migratory flows, the rising poverty of direct biodiversity
users, as well as the increasing marginalization of minority
and indigenous communities.
Within the different teams and organizations that are
investigating different society/biodiversity relationships,
a broad range of research—in terms of disciplines
and topics—is carried out in Montpellier. The studies
presented hereafter roughly illustrate its varied, rich,
promising and wide scope.
Jean-Michel Salles (UMR LAMETA)
& Bernard Moizo (UR Dynamiques socioenvironnementales et gouvernance
des ressources)
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S

ocial sciences and humanities (SSH) studies
were focused on the diversity of living
organisms much before the word ‘biodiversity’
was coined. Biodiversity became a specific focus of
research as an upshot of the discussions that took place
during the preparation and analysis of the Convention
on Biological Diversity. This convention explicitly
recognizes that the diversity of human cultures is an
integral part of biodiversity, and article 8J stresses the
key role of “indigenous and local communities” in the
management of natural diversity. However, SSH research
on biodiversity is not solely restricted to this human and
sociocultural constituent, it encompasses all relationships
between biodiversity, societies and development.
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Societies and biodiversity

Main teams
Bioversity International
(CGIAR)
Staff of over 300 based in 20 countries
Director General: Emile Frison,
represented in Montpellier
by Stephan Weise
s.weise@cgiar.org
www.bioversityinternational.org
X Presentation page 52

Tour du Valat
25 scientists
Director: Jean Jalbert,
jalbert@tourduvalat.org
www.tourduvalat.org
X Presentation page 53

UMR LAMETA
Laboratoire Montpelliérain d’Économie
Théorique et Appliquée
(CNRS, INRA, Montpellier SupAgro, UM1)
Around 40 scientists
Director: Jean-Michel Salles,
sallesjm@supagro.inra.fr
www.lameta.univ-montp1.fr
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UMR TETIS
Spatial Information and Analysis
for Territories and Ecosystems
(AgroParisTech, Cemagref, CIRAD)
58 scientists, with 10 involved in the Biodiversity topic
Director: Jean-Philippe Tonneau
jean-philippe.tonneau@cirad.fr
http://tetis.teledetection.fr
X Presentation page 54

UR Dynamiques socio-environnementales
et gouvernance des ressources
(IRD)
30 scientists, with 20 involved in the Biodiversity topic
Director: Geneviève Michon,
genevieve.michon@ird.fr
www.mpl.ird.fr/ur199
X Presentation page 48

...continued on page 48

Economics of biodiversity
and ecosystem-associated
services
The Laboratoire Montpelliérain
d’Économie Théorique et Appliquée
(UMR LAMETA, CNRS, INRA,
Montpellier SupAgro, UM1) conducts
economics research along five
main lines: behavioural economics
and finance, competition and
regulatory economics, sustainable
development policies and natural
resource management, economics of
biodiversity and ecosystem services.
For each of these lines, the aim is
to constructively and productively
combine fundamental discussions
and analysis—benefiting from
international collaborations and
promoted by academic publications
and training of PhD candidates—
with more targeted studies. This
fosters partnerships with French and
European institutions.
Economics of biodiversity and
ecosystem services research is
generally focused on two issues:
 Analysing reasons why biodiversity
and ecosystem function contribute
to social wellbeing. This involves
upstream analysis of biodiversity
measurement elements, while
also highlighting links between
biodiversity, ecosystem services
and their social usefulness in order
to identify economic incentives
for implementing comprehensive
conservation policies.

 Modelling and experimentally

testing instruments of these policies,
based on the understanding that
biodiversity and ecosystems are
associated mainly with private areas
and that conservation issues are often
of international scope.
Since the late 1990s, LAMETA
researchers have been involved in
several topics:
 analysis of incentive instruments to
promote biodiversity conservation on
private land (taxes, transferable rights,
etc.) or in developing countries (NorthSouth transfers)
 analysis of contracts to promote
conservation, especially within the
framework of agroenvironmental
measures (including the question
of their allocation via auction
mechanisms
 assessment of biodiversity measures,
especially those that combine
economic aspects
 economic assessment of services
provided by ecosystems, landscapes,
and farmers’ genetic resource
management strategies.
LAMETA is the only French research
unit that is collectively involved in
research programmes on biodiversity
economics. In Montpellier, it benefits
from a network of interdisciplinary
collaborations.
Its members are called upon for
collective expertise assessments,
such as one for INRA on agriculturebiodiversity relationships and a
report of the French Centre d’Analyse

As part of the Assessing LArge-scale Risks for biodiversity
with tested Methods (ALARM) programme, researchers from
LAMETA and the Pollinisation & Écologie des Abeilles laboratory
(INRA Avignon) assessed the importance of pollination by
insects, especially bees (Apis mellifera), with respect to world
agricultural production. The study focused on the 100 most
important food crops for the human diet, 46 of which depend
on insects (excluding cereal and tuber crops). Based on a
dependency ratio, potential threatened crop production loss was
estimated at €153 billion, or around 10% of world agricultural
production in 2005. The crop categories most affected are
stimulants (coffee, cocoa), fruits and vegetables. This question
was raised by the global debate on the decline of pollinators
and the aim is thus to determine the economic impact of this
phenomenon.

In an initial analysis based on consumer awareness of price
variations resulting from the disappearance of pollinating insects,
the social wellbeing loss was estimated at €2–300 billion on the
same bases. These figures seem high but only represent around
0.5% of the world gross product for that year, even though
they are based on the assumption of an instantaneous total
disappearance. Scenario-based simulations of European farmer
vulnerability patterns revealed that Mediterranean farmers are
theoretically more susceptible than northern European farmers.
In a broader ranging analysis, it was found that the consequences
of this decline would be partially offset by substitutions which
would buffer the social wellbeing loss, but it is clearly essential
to determine the reliability of these results.
Contacts: Nicola Gallai, gallai@supagro.inra.fr
Jean-Michel Salles, sallesjm@supagro.inra.fr
& Bernard Vaissière, bernard.vaissiere@avignon.inra.fr
For further information: www.alarmproject.net

S A bee on a cosmos flower.

Stratégiques on the economic
approach to biodiversity and
ecosystem services.
The projects currently under way concern:
 analysis of conservation policy
objectives, including studies
on biodiversity indicators and
assessments

 modelling of incentive

mechanisms―especially
international―for conservation
policies
 management and sharing of risks
associated with biodiversity and
ecosystem services
 analysis of invasive species
control policies with the aim of

integrating the ambivalent impacts of
introducing certain species
 landscape policy economics
 assessment of protected marine
areas and spatial management of
fisheries resources. •••
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What is the social value of pollinating insects?
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Other teams focused
on this topic
UMR AMAP
Botany and Computational
Plant Architecture
(CIRAD, CNRS, INRA, IRD, UM2)
44 scientists
Director: Pierre Couteron,
diramap@cirad.fr
http://amap.cirad.fr
X Presentation page 58

UMR CEFE
Centre of Evolutionary
and Functional Ecology
(Cirad, CNRS, EPHE, INRA, IRD,
Montpellier SupAgro, UM1, UM2, UM3)
125 permanent staff (or 160 scientists)
Director: Philippe Jarne,
philippe.jarne@cefe.cnrs.fr
www.cefe.cnrs.fr
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UMR EME
Exploited Marine Ecosystems
(IFREMER, IRD, UM2)
56 scientists
Director: Philippe Cury,
philippe.cury@ird.fr
www.crh-sete.org
X Presentation page 38

UMR ESPACE-DEV
Espace pour le développement
(IRD, UM2, Université Antilles-Guyane,
Université de la Réunion)
60 scientists
Director: Frédéric Huynh,
huynh@ird.fr
www.espace.ird.fr
X Presentation page 62

...continued on page 50

Nature-society
relationships and
biodiversity governance
The research unit (UR) Dynamiques
socio-environnementales et
gouvernance des ressources (IRD)
was created through the merger of
four research units, with the aim
of strengthening complementary
links between social sciences and
humanities (SSH), agronomy and
ecology for dealing with novel
environment and natural resource
governance issues. The UR focuses
research on assessing how societies
in developing countries reorganize
to deal with crises and conflicts that
arise as a result of environmental
problems and due to rising tension
concerning resource access and
uses. This research concerns
different aspects (representations,
know-how and practices, systems
of resource use and management,
social networks and governance
strategies) and is conducted on
different scales (from local to
international), while focusing
especially on multiscale linkages.

Five multidisciplinary teams
undertake research on biodiversity
issues, including social
management of nature, agrarian
and environmental dynamics,
environmental policies, social
management of water and land
regulations. The research concerns:
 forests that are built, destroyed or
rebuilt by humans: from local knowhow to policies
 protected areas: negotiations, setups and practices concerning nature
conservation
 genetic resources: crop diversity
building, genetic resource markets
 local societies and biodiversity:
local representations and knowledge
on nature in a globalization and
global change setting
 international governance and
biodiversity markets
 biodiversity and global change,
with beekeeping systems as
observatories of change worldwide.
The teams work in two research fields:
 Nature/society relationships:

among the many types of interaction
between biodiversity and human
practices, research is focused on

relationships between local knowhow and biodiversity building
(genetic diversity, product diversity,
area and ecosystem diversity. Studies
deal with the question of biodiversity
management through conservation
and efficient use.
 Biodiversity governance (at local
and international levels), from
studies on setting up systems of
biodiversity usage and protection
systems and mechanisms to research
on new social regulation conditions
and consultation between different
categories of stakeholders. In
addition to economic assessments,
this includes anything that concerns
market creation and rights with
respect to biodiversity elements
(genes, plants, local know-how), and
negotiation companion research.
The unit is renowned for conducting
interdisciplinary research on
scientific issues—‘SSH–biological

and ecological science’, and, on
an international level (research,
expertise), on water, land, forest
and biodiversity governance (local
to international). It trains and
supervises many students on these
multidisciplinary issues.
The UR conducts research in
various areas in many developing
countries and benefits from a large
network of partners in France
(CIRAD, UMR MOISA, CEFE, etc.)
and abroad (International Institute
for Environment and Development,
University of Marrakech, Ethiopian
Environmental Protection
Authority, Institut Sénégalais de
Recherches Agricoles, Universities
of Fianarantsoa and Antananarivo,
Madagascar, Higher Institute of
Agriculture, Brazil, Centre for
Research and Higher Studies in Social
Anthropology, Mexico, Center for
International Forestry Research, etc.).

Tropical forest
ecosystems and societies
The research unit (UR) Tropical
Forest Goods and Ecosystem Services
(CIRAD) focuses studies on tropical
forest ecosystems and societies
that interact with these ecosystems.
The unit’s researchers study the
functioning and changes of these
ecosystems in interaction. The overall
aim is to assess and/or implement
policies, rules and practices that:
(i) will facilitate their adaptation
to constraints and opportunities
resulting from global change, and (ii)
enhance the sustainability of services
they provide societies, on local and
global scales. Specific and functional
biodiversity is a focus of special
attention in this research unit, in the
light of its role in the adaptation of
studied systems in response to global
change, and by the need to preserve
it as a service provider. •••

Biodiversity conservation and protection:
legal and regulatory aspects
With respect
to biodiversity
preservation and/or
plant protection, the
collection, holding,
importation and
exportation of dead
or live organisms are
generally subject to
special conditions.

The collection of
animal or plant
D Coutinot ® EBCL-USDA-ARS
species could require
prior authorization
from the concerned property owner and the country of origin.
A valid transport ticket could be required for the holding,
circulation, importation and exportation of collected organisms.
The conditions for studying these organisms are regulated by a set
of international, European or French provisions.
The Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of
Wild Fauna and Flora regulates the international trade of wild
fauna and flora specimens. Regulated species are listed in the
Convention Appendices. The Contracting Parties of each Member
Country are responsible for issuing permits and certificates when
the required conditions are fulfilled. The European Union (EU)
has issued several regulations concerning the protection of these
species (338/97/EC amended and 709/2010/EU).

Biodiversity conservation is the main aim of the Convention
on Biological Diversity. Each country that is a signatory to the
Convention is committed to preventing the introduction of,
controlling or eradicating alien species which threaten ecosystems,
habitats or species (art. 8h.). The EU has issued directives on
the conservation of wild fauna and flora (Directives 79/409/
EEC and 92/43/EEC), which form the cornerstone of the
Natura 2000 network in France, which is primarily aimed at
preserving biodiversity. There are published lists of protected
species in France. Conditional waivers may be issued to allow
scientific studies on any of these species. The Direction Régionale
de l’Environnement de l’Aménagement et du Logement (DREAL)
examines such requests in France.
The main aim of the International Plant Protection Convention is
to prevent the introduction and dissemination of pests of plants
and plant products. The EU issued the Directive 2000/29/EC which
includes appendices giving a list of prohibited pest organisms and
requirements for plants. Controlled scientific studies of these
organisms and plants may be allowed in containment facilities if a
letter of authority has been issued for the petitioner’s activity with
respect to the living material to be studied (Directive 2008/61/
EC). In France, the Service Régional de l’Alimentation examines such
applications.
Contact: Dominique Coutinot, dcoutinot@ars-ebcl.org
For further information:
- Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora:
www.cites.org
- Convention on Biological Diversity: www.cbd.int
- International Plant Protection Convention: www.fao.org
- EU Community law: http://europa.eu.int
- French law: www.legifrance.gouv.fr
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S Selection of shoots of local species that
are very popular for producing charcoal in
cropping areas after logging and slashand-burn cultivation
(Democratic Republic of the Congo).

Other teams focused
on this topic
UMR ISEM
Institut des Sciences de l’Évolution de
Montpellier
(CNRS, IRD, UM2)
117 scientists
Director: Jean-Christophe Auffray,
jean-christophe.auffray@univ-montp2.fr
www.isem.cnrs.fr
X Presentation page 8

UPR Locust Ecology and Control
(CIRAD)
11 scientists
Director: Michel Lecoq,
lecoq@cirad.fr
www.cirad.fr/ur/acridologie
X Presentation page 34

UPR AGIRs
Animal and Integrated Risk Management
(CIRAD)
22 scientists, including 10 ecologists
Director: François Roger,
françois.roger@cirad.fr
www.cirad.fr/ur/agirs

The UR pools researchers from
several disciplines (ecology,
geography, political science) in three
research areas:
 Resilience of tropical forest
ecosystems in a forest-use and
global change setting. This research
area is focused on factors that can
explain the structure and diversity
of tropical forests, and on current
and future impacts of resource use
in a global change setting, especially
climate change. The research deals
especially with relationships between
diversity, resilience and productivity,
and on the integration of knowledge
in decision-support tools to
enhance the management of goods
and services produced by forest
ecosystems.
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UR COREUS
Biocomplexité des écosystèmes
coralliens de l’Indo-Pacifique
(IRD, UPMC)
21 scientists
Director: Claude Payri,
claude.payri@ird.fr
www.coreus.ird.fr
X Presentation page 40

UR Green
Management of Renewable Resources
and Environment
(CIRAD)
15 scientists
Director: Martine Antona,
martine.antona@cirad.fr
www.cirad.fr/ur/Green
X Presentation page 60

 Tropical forest public action
policies and instruments. This
research area is focused on the
analysis of ways that policies
concerning tropical forests and
methods for assessing their efficacy
are formulated and implemented.
Relationships between the overall
features of forest ecosystems
(structure, biomass, floristic
diversity), as well as goods and
services provided and payments
for environmental services, are
also studied interactively with the
two other research areas. Some
of the main topics investigated
include mechanisms involved in
the reduction of emissions due to
deforestation and degradation, as
well as their implementation via
payments for environmental services,
etc.

 Relationships between the

resilience of ecosystems and the
vulnerability of societies that depend
on them. The research deals with
associations between the tapping of
forests for domestic or commercial
use (which enhances the living
conditions of communities) and the
dynamics of tapped ecosystems in
terms of biomass and biodiversity.
Studies are focused on the strategies
that these societies adopt to
address changes in their ecological
and human environment, and
on ecosystem responses to these
strategies.

This research unit is active on
three continents and on different
scales, i.e. from the regional scale
of large forest areas to the village or
plot scale. It has established many
partnerships in industrialized and
developing countries: scientific
partnerships with universities
and national and international
research organizations, institutional
partnerships with ministries
responsible for forest and/or
environmental management, private
partnerships with forest development
offices, and with NGOs. •••

J.N. Marien © CIRAD

Reconciling forest diversity restoration
and sustainable fuelwood resource management
in Central Africa—Makala project
in the Democratic Republic of the Congo
Contrary to many preconceived notions, Central
African forest degradation and deforestation are
mainly due to uncontrolled slash-and-burn cultivation,
agroindustrial development and unsustainable gathering
and use of fuelwood, which accounts for 90% of energy
used in rural and urban households and a total of 80%
of all tapped timber resources. The Makala project,
coordinated by CIRAD with EU funding, is aimed
at encouraging farmers to partially preserve forest
biodiversity through the selection and protection of
useful trees during crop field clearing operations. They
may also be encouraged to replant saplings when trees
become scarce—this can be in the form of enriched
fallows, agroforestry gardens or multipurpose village
groves. The forest tree species are mainly multipurpose
local species whose numbers are dwindling due to
excessive use.

The reforestation of Batéké grasslands, as well as the
conservation or reintroduction of trees in degraded
areas along forest margins around Kisangani, have had
a significant catalytic effect in enhancing biodiversity.
This phenomenon boosts the number of animal and
plant species in the environment which are traditionally
utilized by—and represent a source of wealth for—
local communities. In addition to the direct impacts
on areas in which the project is operational, the
Makala project is one constituent in a set of research
projects coordinated by CIRAD aimed at analysing
and gaining insight into forest ecosystem patterns
in the Congo Basin, especially tree species diversity
dynamics. The regional CoForChange project, which is
geared towards predicting the effects of global change
on forest biodiversity in the Congo Basin, is another
example of this.
Contact: Jean-Noël Marien, marien@cirad.fr

Nam Khan Eco-vallée programme
The Nam Khan Eco-vallée programme (Laos) strives to ensure
joint management of water resources, as well as aquatic and
terrestrial environment uses throughout the catchment. There
is a high degree of complementarity between the environmental
issues and the local socioeconomic situation.

Many inventories and assessments have been carried out over
the last 5 years:
 identification of Nam Khan aquatic and fish-farming resources,
and of living conditions of fishermen and catchment users
 assessment of the physicochemical characteristics of surface
waters
 zoning and typology of ecosystems and sensitive environments
in the catchment to understand environment-inhabitant
interactions, and inclusion of the results in future management
plans
 complete mapping of the catchment

 studies to analyse the hydrology in Nam Khan and to gain
insight into the physicogeographical features in the catchment
 biodiversity assessment based on a series of fauna and flora
inventories
 development of a habitat typology and complete mapping of
landscape structures via processing of a time-series of remote
sensing data
 study to determine riverine vegetation patterns in Nam Khan
for pilot initiatives to stabilize the river banks
 ecotourism potential of the valley to develop sustainable
income-generating activities.
Contact: Bernard Moizo, bernard.moizo@ird.fr
S Unloading dugout canoes when running the rapids. Urban
population growth and the opening of roads between neighbouring
countries (China, Vietnam, Thailand) has increased the demand
for natural resources—here mahogany (Toona cinensis), for which
uncontrolled logging is increasing.
Location: Kenluang rapids on Nam Khan river (Xieng Ngeun district, Luang Phrabang
province, Lao People’s Democratic Republic.
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There are many specific objectives:
 preservation of water resources and associated ecosystems,
gaining further insight into environments and habitats within the
catchment, development of village-scale management plans and
delineation of protected areas
 development: proposal of alternative management strategies
on pilot sites, combining innovation and local know-how,
improvement of essential rural infrastructures, promotion of
local products and development of a quality label; proposal of
ecotourism products
 training (local leaders) and public awareness (local
communities).

B. Moizo © IRD

These aims include: poverty reduction and the improvement
of inhabitants’ living conditions; implementation of sustainable
usage (agroecological) practices to fulfil peoples’ needs, and;
improvement in local stakeholders’ governance, skills and
expertise.
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Celebrating cocoa diversity
Chocolate quality generally depends on the raw material—cocoa. The way growers
harvest cocoa beans is also a key factor in aroma and taste formation. This is what experts
claim when assessing the cocoa quality, despite the fact that the praise usually goes to
the chocolate manufacturers. The Cocoa of Excellence project conducted by Biodiversity
International is unique as it recognizes the importance of the agricultural know-how, while
also celebrating cocoa diversity.

S Cocoa bean selection and preparation
are essential in the taste and aroma of high
quality chocolate.

Hidden diversity
of cash crops
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Once a plant is cropped for its
economic value, variations in taste,
shape, agricultural performance or
postharvest qualities of the target
product tend to be minimized in
the market-based decision making
process. The international banana
trade, for instance, is based on a
very small number of varieties that
produce similar fruit no matter where
the bananas are cropped. Copra (i.e.
the dried meat of coconut) and dry
cocoa beans are also mainly sold
as undifferentiated products that
meet the quality standards set by the
industry.
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Nevertheless, over time hundreds
or even thousands of varieties have
been bred by farmers seeking to
fulfil different needs, for various
types of use or for varied tastes. The
main aims of the Commodities for
Livelihoods programme, based in
Montpellier (France), are to preserve
this endangered diversity and
promote its use so as to enhance
farmers’ subsistence conditions.
This programme, whose mandate
spans the entire commodity chain,
is part of Biodiversity International,
one of the 15 international member
organizations of the Consultative

This begins in cocoa-producing countries from which samples of dried beans representative
of the varietal and environmental diversity of the region are sent. The beans are processed
into cocoa liquor by CIRAD specialists and then assessed. The 50 most promising samples
are processed into chocolate and presented at the International Cocoa Awards during the
Salon du Chocolat in Paris. The jury selects those that have the best chance of integrating
the booming controlled-origin cocoa market. Criollo cocoa varieties are the most highly
acclaimed. They are now rare and have generally been overtaken by Forastero varieties
which have defined the chocolate taste known by most consumers. Trinitario varieties, which
are Criollo and Forastero hybrids, have a more distinctive and complex taste that evokes the
taste heritage of the two parents. However, the variety is not the only key factor. The soil in
which cocoa trees are grown also impacts cocoa quality. The only way to assess the quality
of a cocoa crop is to process it, so growers who have participated in the project will obtain
an evaluation of their sample so as to help them enhance their living conditions by producing
high quality cocoa.
Contact: Stephan Weise, s.weise@cgiar.org

Group on International Agricultural
Research (CGIAR).
Conservation is Biodiversity’s entry
point in the public domain for the
genetic resources of these crops.
This work is carried out mainly
by the following three networks:
MusaNet, CacaoNet and COGENT.
The conservation priorities of each
network are defined by a global
strategy developed in collaboration
with partners in the sector.
There is an international germplasm
collection for each crop to provide
free access to healthy (i.e. diseasefree) plant material. The international
banana germplasm collection
consists of micropropagated
plantlets that are preserved at
Biodiversity’s International Transit
Centre in Belgium. In COGENT’s
international coconut genebank,
coconut palms are preserved in five
field collections, each managed by a
national institution in a host country,
i.e. Brazil, Côte d'Ivoire, India,
Indonesia and Papua New Guinea.
Material in the two international
cocoa collections, which are
respectively managed by the Centro
Agronómico Tropical de Investigación
y Enseñanza in Costa Rica, and the
Cocoa Research Unit at West Indies
University in Trinidad, have been
placed in the public domain.

Biodiversity collaborates with
specialized research institutes
to assess and document useful
agricultural traits of these genetic
resources. Assessment and
characterization procedures, as well
as genetic and comparative and
functional genomics tools, have been
developed, mostly in partnership,
for this purpose. Biodiversity is also
setting up information systems to
provide access to all of the data
generated.
This research supports breeders by
providing access to the broadest
possible range of genetic resources
so as to enable them to breed new
varieties. Biodiversity also boosts the
awareness of development specialists
on the importance of promoting
varietal diversity—by facilitating its
transformation and marketing—and
on the role that this could have
in enhancing production system
management.
Biodiversity scientists are also based
in banana-producing countries
where they conduct research on
the use of biodiversity to boost
the production and resilience of
agricultural systems. Their research
encompasses various fields such as
soil health and root systems, as well
as disease epidemic threats and how
to deal with them.

Considering the extent of the
challenges and the urgent need to
come up with applicable responses,
the programme is focused on
the main issues and priority
targets—those that will influence
policymaking, affect a high number
of management stakeholders or
boost the awareness of communities
or various socioprofessional groups.

Development and use of
Mediterranean wetlands
The Tour du Valat—which was
founded over 50 years ago—is an
independent nonprofit organization
that is managed by a state-approved
foundation based in the Camargue
region of France. It conducts
research aimed at preserving
Mediterranean wetlands and is
constantly striving to ‘gain greater
insight into wetlands so as to
enhance their management’.

The transfer concept is pivotal to
the mission of the Tour du Valat.
Wetland conservation is not possible
without strengthening the capacities
of different wetland management
stakeholders: decisionmakers,
technical managers and users.
Expertise has thus been developed
in various areas such as training,
the publication of public awareness
and informational documents and,
generally, communications.

The Tour du Valat generates
knowledge, while also producing
tools and information to help
wetland decisionmakers and
managers take the best measures
to ensure sustainable wetland
management and use. Its mission is:
“To halt the loss and degradation of
Mediterranean wetlands and their
natural resources, to restore them
and promote their sustainable use.”

Tour du Valat activities are planned
on a 5-year basis. The current
programme is divided into three

overall topics, corresponding to
three complementary approaches:
 Global change and species
dynamics
 Integrated management and
ecosystem dynamics
 Observatories, biodiversity and
public policies
Each constituent of the programme
includes interdisciplinary projects
which are conducted on different
spatial scales: Mediterranean
region, Camargue region, and the
Tour du Valat station. Most of the
different natural habitats in the
Camargue region are found in this
latter station, especially rare and
endangered habitats.
The Tour du Valat is thus an ideal
site for the research programmes it
hosts. Moreover, 1 844 of the total
2 600 ha on this site benefit from a
Regional Nature Reserve status. •••

Spatial views of protected areas in Madagascar

At the request of the United Nations Education, Scientific
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and via the French
Centre National d’Études Spatiales (CNES), IRD research teams
are now collaborating with three companies (EGEO*, GEO-

HYD**, GEOMATYS***) to assess the contribution of satellite
remote sensing data, at various resolutions, for monitoring
UNESCO World Heritage Forests. The aim is to develop
mapping and monitoring methods and tools for forest
managers. The ultimate goal is to help draw up a forest policy
based on the transfer of local natural forest management to
rural communities (biodiversity conservation and integrated
development).
The project under way concerns the highland tropical
rainforest spanning Ranomafana and Andringitra national parks
and the Pic d’Ivohibe special reserve, as well as the forest
corridors that link them. Series of SPOT satellite images (spatial
resolution: 20 m, 10 m and 2.5 m) are used, covering three to
four periods between 1986 and 2009, depending on the sector.
The use of satellite images, combined with field survey data,
is the most suitable way to spatially quantify the impacts of
development and conservation policies on these very largescale, remote and hard to reach sites. It is now essential to
find ways to reduce the image acquisition, image-processing
software and staff training costs in order to streamline this
process.
Contacts: Dominique Hervé, dominique.herve@ird.fr
Éric Delaître, eric.delaitre@ird.fr
Samuel Razanaka, razanakasamy@yahoo.fr
& Avisoa Andrianarivo, anarivoandriana@gmail.com
* Bureau conseil Environnement et Géomatique (France)
** Gestion Intégrée des Ressources Naturelles, Systèmes d’Information & Aide à la Décision (France)
*** Géomatique & Développements Durables (France)

S Map of forest changes between 1986 and 2008
drawn up from SPOT images (Andringitra National Park
and Pic d’Ivohibe Special Reserve).
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The continental
island of
Madagascar is
one of the 10
main biodiversity
hotspots in the
world, with
ecosystems
(fauna and flora)
recognized as
being amongst
the most
diversified in the
world. Natural
mountain
rainforests
are being
transformed
under the impact
of population
pressure
and climate
change—forest
landscapes are
gradually being
replaced by crop
fields (rainfed
and wetland rice
cropping, cash cropping, rangeland fires, etc.), and are being
altered by cyclones to an increasing extent.
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The Tour du Valat has a staff of
around 60 working in three teams:
 The scientific team: including
around 30 researchers, project
leaders, engineers and technicians.
Ornithology is a key focus, but there
are also specialists in the fields
of hydrology, remote sensing and
geomatics, the biology of plant,
fish and crustacean communities
and populations, statistics and data
management, as well as integrated
and transfer management.
 Management of the estate: around
10 engineers, technicians of natural
systems, maintenance staff and
guards.
 Support services: around 20
administrative and maintenance
employees who ensure the smooth
operation of the centre.
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Managing spatial
information to enhance
knowledge and
management of
natural areas
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The joint research unit (UMR)
Spatial Information and Analysis
for Territories and Ecosystems
(UMR TETIS, AgroParisTech,
Cemagref, CIRAD) focuses on
developing methods for acquiring
and deploying geoinformation
to enhance environmental
and territorial knowledge and
management. An integrated
approach is thus implemented
throughout the information flow
channel: from the acquisition of
data to stakeholder appropriation
of knowledge, with the processing,
analysis of spatial structures
and dynamics, management and
pooling of geoinformation via

information systems involved along
the way.
UMR TETIS has a staff of
roughly 110, including around
10 researchers working on the
biodiversity topic. Geoinformation
is essential for gaining insight into,
preserving and restoring natural
areas and in developing strategies
for implementing international
biodiversity conservation
obligations (Biodiversity
Convention, Habitats Directive).
Knowledge is thus required in the
fields of wildlife, flora and natural
habitats, while seeking ways to
ensure their conservation.
The aims of the scientific research
conducted by UMR TETIS are:
 to develop natural area
inventory and monitoring methods
via remote sensing data and
geomatic methods: data selection,
information extraction, habitat
mapping, indicator development,
observation system design
 to analyse the spatial structure of
natural areas: mapping and analysis
of ecological continuities, and of
natural fragmentation patterns
 spatial pressure/impact
modelling, combining human
pressure indicators and
environmental status indicators
 to analyse agroenvironmental
protection measures and
procedures and their applications,
and to develop environmental
decision support and consultation
tools.
Some projects involve upstream
research: remote sensing mapping
of plant communities in Camargue
region (Habitat Directive); baobabs
in Madagascar (study in the
diversity of the Adansonia genus),

the Banc d’Arguin in Mauritania
(UNESCO World Heritage Site),
and analysis of the role of riverine
habitats on the ecological status of
aquatic environments.
Other projects are carried
out to provide public policy
methodological support, especially
with respect to the Grenelle
environment round table organized
by the French Ministry of the
Environment: coordination of a
national framework document for
the preservation and restoration
of ecological continuities (in
support of the ‘Green and Blue
Belt’ operational committee,
coordination of technical support
for a national information system
on biodiversity, or a feasibility
study for a regional biodiversity
observatory in LanguedocRoussillon region (France), in
support of local authorities.
UMR TETIS collaborates with
many partners on biodiversity
related projects: the Centre of
Evolutionary and Functional
Ecology, the Conservatoire des
Espaces Naturels LanguedocRoussillon, the Institut des Sciences
de l’Évolution, the French National
Institute for Agricultural Research,
the Office national de l'eau et des
milieux aquatiques, French national
parks, the Muséum National
d’Histoire Naturelle, the Service de
l'observation et des statistiques, etc.
The unit is also involved in different
European projects such as the
Best Practice Network for a Spatial
Data Infrastructure in Nature
Conservation (Nature SDIplus), the
European Biodiversity Observation
Network (EBONE), etc. 

Dogmatic history of the olive tree revisited

This history still prevails in scientific and popular literature,
in which it is stated that indigenous communities in the
northwestern Mediterranean region only discovered olive trees
after trading posts and colonies had been set up. Quantitative
analyses based on the anatomical features and geometric
structure of charcoal and archaeological stones, respectively, by
analogy to a large reference collection of modern specimens,

has prompted reconsideration of the dogmatic history of olive
domestication. The origins of olive cultivation and domestication
in the western Mediterranean region date back to around 3 000
BC, i.e. 2 000 years before the introduction of new varieties
mainly from the eastern Mediterranean areas.
These results, supported by genetic data, have also demonstrated
that olive domestication took place independently in many
regions and not at a single site in the Near East. However, these
new data do not question the importance of the influence of the
Phoenicians, Etruscans, Greeks and Romans with respect to the
expansion of olive cultivation in the Mediterranean Basin.
Contacts: Jean-Frédéric Terral, terral@univ-montp2.fr
& Claire Newton, clairennewton@gmail.com
For further information: www.umr5059.univ-montp2.fr/spip.php?rubrique22

S A subspontaneous olive tree
(basaltic region of Ledja, Syria).
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The origins of the cultivation and domestication of olive—
an emblematic Mediterranean tree—has always been a
controversial topic. In the western Mediterranean region, despite
the unquestionable indigenous status of olive trees and the
archaeological discovery of many biological remains (charcoal
and stones) suggesting that olive resources were being exploited
even prior to Ancient Times, it is conventionally hypothesized
that its original centre of domestication was in Palestine, during
the Chalcolithic period, in the 4th millennium BC. Domesticated
forms, know-how and practices slowly spread from the Near
East, first towards the Aegean in the 3rd millennium BC, and
then towards the central and western Mediterranean region, and
finally to southern Gaul around the 1st millennium BC.

J.-P. Moussally © UNDP-GEF
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Modelling
biodiversity scenarios

Several Montpellier-based research teams have an
internationally recognised innovation potential with
respect to major models that have a pivotal role in
the following fields: evolutionary genomics, population
genetics, evolutionary ecology, population dynamics,
plant architecture and forest structures, ecosystem
functioning, spatial ecology, and ‘biodiversity–human
activity’ interactions. These methodological developments
are combined with many transfer initiatives (provision of
software and modelling platforms, training workshops)
and implementations, especially with respect to
Mediterranean and tropical observatories. The
involvement of biomathematics specialists thus ensures
the integration of methodological research in biodiversity
topics. In turn, this integration enhances the relevance
of such methodological activities while constantly paving
the way to further advances in an especially rich and
complete interdisciplinary setting.
The inclusion of spatial dynamics is a key development
focus in biodiversity science modelling. These spatial
modelling developments concern research on the impact
of fragmentation and dispersion of individuals on the
dynamics of metapopulations and metacommunities,
and on interactions between spatial structures and
functional flows in landscapes and ecosystems. The
prediction of species distribution ranges on the basis
of the environment and their life history traits, of
spatial evolutionary scenarios following integration of
socioenvironmental data and research on landscape
indicators of environmental states and dynamics are also
essential for gaining insight into possible impacts of global
change and the risk of extinction of some species, but
also for helping to improve global management of areas.

Monitoring and prediction of spatial distribution dynamics
illustrates the intrinsic connection between modelling
and databases whose exploitation has been facilitated by
the development of bioinformatics, in the broadest sense
of the term. The range of different databases is enhanced
by the diverse range of research studies. For instance,
botanical collections (herbaria), studies and databases on
physiological, functional and demographic traits of species,
knowledge sharing and dissemination via the web, thus
promote major development on relationships between
geographical distributions and biological traits of species,
as well as between biodiversity and uses through the
impact of humans on the environment and its functioning
(pressures and forcings), and thereby on ecological niches.
The connection between collections and phylogeny
and phylogeography research is being concomitantly
developed. Genome ‘barcoding’ programmes are being
developed on crop pests and disease vectors. Moreover,
long-term programmes on mosquito resistance to
pesticides, and on vertebrate (birds, reptiles) population
dynamics have generated substantial databases, which are
the source of many publications on population biology
mechanisms. The species community monitoring data
cover tropical (forest and lagoon) and Mediterranean
(Mediterranean Environment Research Observatory)
ecosystems and, since these data span long periods,
they represent a very valuable tool in the current global
change setting.
Major and already visible advances in the field include
increasingly close integration of databases and modelling,
a greater role of simulations, the development of different
management support scenarios, and affiliations with
environmental observatories.
Jean-Dominique Lebreton (UMR CEFE),
Daniel Barthélémy (UMR AMAP),
Pierre Couteron (UMR AMAP)
& Frédéric Huynh (UMR-S ESPACE-DEV)

W RapidEye satellite view of the community of Nîmes, France (resolution: 5 m pixel size),
showing a yellow box on the bottom right corresponding to an IGN aerial orthophotographic
image frame (50 cm pixel size).
The red frame near the centre of the IGN aerial image corresponds to a high resolution ULM
image frame (2 cm pixel size).
The three images were selected and framed to provide a zoom display: from satellite to IGN
orthophoto to ULM image.
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M

odelling and statistical analysis
(biomathematics) underpin much of
the biodiversity research conducted in
Montpellier and region (France). This research is further
supported by reference databases that span a highly
diverse range of terrestrial and aquatic, temperate
and tropical ecosystems. These databases also cover
interactions between ‘biodiversity dynamics’ and ‘activities
of humans and societies’.
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Main teams
UMR AMAP
Botany and Computational
Plant Architecture
(CIRAD, CNRS, INRA, IRD, UM2)
44 scientists
Director: Pierre Couteron,
diramap@cirad.fr
http://amap.cirad.fr
X Presentation page 58

UMR ESPACE-DEV
Espace pour le développement
(IRD, UM2, Université Antilles-Guyane,
Université de la Réunion)
60 scientists
Director: Frédéric Huynh,
huynh@ird.fr
www.espace.ird.fr
X Presentation page 62

UR Green
Management of Renewable Resources
and Environment
(CIRAD)
15 scientists
Director: Martine Antona,
martine.antona@cirad.fr
www.cirad.fr/ur/Green
X Presentation page 60

Other teams focused
on this topic
UMR CBAE
Centre de Bio-Archéologie et d’Écologie
(CNRS, EPHE, INRAP, UM2)
Around 20 scientists
Director: Jean-Frédéric Terral,
terral@univ-montp2.fr
www.umr5059.univ-montp2.fr
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UMR CBGP
Center for Biology and
Management of Populations
(CIRAD, INRA, IRD, Montpellier SupAgro)
35 scientists
Director: Flavie Vanlerberghe,
Flavie.Vanlerberghe@supagro.inra.fr
www.montpellier.inra.fr/CBGP

Bioinformatics
and biomathematics
of plant biodiversity
The multidisciplinary staff of
the joint research unit (UMR)
Botany and Computational Plant
Architecture (AMAP, CIRAD, CNRS,
INRA, IRD, UM2) includes botanists,
ecologists, agronomists, forestry
specialists, applied mathematicians
and computer science specialists.
Most of the team is based in
Montpellier (France), with others
permanently stationed in New
Caledonia, French Guiana, Vietnam
and India. Research carried out by
AMAP starts from structural botany,
paleobotany and systematics studies
to result in modelling and simulation
of plant architecture, and plant
cover and landscape structure and
diversity.
The main aim of AMAP is to
contribute to the emergence of
bioinformatics and biomathematics
of plant biodiversity—plants,
plant stands and landscapes—as
a complement to research carried
out by other units in the fields
of functional and evolutionary
ecology, developmental biology,
ecophysiology and genome
bioinformatics. Methodological
investment is one aspect of this
complementarity, in partnership with
statistics, informatics and physics
laboratories.

X Presentation page 10

Tour du Valat
25 scientists
Director: Jean Jalbert,
jalbert@tourduvalat.org
www.tourduvalat.org
X Presentation page 53

...continued on page 60

By focusing on the organization of
plant covers, plant architecture and
the morphology of plant organs, the
unit is striving to develop powerful
mathematical and informatics
formalisms able too describe,
analyse and represent the topology

and geometry of studied biological
objects (from organs to landscapes),
while also pooling, in generic models,
ever increasing knowledge on the
development and diversity of plants
and their environmental regulations.
The dissemination of pooled
knowledge and developed methods is
an essential part of AMAP’s activities,
via training and teaching (traditional
or distance learning), as well as by
developing and providing access to
software, compiling and exploiting
databases.
The research unit is an active user
and manager of herbaria (Cayenne
and Nouméa) and collections
(paleobotanic collection at UM2),
while managing scientific aspects of
the UM2 herbarium. Moreover, AMAP
has a histology and biomechanics
laboratory in its Montpellier facilities.
Internationally, some of the main
biodiversity research partners
are: Centro Regional Universitario
Bariloche (Argentina), Department
of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology,
Kansas University, Museu Paraense
Emilio Goeldi (Belem, Brazil),
Institut de Recherches Agronomiques
de Guinée, French Institute of
Pondicherry (India), Invasive Species
Specialists Group (New Zealand),
Center for Ecostratigraphy and
Palaeobiology, Macquarie University
(Australia), etc.
The partners in France include: the
Équipe-Projet IMEDIA of the Institut
national de recherche en informatique
et en automatique, Tela Botanica,
different joint research units (ECOlogie
des FOrêts de Guyane, Biodiversité
Gènes & Communautés, Centre de
Biologie et de Gestion des Populations,
Diversité et Adaptation des Plantes
Cultivées, etc.). •••

A.-L. Laques © IRD

W Identification of
constituents and
counting of landscape
elements (babaco plants)
via field observations
and satellite images.

On a plant scale, very high resolution images are used to
differentiate a species and count certain individuals (e.g. babassu
palm, Attalea speciosa, by its shadow). Useful species isolated in crop
fields and rangelands are investigated to gain insight into variations
in their spatial distribution and to quantify them in order to
characterize (typology) agrosystems and match them, through an
integrated environment–society approach, with their production, or
generally their functioning.
On a landscape scale, plant biodiversity dynamics can be
spatiotemporally mapped from satellite images via estimates of the
environmental complexity in interdisciplinary studies. Landscape
changes and concomitant biodiversity variations are also correlated
with public policies in order be able to estimate their impact on
recorded changes. A deliberately simple methodological approach
was developed that could be broadly applicable to different tropical
forest areas.

The results are designed to be included in scenario models used in
socioenvironmental observatories such as the French Observatoire
Régional de l'Environnement. They are also disseminated online
through an information system (MDweb) developed (partnership
involving IRD, UMR ESPACE-DEV, UM2, LIRMM and a commercial
partner—Geomatys), approved and in accordance with European
directives. This generic cataloging and data location tool provides
managers and local communities with ready access to acquired
knowledge.
Contacts: Anne-Elisabeth Laques,
anne-elisabeth.laques@ird.fr
Danielle Mitja, Danielle.Mitja@ird.fr
Michel Petit, Michel.Petit@ird.fr
& Jean-Christophe Desconnets,
Jean-Christophe.Desconnets@ird.fr
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Monitoring the spatial dynamics of biodiversity
and the impact of public policies—integrated analysis,
from observation to identification
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Other teams focused
on this topic
UMR CEFE
Centre of Evolutionary
and Functional Ecology
(CIRAD, CNRS, EPHE, INRA, IRD,
Montpellier SupAgro, UM1, UM2, UM3)
125 permanent staff (or 160 scientists)
Director: Philippe Jarne,
philippe.jarne@cefe.cnrs.fr
www.cefe.cnrs.fr
X Presentation page 24

UMR CMAEE
Emerging and Exotic Animal
Disease Control
(CIRAD, INRA)
36 scientists
Director: Dominique Martinez,
dominique.martinez@cirad.fr
X Presentation page 17

UMR Eco&Sols
Functional Ecology and Biogeochemistry
of Soils and Agroecosystems
(CIRAD, INRA, IRD, Montpellier SupAgro)
63 scientists
Director: Jean-Luc Chotte,
jean-luc.chotte@ird.fr
www.montpellier.inra.fr/ecosols
X Presentation page 29

UMR ECOSYM
Écologie des systèmes marins côtiers
(CNRS, IRD, UM2)
82 permanent staff
Director: Marc Troussellier,
marc.troussellier@univ-montp2.fr
www.ecolag.univ-montp2.fr
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UMR EME
Exploited Marine Ecosystems
(IFREMER, IRD, UM2)
56 scientists
Director: Philippe Cury,
philippe.cury@ird.fr
www.crh-sete.org
X Presentation page 38

UMR ISEM
Institut des Sciences de l’Évolution de
Montpellier
(CNRS, IRD, UM2)
117 scientists
Director: Jean-Christophe Auffray,
jean-christophe.auffray@univ-montp2.fr
www.isem.cnrs.fr
X Presentation page 8

...continued on page 62

Support modelling—
interactions between
natural resource uses and
ecosystem sustainability
The conditions of interaction and
arbitration between ecosystem
conservation and development are
pivotal to sustainable environment
management. Research is called
upon to deal with these issues, so
as: to gain insight into and boost
awareness on the complex social and
ecological processes involved and
thus ensure their viability; to support
management processes that include
environmental aspects over the long
term, i.e. to give real substance to
the ‘integrated management’ and
‘adaptive management’ concepts,
and; to assess the imbalanced
situation with respect to information
and the participation of concerned
stakeholders. The overall aim of the
research unit (UR) Management
of Renewable Resources and
Environment (GREEN, CIRAD) is
thus to provide knowledge, methods
and tools that will enhance the
understanding of interactions
between natural resource uses and
ecosystem sustainability, and also
to provide support for collective
management processes.
The research unit addresses this dual
objective through multidisciplinary
research—agronomy, modelling,
informatics, ecology, geography,
economy, sociology and
anthropology are the fields
represented by the unit’s 15 agents,

half of whom are posted in universities
and in partnership research platforms.
The UR GREEN research project is
structured along a cross-sectoral
line entitled ‘Adaptation and
transformation of socioecological
systems’, and two targeted research
lines entitled ‘Organization–
environment interactions’ and
‘Co-construction of models,
simulations and learning’. Some factors
and mechanisms that contributed to
the adaptation and transformation of
socioecological systems are specifically
targeted: changes in viewpoints and/
or knowledge and/or practices, power
plays, networking, and changes in
the socioeconomic or environmental
setting. The relative importance
of these mechanisms is estimated
through research on the topic of land
in Sahelian Africa and Réunion, of
biodiversity in Brazil and Madagascar,
of agrobiodiversity in West Africa
and Latin America, and of catchment
management in Asia.
One of the team’s unique
methodological features is in jointly
implementing computer simulation
tools (multiagent) and role-playing
games within a communications
platform to facilitate the elicitation
and exchange of viewpoints between
different stakeholders. UR GREEN
and researchers from Cemagref, CNRS
and INRA have gradually formed a
scientific network, which currently
includes around 50 individuals,
based on this so-called ‘companion
modelling’ approach*. •••
* For further information: www.commod.org

R-SYST: systematic network
and tool for assessing organisms of interest
GIS coupling), phenotypic (morphological traits, life history traits,
etc.) and genotypic (sequences of different coding or noncoding
markers).
This dictionary—at the crossroads of several disciplines and
involving complementary tools (taxonomy, barcoding and
phylogenetics)—will be available for scientists and professional
nonspecialists in several areas: biodiversity management, pest
monitoring, wood traceability, water quality and, ultimately, the
identification of organisms of medical or veterinarian interest.
R-SYST, which is highly supported by INRA, is directly or indirectly
linked to several international projects, including QBOL (the
European Quarantine Barcode of Life project), TreeBOL (a
worldwide tree barcoding project), iBOL (International Barcode
of Life, Genome Canada), CBOL (Consortium for the Barcode of
Life). These projects concern the entire international barcode of
life research community and they provide a link with organizations
involved in biodiversity.
A. Franc © INRA

The R-SYST network links some 12 French research teams,
including two joint research units located in Montpellier—CBGP
and AMAP. It aims to characterize many organisms of interest
at molecular and phenotypic levels, including trees, insects, fungi,
microalgae and bacteria. The overall goal is to draw up a dictionary
of specimens characterized by a set of different features:
taxonomic (species names validated by specialists, synonyms
and associated links, Id Fauna and Flora Europea), geographic and
phenologic (distributions, monitoring dates harvest locations,

Contacts: Alain Franc, alain.franc@pierroton.inra.fr
Jean-Yves Rasplus, rasplus@supagro.inra.fr
& Jean-François Molino, jean-francois.molino@ird.fr
For further information:
- R-SYST: w3.pierroton.inra.fr/r-syst
- iBOL: www.dnabarcoding.org
- CBOL: www.barcoding.si.edu
- QBOL: www.qbol.org/UK

W Zygaena purpuralis (Brünnich, 1763) and Parnassius appolo
(Linnaeus, 1758), a protected species in Europe, on Centaurea sp.,
in Valais region (Switzerland).

The prediction of evolution, as for all complex phenomena,
is a complicated issue. The topic should thus be approached
with considerable reserve, especially since evolution is
generally a slow process. Despite the fact that the relevance
of making such very long-term predictions may be readily
doubted, it is interesting to look at this issue for several
reasons.
The first reason is methodological. Theories can be tested and
quantitatively refined on the basis of predictions. This is a vital
strategy in experimental science, and in evolutionary biology
it is the only way to avoid strictly historical discussions.
Two key elements have changed the stakes in recent years.
First, it is now clear that evolution is a very rapid process,
especially during periods of major environmental change. This
‘contemporary evolution’ topic is particularly relevant in the
current global change and public health (pathogen evolution)
setting. The second element is the increase in long-term
laboratory experiments on microorganisms. Because of their
short generation time, it is possible to monitor the evolution
on tens of thousands of generations, and even better to get
back to the past at any time simply by taking stored samples
out of the freezer when needed for these experiments.

The second reason is
more fundamental.
It is necessary to
distinguish between
random events and
necessity in evolutionary
processes when making
E
predictions. Clearly,
EF
RC
randomness (stochasticity) is a
UM
©
nd
key driving force in evolution. Four
ma
or
n
e
general situations illustrate this:
T.L
(1) stochasticity markedly contributes
to the maladaptation that is often noticed
in all organisms, (2) it governs evolution when selective
differences are scant (or neutral—this relative indeterminism
can then lead to a plethora of forms and functions), (3) it can
sometimes lead to quick evolutionary transitions in the form of
‘genetic revolutions’ (but this is still highly controversial), and
(4) it could determine natural selection in many ‘adaptation to
uncertainty’ situations.
Contact:Thomas Lenormand,
thomas.lenormand@cefe.cnrs.fr
S The adaptation process is often presented as a trajectory in
an ‘adaptive landscape’.
It is especially important to understand this representation when evolution can be
predicted along with the different associated issues.
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Other teams focused
on this topic
UMR LAMETA
Laboratoire Montpelliérain d’Économie
Théorique et Appliquée
(CNRS, INRA, Montpellier SupAgro, UM1)
Around 40 scientists
Director: Jean-Michel Salles,
sallesjm@supagro.inra.fr
www.lameta.univ-montp1.fr
X Presentation page 46

UMR LECOB
Benthic Ecogeochemistry Laboratory
(CNRS, UPMC)
16 scientists
Director: Nadine Le Bris,
lebris@obs-banyuls.fr
http://lecob.obs-banyuls.fr
X Presentation page 41

UMR LOMIC
Microbial Oceanography Laboratory
(CNRS, UPMC)
18 scientists
Director: Stéphane Blain,
stephane.blain@obs-banyuls.fr
http://lomic.obs-banyuls.fr
X Presentation page 40

UMR LSTM
Laboratory of Tropical
and Mediterranean Symbioses
(CIRAD, INRA, IRD, Montpellier SupAgro, UM2)
42 scientists
Director: Michel Lebrun,
lebrun@univ-montp2.fr
www.mpl.ird.fr/lstm
X Presentation page 30

UMR TETIS
Spatial Information and Analysis
for Territories and Ecosystems
(AgroParisTech, CEMAGREF, CIRAD)
58 scientists with 10 involved in the Biodiversity topic
Director: Jean-Philippe Tonneau,
jean-philippe.tonneau@cirad.fr
http://tetis.teledetection.fr
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UPR AGIRs
Animal and Integrated Risk Management
(CIRAD)
22 scientists, including 10 ecologists
Director: François Roger,
françois.roger@cirad.fr
www.cirad.fr/ur/agirs
X Presentation page 35

UPR AMRBET
Pests and Diseases:
Risk Analysis and Control
(CIRAD)
12 scientists
Director: Christian Cilas,
christian.cilas@cirad.fr
http://www.cirad.fr/en/researchoperations/research-units/pests-anddiseases-risk-analysis-and-control
X Presentation page 32

...continued on page 63

Biodiversity
and spatialization
Biodiversity is a key issue in
many current society topics,
especially those associated with
the relationship between humans
and nature, which in turn give
rise to many environmental
management questions. The joint
research unit (UMR) Espace pour
le développement (ESPACE-DEV,
IRD, UM2, Université AntillesGuyane, Université de la Réunion)
is focused on promoting the
sustainable development of areas,
especially in tropical environments,
by implementing methods for the
spatialization of environmental
dynamics, from data acquisition
to decisionmaking processes so
as to help societies in developing
countries adapt to global change.
The goal is to contribute to the
development of environmental
monitoring networks geared towards
sustainable development. The
expertise of the unit is utilised to
build models for understanding
complex systems and to generate
guidelines for environmental and
resource management, as well as
integrated land management.
Studies carried out by UMR ESPACEDEV (including those concerning
biodiversity) readily include the
spatial dimension. Satellite images
of increasingly higher resolution
are often tapped for these studies,
making it possible:
 to work on various scales,
sometimes highly detailed, currently
enabling the recognition of
individuals and certain species

 to extrapolate the results via local
to regional to global upscaling
 to gain insight into the temporal
aspects through monitoring of
dynamics that may be detected by
image analysis.

Biodiversity is spatialized and then
reinserted in its socioenvironmental
setting so as to be able to
understand the dynamics/
interactions and to determine
the impacts with respect to land
management support. These
different steps involve joint targeted
and methodological research and
require synergy between data
acquisition systems and procedures
(field records, remote sensing,
display modes, participatory
approaches), information
management (databases, data
storage, metadata, data sharing
computer platforms), and data
analysis and integration (modelling).
An enhanced understanding of
processes involving physical,
biological sociological constituents
concerning the environment is
the basis of models, correlations
and indicators that can improve
decision-support procedures.
The multidisciplinary and
complementary expertise of UMR
ESPACE-DEV is encompassed within
three research teams: OSE (spatial
observation of the environment),
AIMS (integrated approach to
environments and societies) and
SIC (information and knowledge
system). These teams are backed
by seven satellite receiving stations
located worldwide (French Guiana,
Réunion, Canary Islands, New
Caledonia, Polynesia, Montpellier

Blueprint for a regional biodiversity observatory
in Languedoc-Roussillon (France)
The ‘natural heritage’ action plan of the French
Stratégie Nationale pour la Biodiversité includes the
development of an information system on nature and
landscapes (SINP), while also promoting the creation
of a national biodiversity observatory and regional
observatories. In Languedoc-Roussillon region (France),
a study to draw up a blueprint for a future regional
biodiversity observatory (ORB) was entrusted to UMR
TETIS―already an SINP stakeholder in France―by the
Direction Régionale de l'Environnement, de l’Aménagement
et du Territoire and the Région Languedoc-Roussillon.
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Languedoc-Roussillon is considered to have the highest
level of biodiversity of all regions in metropolitan
France, which means that it has a major responsibility
in reconciling human activities with ecological
considerations. In addition to its function of promoting
biodiversity and pooling existing knowledge, an ORB
was founded with the aim of taking biodiversity issues
into greater account in decisionmaking processes
and supplying elements to facilitate environmental
policy assessment. The ORB must therefore come up
with relevant indicators on the extent of biodiversity
evolution in the region and on factors that have
negative (threats) and positive (protected areas, etc.)
impacts on this biodiversity.
The community of biodiversity stakeholders is especially large and diversified, which is why the study is highly participatory. The
conventional information system analysis and design approach was adapted to include sustained animation while setting up a
collaborative website (www.orblr.fr). At the end of this pilot experiment, an initial list of indicators will be proposed on the basis
of users’ needs and the regional potential. Descriptive scenarios for setting up the observatory will be proposed according to
partnerships, budgetary ranges and potential types of structure. A model describing the most probable scenario will be proposed.
Contacts: Michel Deshayes, deshayes@teledetection.fr
& Simon Popy, simon.popy@teledetection.fr

The research topics are very broad
ranging, from highly targeted
to highly integrative: approach
oriented towards objects and
biodiversity; spatialization and
detection of biodiversity indicators
within landscapes with the aim
of setting up local observatories
to monitor the environment and
provide public policy support;
understanding and managing
existing biodiversity through the
integration of environment/society
data; biodiversity and environmental
health; biodiversity evolution
scenarios; data and knowledge
sharing via the web. 

Other teams focused
on this topic
UR Tropical Forest Goods and Ecosystem
Services: Facing Global Change
(CIRAD)
36 scientists
Director:Alain Billand,
alain.billand@cirad.fr
www.cirad.fr/ur/bsef
X Presentation page 49

UR COREUS
Biocomplexité des écosystèmes
coralliens de l’Indo-Pacifique
(IRD, UPMC)
21 scientists
Director: Claude Payri,
claude.payri@ird.fr
www.coreus.ird.fr
X Presentation page 40
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[France] and soon Gabon). The
activities are generally oriented
towards regions in the developing
world, where environmental
and societal issues are generally
serious, with the biodiversity issue
often crucial. They are carried
out in partnership with local
teams within the framework of
projects or monitoring initiatives
in observatories. The main
geographical areas concerned are:
(1) Mediterranean/MontpellierAfrica, (2) Amazonia/French GuianaWest Indies-Brazil, (3) Indian Ocean/
Réunion and (4) South Pacific/New
Caledonia.
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Software and platforms developed
by Montpellier-based research units
 BioInfo-Biodiversité platform supported by the federative
research unit Montpellier Environnement Biodiversité
(currently being set up).
http://mbb.univ-montp2.fr

UMR CBGP
 DIYABC user-friendly software: approximate Bayesian
computation for population genetics inference using molecular
markers.
www1.montpellier.inra.fr/CBGP/diyabc
 Geneland software: landscape genetics analysis (estimation of
the number of populations in a dataset, determination of the
spatial organization of populations) via the use of geographic
coordinates of individuals and multilocus genetic data.
www2.imm.dtu.dk/~gigu/Geneland

UMR ESPACE-DEV
 MDweb: an open source tool for cataloging and locating
information.
www.mdweb-project.org
 SIEL software, an information system on local environments:
monitoring and developing scenarios on the evolution of plant
resources in an area according to human uses.

UMR AMAP
 Capsis: platform for the development of forest growth and
dynamics models used for building and assessing sylviculture
scenarios based on species- and region-specific models.
http://umramap.cirad.fr/amap2/logiciels_amap/index.php?
page=capsis
 IDAO: a tool for training young scientists and capacity
enhancement with a species identification aid for biodiversity
studies and information dissemination.
http://umramap.cirad.fr/amap2/logiciels_amap/index.php?
page=idao

UMR ISEM
 Genepop and Genetix open source software: computation
of sets of parameters used commonly in population genetics
and studies on their significance through exact tests and
permutation tests.
Genepop: http://kimura.univ-montp2.fr/~rousset/Genepop.htm
Genetix: www.genetix.univ-montp2.fr/genetix/intro.htm
 Bio++ is a set of C++ libraries for bioinformatics:
bioinformatic analyses, including analysis of sequences,
phylogenetics, molecular evolution and population genetics.
http://biopp.univ-montp2.fr
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UMR CEFE
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 E-SURGE (with U-CARE) user-friendly software for population
biologists: estimation and inference of species population
parameters based on the analysis of capture-recapture data.
www.cefe.cnrs.fr/BIOM/logiciels.htm

UR Green

 RMES software: estimation of self-fertilization rates (generally
inbreeding) on the basis of multilocus heterozygote distributions
in population samples.
ftp://ftp.cefe.cnrs.fr/RMES

 MIMOSA platform: open source software to make effective
use of certain conceptual advances in the fields of modeling and
computer simulation.
http://mimosa.sourceforge.net

 CORMAS platform: a multiagent simulation tool for renewable
resource management.
http://cormas.cirad.fr

Contact: SFR Montpellier Environnement Biodiversité,
MEB@univ-montp2.fr

S Role-playing game with Malian farmers
to discuss seed dynamics concerning
farmers’ sorghum varieties
on a village scale.
X Germination of red sorghum seeds for
malting prior to brewing of dolo,
a local beer.
D. Bazile © CIRAD

MALI—role-playing games
on sorghum
The
workshops
led to the
gradual
D. Bazile © CIRAD
development
of a model of joint knowledge. Participants pointed out that
the workshops helped shed light on what the researchers
wanted and do. The assessment of prospective scenarios during
the role-playing game sessions, or via multiagent computer
simulations based on the same conceptual model, provide access
to spatiotemporal scales that are not accessible in real situations.
Farmers can thus monitor and discuss the impacts of their
practices on varietal diversity on a village scale during several
successive years, in response to events that they have previously
found to be of interest.

In four successive workshops involving farmers, leaders of
farmers’ organizations, NGOs and researchers, elements of the
seed system were differentiated so that they could be separately
treated so as to gain an overall understanding of farmers’
choices and seed trade mechanisms. Each workshop resulted
in the construction of a specific stakeholder role-playing game
that can be used to analyse local practices and assess knowledge
acquired previously by researchers so as to draw up the roleplaying game rules.

In this specific case, solid potential areas for action emerged
for setting up collective in situ seed management structures
with the support of NGOs. It is now essential to develop other
operational support tools that would be more suitable for
setting up these new collective projects.
Contact: Didier Bazile, didier.bazile@cirad.fr
For further information:
www.jle.com/fr/revues/agro_biotech/agr/e-docs/00/04/3C/AA/article.phtml
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Because of the extent of available food plant diversity, humans
are able to tailor their cropping to prevailing and future
environmental, climatic, economic and social conditions.
Over a 7 year period, within the framework of the ‘Sorghum
agrobiodiversity in Mali and Burkina Faso’ project, funded by
the French Global Environment Facility, the recognised role of
farmers in biodiversity preservation and creation was highly
promoted. Local conditions have been taken into very little
account in plant breeding programmes to date. In Mali, 90% of
the sorghum seed planted is derived from on-farm propagation
of traditional varieties disseminated via local seed management
systems. Through participatory breeding, varietal innovations can
be co-built with farmers by integrating local know-how. Research
has been focused on the dynamics of varietal diversity on a
village scale.
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S Biodiversity Festival, 2010.
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Biodiversity
a citizen science

The required data cannot simply be collected by
scientists, governments or techniques alone. Citizen
science programmes in which people participate in this
process are now essential in conservation strategies.
Mapping flora, monitoring the reproduction of common
birds and the abundance of butterflies in private gardens
are examples of these scientific programmes in which
citizens, environment managers and scientists are jointly
involved in the data collection process. When these
collaborations are carried out well, they are powerful
tools that can rapidly enhance biodiversity knowledge and
its public dissemination.
In an increasingly urbanized world, citizen science
provides everyone with an opportunity to focus on
nature while participating in research. These programmes
are generally based on the monitoring of common
species located in highly accessible environments,
including residential and urban habitats. Monitoring easy
to identify species can boost peoples’ awareness on
‘everyday’ nature. The involvement of citizens in these
programmes can thus have an impact on the work of
scientists who in turn must explain their aims, the steps
of their scientific reasoning, and the social impacts of
their research.

The success of a citizen science programme is not limited
to the collected data. The programme also provides
an opportunity for scientists to get closer to amateur
networks, and to bring together groups of people around
an issue and common values. By providing access to
the scientific approach and expertise, citizen science
participates in the empowerment of our societies and
promotes the emergence of an environment-friendly
consciousness. The synergies that they foster between
the different society stakeholders can also directly help
in taking biodiversity into account in decisionmaking
processes. Citizen science generates biodiversity
indicators that are officially used by governments. For
instance, the ‘human wellbeing’ indicator in England or
‘sustainable development’ indicator in France are partially
based on trends concerning common birds whose
numbers are counted yearly by volunteer ornithologists.
Citizen science represents a step forward with respect
to the very academic view of knowledge progress and
the very hierarchical view of governance. It involves
restoring a trust relationship between society and
scientists by getting participants involved in biodiversity
research. Citizen participation in science production adds
democratic legitimacy to the scientific legitimacy of the
collected findings. The fate of biodiversity concerns all of
humankind, and we must now tailor our collective life on
Earth to the consequences of global changes that we have
triggered. In this new setting, citizen science enhances
the awareness and enlightenment of everyone while also
boosting public awareness on our duties with respect to
nature and for future generations.
Violette Roche (Tela Botanica)
& Vincent Devictor (UMR ISEM)
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O

ur understanding of biodiversity is scant in
relation to the political, economic, social and
ethical implications of its current erosion.
Monitoring and predicting the fate of biodiversity are now
key challenges for scientists, managers and policymakers.
How is it possible to gain insight into and predict the
biodiversity status and trends? A major impediment must
first be overcome—measuring biodiversity distributions
and dynamics on large spatiotemporal scales.
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PNF—French national
park network and
biodiversity

Main stakeholders
Parcs Nationaux de France, head
of a network of 9 French parks
and 3 park projects
Vanoise (1963), Port-Cros (1963), Pyrenees
(1967), Cévennes (1970), Ecrins (1973),
Mercantour (1979), Guadeloupe (1989),
Réunion (2007), Guiana Amazonian Park (2007),
Calanques projects (pending),‘between
Champagne and Burgundy’ and wetlands
(currently being identified).
(French Ministry of Ecology, Energy,
Sustainable Development and Fisheries
in charge of Green Technologies and
Climate Negotiations)
2 national scientists, scientific teams
with 2–10 agents in each national park
Director: Jean-Marie Petit,
jean-marie.petit@parcnational.fr
www.parcsnationaux.fr
Biodiversity—Science for humans and nature
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Tela Botanica
12 salaried staff
12 000 members (including 65% professionals)
Scientific and technical committee: 18 scientists
President: Daniel Mathieu,
dmathieu@tela-botanica.org
www.tela-botanica.org
X Presentation page 69

Ville de Montpellier
Direction ‘Paysage & nature’
Director: Philippe Croze,
philippe.croze@ville-montpellier.fr
www.montpellier.fr
X Presentation page 72

Parcs Nationaux de France (PNF)
is a French public administrative
establishment under the trusteeship
of the French Minister of Ecology.
It federates and promotes synergy
between French national parks.
One of its main tasks is to provide
technical support for national parks,
to contribute to the pooling of
data on their heritage and human
activities within their grounds, while
representing and promoting parks
in national and international fora.
In this framework and for national
parks, PNF carries out studies of
general interest, manages a network
of their scientific leaders, represents
them in large-scale national research
programmes (Fondation pour la
Recherche sur la Biodiversité, Action
Publique, Agriculture & Biodiversité,
etc.), co-organizes scientific
conferences and seminars, while
marshalling procedures implemented
by parks so as to enhance their
convergence.
French parks, which are
internationally recognized as
exceptional areas, are keystones of the
national strategy to preserve nature
and outstanding landscapes. Their
priority is to protect biodiversity and
natural and cultural heritage. They
offer a combination of extraordinary

terrestrial and maritime areas whose
wealth is preserved through governance
and management. This network covers
vast areas (24 920 km² of land overall,
i.e. 7.8% of the area of metropolitan
France and its overseas departments),
in various biogeographical and
ecological settings, and with respect to
human activities.
Public institutions in charge of
national parks are stakeholders
in, and beneficiaries of, scientific
research. These parks are referred
to as experimental, research and
reference areas. To ensure their proper
management, it is necessary to know
their history and constituents and
to understand the past and current
ecological and social processes that
contribute to shaping them.
Many biodiversity issues interest
the head of French national parks:
biodiversity inventories, assessment
of the state of conservation and
knowledge on functional processes,
management of species and
environments, management of certain
populations, climate change (warming
and acidification of seas and oceans),
species distribution changes, emerging
diseases, biological invasions, impact of
human activities, relationships between
wild and domesticated animals,
pollution, ecological continuum
identification and integration in green
and blue belts, social representations
of nature, evaluation of ecological
services...

S Vanoise National Park.

On behalf of the national parks,
PNF oversees cross-sectoral
studies (economic benefits of
protected areas, approach to
valuable elements in three pilot
parks, application of the ecological
solidarity concept, history of the
creation of national parks, etc.).
Since their founding, parks have
been developing programmes
aimed at enhancing insight into
biodiversity: heritage inventories
(e.g. All Taxa Biodiversity Inventory
and Monitoring in Mercantour
region), projects for long-term
monitoring of emblematic species
populations (groupers at Port-Cros,
ungulates in mountain parks),
specific monitoring projects, e.g.
golden eagle reproduction (parks
in the Alps), saproxylic biodiversity
(Cévennes region), global
change monitoring projects, e.g.
monitoring of guarded mountain
pastures (Ecrins region), forest
exclosures and mangrove plots
(Guadeloupe), monitoring the
temperatures and phenological
features of certain trees (Vanoise,
Mercantour regions), research
partnerships in different areas:

gaining insight into the functioning
of environments and biological
invasions, contribution to workshop
zones in the Alps, monitoring of
glacier melting, etc.
The parks are of interest for
researchers since they contain
highly natural areas that have
been protected for long periods,
for which long data series and
support from the scientific council
are available, and partnerships
may be arranged with scientific
and technical teams of the parks,
species reintroduction experiments,
etc.

Tela Botanica—a network
of French botanists
Tela Botanica is a network that
brings together researchers,
professional stakeholders and
citizens. Tela Botanica was founded
in 1999 in partnership with other
associations, including the Société
Botanique de France, develops
botany-oriented projects in close
collaboration with researchers,

professional stakeholders and
citizens. The association provides
French-speaking botanists with
access to its management and
information technology expertise
so as to facilitate knowledge
dissemination and the development
of collaborative projects. Tela
Botanica participates in promoting
know-how, while facilitating
collaborations with botanists in
France and worldwide.
Botany—the study of plants—is
essential in learning about other
disciplines:
 biodiversity: gaining insight into
and preserving nature
 climate change: monitoring
environmental impacts
 medicine: a source of molecules
for health
 agronomy: a reservoir of genes
for the future
 forests: selecting species adapted
to change.
This science must be promoted
to ensure research progress
while contributing to sustainable
development. •••
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S Nogent 2008 during a plant
phenology training day.

© E. Gritti

© I. Chuine

W Observation of an elm tree
during a plant phenology
training day.

Other teams focused
on this topic
Tour du Valat
25 scientists
Director: Jean Jalbert,
jalbert@tourduvalat.org
www.tourduvalat.org
X Presentation page 53

UMR AMAP
Botany and Computational
Plant Architecture
(CIRAD, CNRS, INRA, IRD, UM2)
44 scientists
Director: Pierre Couteron,
diramap@cirad.fr
http://amap.cirad.fr
X Presentation page 58

UMR ESPACE-DEV
Espace pour le développement
(IRD, UM2, Université Antilles-Guyane,
Université de la Réunion)
60 scientists
Director: Frédéric Huynh,
huynh@ird.fr
www.espace.ird.fr
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UMR TETIS
Spatial Information and Analysis
for Territories and Ecosystems
(AgroParisTech, CEMAGREF, CIRAD)
58 scientists, with 10 involved in the Biodiversity topic
Director: Jean-Philippe Tonneau,
jean-philippe.tonneau@cirad.fr
http://tetis.teledetection.fr
X Presentation page 54

UR Green
Management of Renewable
Resources and Environment
(CIRAD)
15 scientists
Director: Martine Antona,
martine.antona@cirad.fr
www.cirad.fr/ur/Green
X Presentation page 60

Besides managing the network
and developing its website,
Tela Botanica participates in
programmes in partnership with
other public and private structures
with the aim of enhancing the
progress of botany and associated
sciences:
 Taxonomy reference bases
(collaboration: Muséum National
d’Histoire Naturelle [MNHN], ONF,
Fédération des Conservatoires
Botaniques Nationaux): this project
provides naturalists with access
to complete taxonomy reference
bases, enabling them to exchange
information through a common
reference base.
 Online notebook: an online field
notebook to compile naturalist
data and record observations,
insert plant photos, sort them and
conduct searches.
 Interoperability of naturalist
databases (collaboration: DIREN,
Région Languedoc-Roussillon): for
a collaboration between collectors,
and the provision of information
for users and public services.
 Phytosociology: annual
integrated synusial phytosociology
training for trainees from different
fields, and provision of substantial
information on the topic.
 Pl@ntNet (collaboration: UMR
AMAP, INRIA): a collaborative
network geared towards developing
a computer platform designed to
facilitate collaborative acquisition,
analysis and use of data on plant
communities.
 Vigie-Flore (collaboration:
MNHN): observatory of common

plants for monitoring plant
distributions over time in order to
assess the impact of human activities
and global changes on biodiversity.
 Herbarium surveys (collaboration:
UM2, AMAP, MHN Aix-en-Provence,
CBN Porquerolles): survey and
assessment of all public and private
herbaria in Languedoc-Roussillon
region via an online data entry tool
(online collections).
 Global Plants Initiative (UM2,
Université Mohamed V, Mellon
Foundation): cooperation involving
dozens of institutions in Africa,
Latin America, Europe and USA with
the aim of developing a permanent
digital library of scientific resources
concerning the nomenclature of
plants from all regions worldwide.
 The Observatoire des Saisons
(collaboration: GDR CNRS 2968): a
scientific programme involving the
participation of citizens in collecting
data on the phenological features of
common plants.
The association implements
participatory and citizen science
principles. Thousands of members
from different countries, and with
different skills, are involved in the
network on a volunteer basis to
promote knowledge development.
Our informatics team, with 10 years
of experience in the development
of participatory tools, ensures the
reliability and sustainablity of this
collaborative work. Tela Botanica
offers everyone an opportunity to
become involved in carrying out
the projects. All collected data are
available on an open source basis. •••

Pl@ntNet—a collaborative network
and computer platform devoted to compilation
and sharing of botany tools and knowledge

S Home page of the Pl@ntNet website.

Pl@ntNet is an initiative proposed by an international
consortium pooling many organizations built around three core
teams: AMAP, the IMEDIA project team of the French National
Institute for Research in Computer Science and Control
(INRIA) and Tela Botanica, the French language botany network.
This 4-year project (supported by Agropolis Fondation),
aims to create a computer platform designed to facilitate
the acquisition, analysis and collaborative use of data on the
plant community by three overall categories of stakeholders:
scientists, managers and citizens.
Substantial datasets must be collected and existing data
effectively used in order to meet the growing need for
syntheses to address major global challenges concerning the
plant community. Annotation, browsing and processing tools
and software that Pl@ntNet plans to develop and disseminate

will be able to deal with many types of data (herbaria,
photos, geographical distributions, phenology, ecology,
uses, etc.). These tools will be offered on an open source
basis for use directly on the platform or off-line, and will
enable users to individually manage their own botanical
data, and to exchange them with other users―scientists,
professional environment stakeholders or amateurs. The
accumulated data could then be used for citizen science
projects, e.g. for drawing up flora inventories, taxonomic
indices or interactive training tools. The user-friendliness
and efficiency of the developed software will be assessed
by a panel of users through the Tela Botanica network and
within the framework of pilot projects carried out with
many international partners so as to match applications
with needs and end-user expectations. Several research
thesis projects on visual content-based indexing and
mining and on ecological topics are planned, and the
results will be directly inserted in the platform. All of this
research will ensure significant progress in agronomy,
ecology, bioinformatics, tropical and Mediterranean botany.

Pl@ntNet is part of a large global movement aimed at
enhancing the management and effective use of taxonomic
information as a complement to other global initiatives
(Global Biodiversity Information Facility, European Distributed
Institute of Taxonomy, Encyclopedia of Life, KeyToNature),
while applying standards defined by the Taxonomic Database
Working Group.
Contacts: Daniel Barthélémy, daniel.barthelemy@cirad.fr
Nozha Boujemaa, Nozha.Boujemaa@inria.fr
Daniel Mathieu, dmathieu@tela-botanica.org
& Jean-Francois Molino, jean-francois.molino@ird.fr
For further information: www.plantnet-project.org

A field philosophy devoted to biodiversity

What about normative uncertainty? Different and sometimes
even competing values are involved to warrant biodiversity
conservation: interests of present or future humans, animal
rights, respect for living organisms, intrinsic value of species
or evolutionary processes, etc. Contrary to the traditional
dichotomy between facts and values, the pragmatic approach

contends that the boundary between what is and what should
be is much more permeable than Western philosophers have
acknowledged until now. Values are not abstract entities that
just have to be discovered and rationally and comprehensibly
organized, but instead they are practical tools that individuals
and social groups use to deal with encountered problems.
These values could be just as relevant a focus for an
experimental study as ecological phenomena. This is the
rationale behind the idea of a field philosophy based on
representations, declarations and actions of stakeholders
involved in real problems. In this way, a normative framework
can be developed ‘from the base’ to clarify tensions that
inevitably arise with biodiversity conservation. These may be
internal tensions (What biodiversity should be preserved?)
or external tensions (What balance should be established
between biodiversity conservation and other social requests?).
Contact: Virginie Maris, virginie.maris@cefe.cnrs.fr

Biodiversity—Science for humans and nature

Biodiversity conservation is implemented in a setting of
twofold uncertainty—factual uncertainty (What was the
initial state of the environment? What are the likely impacts
of a given measure?) and normative uncertainty (What
biodiversity should we protect? Why should we protect it?).
The experimental method is tailored to deal with factual
uncertainty. It aims to overcome the uncertainty and, when this
is impossible, to take it into account by setting up a procedure
for monitoring the effects of a given measure so as to adjust
it according to how the impacts fulfil the initial management
objectives.
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S Extensive flower gardens throughout Montpellier.
© M. Croze

The struggle for life on Earth
will be won or lost in the cities
and towns, while municipalities
have a pivotal role to play because
global changes will begin on a local
level, as stated by Ahmed Djoghlaf,
Executive Secretary of the Convention
on Biological Diversity. Considering
this challenge, I have engaged the
City of Montpellier in a voluntary
process to address two major global
challenges—combating global
warming and biodiversity erosion. In
this latter area, Montpellier should
become a national and even global
model due to its wealth of biodiversity,
researchers and grassroots activists
focused on this issue.

Biodiversity—Science for humans and nature

Hélène Mandroux,
Mayor of Montpellier
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Montpellier—a French
city firmly committed to
biodiversity preservation
Montpellier is the capital of
Languedoc-Roussillon, the region
with the highest number of Natura
2000 sites in France. The city has
a glorious botanical history, with
the oldest botanical gardens and
the second largest herbarium in
France. It has grown considerably
over the last few decades, while
preserving large natural areas and
their biodiversity and developing an
active policy for their management.
Because of the increase in green
zones in urban parts of Montpellier,
it hosts a high number of animal
species (101 birds, 18 mammals,
27 fish, 13 reptiles), and over
1 000 native plant species.
The following measures have been
taken to foster biodiversity:
 Jardin des Plantes (botanical
garden): the city is providing
financial support for its renovation
in order to improve its species
conservation conditions, while also
shaping it into a tool to promote
science culture.
 Zoological park: this municipal
park is focused on preserving highly

threatened species (50 out of the
120 present) and it participates in
promoting public awareness through
information campaigns (‘Save the
rhinos’, ‘Frogs need you’, ‘European
carnivores’) and the reintroduction of
species in their original environments.
 Sustainable management of
parks and natural areas: since the
1990s, the city’s parks and gardens
have been managed in a way to
promote conservation and enhance
biodiversity (abandonment of
pesticide use, planting of native
plants, water management).
 Development of a green belt:
in order to link parks, gardens
and natural areas, thus avoiding
fragmentation, which would be
detrimental to biodiversity—a
large-scale green belt development
programme is under way, combining
environment-friendly ways to get
from place to place and biological
liaisons.
 Public awareness: reconciling
urban people and nature, boosting
awareness on threats to biodiversity,
and dissemination of scientific and
technical culture are the key aims of
the Main verte programme, including
events and visits to the zoological park
and organization of a ‘biodiversity
festival’.
 Collaboration with the scientific
community: the wealth of research on

With its commitment to the
Convention on Biological Diversity,
alongside Montreal, Curitiba,

Singapore, Nagoya and Bonn,
Montpellier aims to continue its
actions by adopting a three-level
Biodiversity Plan:
 Observing and gaining insight
 Preserving and restoring
 Boosting awareness and educating
One of the main aims of this plan is
to restore links between inhabitants
and surrounding nature in the
city in order to boost awareness
on the global issue of biodiversity
conservation. The following is
an example of some of the many
initiatives under way:
 development of cooperation with
the scientific community
 launching of educational activities
within the framework of Agriparc
with respect to wine growing,

beekeeping and olive growing
 enhancement and management of

urban wastelots and surplus lands so
as to include them, along with their
biodiversity, in the urban green belt
 development of urban biodiversity
monitoring networks based on
the voluntary participation of
inhabitants and schools, focusing
specifically on fauna and flora
 promotion of the biodiversity
festival, which provides a meeting
place for inhabitants, researchers,
associations and managers of
natural areas
 opening of the Darwin Centre at
the zoological park, which is a centre
of wildlife resources for everyone. 

T Ecovolunteers watching long-finned pilot
whales, Globicephala melas.
C. Arnal © Cybelle Méditerranée

Cybelle Méditerranée
citizen science programme
Cybelle Méditerranée is a citizen science programme focused on the
Mediterranean Sea. This programme involves large-scale and longterm monitoring of marine biodiversity in order to gain further
insight into the impact of environmental changes (especially
climatic) on the Mediterranean Sea. The aims are:
(1) to bring together scientists and nonscientists, and
(2) to simply measure and monitor biodiversity changes.
Cybelle Méditerranée is based on contributions from amateurs,
divers and recreational boaters who carry out observations at sea,
without any previous training. Simple procedures were developed
by specialists and scientists. Collected information is uploaded
onto the website by the amateurs so as to fuel a database that
can be freely used by the scientific community and managers.
This programme, which was launched in 2009, is an initiative
of the Cybelle Planète association, and includes a scientific and
educational commission consisting of around 20 stakeholders.
An annual newsletter can be downloaded from the website.
Contacts: Céline Arnal, contact@cybelle-mediterranee.org
& Serge Morand, serge.morand@univ-montp2.fr
For further information: www.cybelle-mediterranee.org
Biodiversity—Science for humans and nature

biodiversity in Montpellier is tapped,
e.g. a study on weed infestation
at the base of trees (CEFE/
CNRS), monitoring plant growth
in the Amazonian glasshouse,
controlling palm tree pests,
etc. This collaboration includes
providing public access to scientific
conferences (World Water Congress,
APIMONDIA). This aspect will be
further promoted in 2010, 2011 and
2012 when several international
scientific conferences are to be
held (12th International Congress
of Ethnobiology, 2011 European
Association of Zoos and Aquaria
Annual Conference, etc.).
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S A larch flower.
E. Gritti © UMR CEFE
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An observatory of seasons
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The Observatoire Des Saisons (ODS) is a participatory science
programme for citizens. The objectives are threefold:
(1) to boost public awareness on the impact of global
warming on flora and fauna, (2) to get citizens involved in
collecting information on seasonal flora and fauna patterns,
and (3) to propose a unique platform for interaction with
researchers working on biodiversity and climate change.
Phenological observations (seasonal patterns) throughout the
target area and on many species are urgently required for
research on the impacts of climate change. Seasonal patterns
are highly modified by climate change, leading to substantial
modifications in ecosystem functioning, and the survival of
certain species may even be endangered.
Observations collected throughout France by ODS thus
gradually fuel a large database that is validated and utilized
by researchers. ODS participants are requested to observe
the local environment and hosted organisms. Even for urban
inhabitants, it boosts awareness on the surrounding living
world and modifications that induce climate change within

this environment. The observations are simple, so anyone of
any age, profession or sociocultural origin can participate.
ODS also enhances citizens’ awareness on the scientific
and socioeconomic challenges prompted by climate change
through exchanges with researchers involved in the project.
This operation is an initiative of the CNRS research group
2968 (Systèmes d'Information Phénologique pour la Gestion
et l'Étude des Changements Climatiques) involving around
30 stakeholders. It is coordinated by three associations:
Tela Botanica (www.tela-botanica.org), Planète Sciences
(www.planete-sciences.org/national) and the
Centre de Recherches sur les Écosystèmes d’Altitude
(www.crea.hautesavoie.net/crea).
Contacts: Isabelle Chuine, isabelle.chuine@cefe.cnrs.fr
& Violette Roche, violette@tela-botanica.org
For further information: www.obs-saisons.fr
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S Harvesting grapes
in the Agriparc of Mas Nouguier.
© M. Croze
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Topics covered by
the research teams
(October 2010)
he different research units
and teams mentioned
throughout the text are
listed on the following chart.

T

1. Origin and evolution of
biodiversity
2. Functional biodiversity
3. Societies and biodiversity
4. Modelling—biodiversity
scenarios
5. Biodiversity—a civic science
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The main topics of each team are
indicated in red (•) in the following
table.
Page: research unit presentation

page

1

2

3

4

5

Bioversity International
(CGIAR)
Stephan Weise

52

European Ecotron of Montpellier
(CNRS)
Jacques Roy

26

Parcs Nationaux de France
(French Ministry of Ecology, Energy, Sustainable Development and Fisheries in charge of Green
Technologies and Climate Negotiations)
Jean-Marie Petit

68

•

Tela Botanica
Daniel Mathieu

69

•

Tour du Valat
Jean Jalbert

53

UMR AMAP – Botany and Computational Plant Architecture
(CIRAD, CNRS, INRA, IRD, UM2)
Pierre Couteron

58

•

UMR BETM - Biologie et Écologie tropicale et méditerranéenne
(CNRS, UPVD)
André Théron

11

•

UMR BGPI – Biology and Genetics of Plant-Pathogen Interactions
(CIRAD, INRA, Montpellier SupAgro)
Philippe Rott

16

•

UMR BIOM - Biologie Intégrative des Organismes Marins
(CNRS, UPMC)
Hervé Moreau

21

•

UMR CBAE - Centre de Bio-Archéologie et d’Écologie
(CNRS, EPHE, INRAP, UM2)
Jean-Frédéric Terral

28

UMR CBGP – Center for Biology and Management of Populations
(CIRAD, INRA, IRD, Montpellier SupAgro)
Flavie Vanlerberghe

10

UMR CEFE - Centre of Evolutionary and Functional Ecology
(CIRAD, CNRS, EPHE, INRA, IRD, Montpellier SupAgro, UM1, UM2, UM3)
Philippe Jarne

•
•

•

•
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•

•

•
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24

•

•

UMR CMAEE – Emerging and Exotic Animal Disease Control
(CIRAD, INRA)
Dominique Martinez

17

•

•

•

UMR DGIMI - Diversité, Génomes & Interactions Microorganismes – Insectes
(INRA, UM2)
Patrick Tailliez

18

•

UMR Eco&Sols – Functional Ecology and Biogeochemistry of Soils and Agroecosystems
(CIRAD, INRA, IRD, Montpellier SupAgro)
Jean-Luc Chotte

29

•

•

UMR ECOSYM - Écologie des systèmes marins côtiers
(CNRS, IRD, UM2)
Marc Troussellier

37

•

•

UMR EME – Exploited Marine Ecosystems
(IFREMER, IRD, UM2)
Philippe Cury

38

•

•

•

UMR ESPACE-DEV - Espace pour le développement
(IRD, UM2, Université Antilles-Guyane, Université de la Réunion)
Frédéric Huynh

62

•

•

•

•

•

•

Unit
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1
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UMR InterTryp - Host-Vector-Parasite Interactions in Infections by Trypanosomatidae
(CIRAD, IRD)
Gérard Cuny

15

•

•

UMR ISEM - Institut des Sciences de l’Évolution de Montpellier
(CNRS, IRD, UM2)
Jean-Christophe Auffray

8

•

•

UMR LAMETA - Laboratoire Montpelliérain d’Économie Théorique et Appliquée
(CNRS, INRA, Montpellier SupAgro, UM1)
Jean-Michel Salles

46

UMR LECOB – Benthic Ecogeochemistry Laboratory
(CNRS, UPMC)
Nadine Le Bris

41

UMR LOMIC - Microbial Oceanography Laboratory
(CNRS, UPMC)
Stéphane Blain

40

UMR LSTM - Laboratory of Tropical and Mediterranean Symbioses
(CIRAD, INRA, IRD, Montpellier SupAgro, UM2)
Michel Lebrun

30

•

UMR MIVEGEC - Infectious Diseases and Vectors: Ecology, Genetics, Evolution and Control
(CNRS, IRD, UM1)
Didier Fontenille

13

•

UMR TETIS - Spatial Information and Analysis for Territories and Ecosystems
(AgroParisTech, Cemagref, CIRAD)
Jean-Philippe Tonneau

54

•

UMS 2348 OOB - Laboratoire ARAGO – Observatoire Océanologique de Banyuls-sur-Mer
(CNRS, IRD, UPMC)
Philippe Lebaron

36

•

UPR AGIRs - Animal and Integrated Risk Management
(CIRAD)
François Roger

35

•

UPR AMRBET - Pests and Diseases: Risk Analysis and Control
(CIRAD)
Christian Cilas

32

•

34

•

•

•

•

UPR Locust Ecology and Control*
(CIRAD)
Michel Lecoq

•

3

4

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

5

•

•

UR COREUS - Biocomplexité des écosystèmes coralliens de l’Indo-Pacifique
(IRD, UPMC)
Claude Payri

40

UR Dynamiques socio-environnementales et gouvernance des ressources
(IRD)
Geneviève Michon

48

UR GREEN – Management of Renewable Resources and Environment
(CIRAD)
Martine Antona

60

UR Tropical Forest Goods and Ecosystem Services: Facing Global Change
(CIRAD)
Alain Billand

49

USDA-ARS-EBCL - European Biological Control Laboratory
Kim Hoelmer

20

Ville de Montpellier - Direction Paysage & nature
Philippe Croze

72
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* As of 1 January 2011, this unit and UMR “Controlling Pests and Diseases in Tree Crops” are attached to UPR AMRBET (Pests and Diseases: Risk Analysis and Control)
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Agropolis International
training and education
in the Biodiversity field

A

gropolis International,
proposes a complete
training-education
programme provided through its
member institutions (universities
and engineering schools, as well as
vocational training institutions).

The training-education programme
includes more than 80 diploma
courses (from Bac +2 to Bac +8:
technician, engineering degree,
Master’s, PhD), as well as vocational
training modules (existing or
developed upon request).

The tables below outline the
training-education courses related
to the Biodiversity domain. They
specify the diploma levels, a
description of the training and the
institutions where the training is
provided.

Training-education programmes
Level

Degree

Licence
(BSc)

Title

Institution

Biology

UM2

Geoscience – Biology - Environment

UM2

Scheduled to begin in September 2011

Biology

Univ. Nîmes

Biology - Ecology

UPVD

Earth and environmental sciences

UPVD

Sustainable management of areas and resources

UPVD

Agricultural management of rural natural areas

Montpellier SupAgro,
UM3, EPLEFPA Lozère

Environment-friendly agriculture

Montpellier SupAgro,
UM3, EPLEFPA
Carcassonne

Environment-friendly viticulture

Montpellier SupAgro,
UM3, CFPPA
Bordeaux, CFPPA
Beaune

Coordinator of educational projects on the environment to promote
sustainable development (CEEDDR)

UM3, Montpellier
SupAgro

Study and development of natural environments (EDEN)

UM2

Bac +3
Licence
professionnelle
(BSc with
professional
scope)

Focus integrating the BSc programme Geoscience – Biology - Environment
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Bac +4
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Bac +5

Diplôme
d’Université
(University
certificate)

Master
(MSc)

Aquaculture and fisheries project manager

UM2

Biology – Geoscience – Agroresources – Environment (BGAE)
Focus ‘Biodiversity, ecology, evolution’ (BEE)

UM2, Montpellier
SupAgro

Biology – Geoscience – Agroresources – Environment (BGAE)
Focus ‘Diversity and evolution of plants and symbionts’ (DEPS)

UM2, Montpellier
SupAgro

Biology – Geoscience – Agroresources – Environment (BGAE)
Focus ‘Parasite ecology and evolution’ (EEP)

UM2

Biology – Geoscience – Agroresources – Environment (BGAE)
Focus ‘Biodiversity’

UM2, University of the
Aegean (Greece)

Biology – Geoscience – Agroresources – Environment (BGAE)
Focus ‘Medical and veterinarian entomology’ (EMV)

UM2, Univ. Abomey
(Bénin)

Biology – Geoscience – Agroresources – Environment (BGAE)
Focus ‘Natural and cultivated ecosystem function’ (FENEC)

UM2

Biology – Geoscience – Agroresources – Environment (BGAE)
Focus ‘Tropical plant biodiversity’ (BVT)

UM2, Université Paris
VI, Museum national
d’Histoire Naturelle

Aquaculture and fisheries project manager

UM2

Biology – Geoscience – Agroresources – Environment (BGAE)
Focus ‘Microbial systems’ (SM)

UM2, UM1

Degree

Title

Institution

Biology – Geoscience – Agroresources – Environment (BGAE)
Focus ‘Paleontology, phylogeny and paleobiology’ (PPP)
Biology – Geoscience – Agroresources – Environment (BGAE)
Focus ‘Development, interactions and evolution of living organisms’
(DINEV)
Life and earth sciences
Specialization ‘Environment and biodiversity management’ (EGB)
Rural and agrifood economics (ERA)
Specialization ‘Agriculture, food and sustainable development’
(A2D2)
Human and social sciences (SHS)
Specialization ‘Innovation and development of rural areas’ (IDTR)
MSc in Human and social sciences (SHS)
Specialization ‘Rural development stakeholders in hot regions’ (ADR)
Biology, Chemistry, Environment
Specializations ‘Biodiversity and sustainable development’ (BDD),
‘Aquatic environments’ (MA), ‘Bioactive molecules’ (MoBi)
Biology – Geoscience – Agroresources – Environment (BGAE)
Focus ‘Aquatic bioresources in Mediterranean and tropical
environments’ (BAEMT), ‘Biotraceability, biodetection and
biodiversity’ (BB), ‘Ecology and biodiversity management
engineering’ (IEGB)

UM2, Univ. Poitiers,
Univ. Rennes 1

Biology – Geoscience – Agroresources – Environment (BGAE)
Focus ‘Infectious, vectorial and nutritional diseases’ (MIVA)

Bac +5

Master d’école
d’ingénieur
(Engineering
MSc)

EPHE
UM1, Montpellier
SupAgro, IAM.M
UM3, Montpellier
SupAgro, IAM.M
UM3, Montpellier
SupAgro
UPVD

UM2

CIRAD, UM2, Institut
Pasteur, Kasetsart
University (Thailand)
UPVD
EPHE
AgroParisTech,
Montpellier SupAgro
Montpellier SupAgro,
INH Angers

Agronomy-food science for hot regions
Specialization ‘Plant health’

AgroParisTech,
Montpellier SupAgro,
Agrocampus Rennes,
INH Angers

Agronomy-food science for hot regions
Specialization ‘Innovative systems and techniques for sustainable
agricultural development’ (STIDAD)
Focus ‘Mediterranean and tropical seeds and plants’ (SEPMET)
Focus ‘Livestock production in hot regions’ (PARC)

Montpellier SupAgro

Sustainable tropical forestry (SUTROFOR)

AgroParisTech and four
European universities

Biology – Geoscience – Agroresources – Environment (BGAE)
MSc Erasmus Mundus in Evolutionary Biology (MEME)

UM2, Universities
of Groningen
(Netherlands), Munich
(Germany) and
Uppsala (Sweden)

Agricultural engineering
Specializations ‘Mediterranean and tropical plant improvement
and engineering’ (APIMET), ‘Water, crop field and environmental
management’ (GEME), ‘Sustainable crop production’ (PVD),
‘Territories and resources: public policies and stakeholders’
(TERPPA)

Montpellier SupAgro

Agricultural engineering
Specialization ‘Crop and environmental protection’

Montpellier SupAgro,
AgroParisTech,
Agrocampus Rennes

Forestry engineering
‘Environmental management of tropical forests
and ecosystems’ (GEEFT)
Option ‘Rural and tropical forestry’ (FRT)

AgroParisTech

Mastère
spécialisé
(Specialized MSc)

Forests, nature and society
Tropical option

AgroParisTech

Ingénieur
d’application
(Applications
engineering
degree)

GREF engineering
Honours studies ‘Forests, nature and society’
Tropical option

AgroParisTech

Master européen
(European MSc)

Ingénieur
(Engineering
degree)

Bac +6

Geoscience and marine environments
Specialization ‘Applied marine geoscience’ (GMA)
Life and earth sciences
Specialization ‘Environment and biodiversity management’ (EGB)
Agronomy-food science for hot regions
Specialization ‘Environmental management of tropical ecosystems
and forests’ (GEEFT)
Agronomy-food science for hot regions
Specialization ‘Tropical and Mediterranean horticulture’
(HORTIMET)

UPVD
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Agropolis International training and education

Short training-education programmes
Institution

Title
Wood knowledge and effective usage (2 d)
Training on GIS and open source software (upon request)
Wildlife and development (10 d)
Locust expertise: pest locust control (upon request)
Identification of vegetable crop pests in tropical periurban areas (5 d)

CIRAD

Observatories and geographical information systems for rural development and
environmental management (4 weeks)
Tropical aquaculture (10 d)
Fruit crop diversification (15 d)
Seed production techniques (10 d)
Technique for breeding and management of good cultivars of different fruit crop species (5 d)
Plant architecture: a posteriori appraisal of growth and environmental constraints (8 x ½ d)
Observatories and geographical information systems for rural development and
environmental management (20 d)
Tropical and Mediterranean starchy products
Tropical fruits and vegetables
Environment-friendly practices: Insects on farms
Heritage conveyed through tales
Agroforestry
Cultural promotion of wild and edible plants
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Montpellier SupAgro
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Phytophagous mites and predators in tree cropping systems
Agriculturally important insects—laboratory identification practices
Benthic macroinvertebrates and river quality
From angling flies to stream ecology—aquatic invertebrates and their habitat
Water quality and river ecology
Outdoor activities and the environment—a multidisciplinary approach
Agriculture and biodiversity—a case study of segetalis plants

UM2

Aquatic microbiology (undergraduate STE module – Geoscience, pollution treatment and
prevention)
Dolphins and whales (phylogenesis of cetaceans, species, anatomy, biology, adaptations,
behaviour and preservation)

S Student training at the University
of Maha Sarakham, Thailand, on
ecological parasitology assessment.
CErOPath project.
S. Morand © UMR ISEM

Their mission is twofold: 1) to ensure
direct scientific support for PhD
students; 2) to provide additional
training throughout the 3 years.
The purpose of these modules is to
improve the scientific education of
the PhD students and help them
prepare their professional future.
Only one graduate school focuses on
the ‘Biodiversity’ theme:

Contacts
Graduate school ‘Integrated Systems in
Biology,Agronomy, Geoscience,
Hydroscience and Environment’
(ED SIBAGHE)
(AgroParisTech, Montpellier SupAgro,
UAPV, UM1, UM2, UPVD)
Director: Bernard Godelle,
godelle@univ-montp2.fr
www.sibaghe.univ-montp2.fr
Graduate school ‘Territoires,Temps,
Sociétés et Développement’
(ED 60 TTSD)
(UM1, UM3, UPVD)
Director: Denis Brouillet,
denis.brouillet@univ-montp3.fr
http://recherche.univ-montp3.fr

Graduate school
‘Integrated Systems
in Biology, Agronomy,
Geoscience, Hydroscience
and Environment’
(SIBAGHE)
The SIBAGHE graduate school is
affiliated with UM2 for social and earth
sciences. It has joint accreditation with
Montpellier SupAgro, AgroParisTech
and the Université d'Avignon for
Agricultural and Environmental
Sciences, with the university for
genomics, botany, microbiology and
parasitology, the ecology of emerging
diseases and water sciences.
The SIBAGHE graduate school hosts
around 400 PhD students and is
supported by 40 affiliated research
units, 450 training supervisors and
several associated external research
teams. Every SIBAGHE PhD student
must successfully complete two
scientific training modules and two
professional introduction modules.
The graduate school manages thesis
registrations, PhD student supervision,
ensures that the thesis charter is
respected and organises thesis courses
and professional guidance. It is assisted
by a council and managed by an office.
In the biodiversity field, the
SIBAGHE graduate school hosts PhD
candidates focusing thesis research
on ecology, evolution, animal and
plant ecophysiology, the biology
of communities and ecosystems,
paleontology, phylogeny, paleoecology,
microbiology, ecology and the
evolution of disease transmission and
emergence, and on earth and water
science.

Graduate school
‘Territoires,
Temps, Sociétés et
Développement’ (TTSD)
The TTSD graduate school (territory,
time, society and development)
is affiliated with UM1, UM3 and
UPVD. It groups 15 research units,
95 research directors and around 500
PhD candidates. It offers PhD degrees
in 20 fields, including ‘Population
biology and ecology’. Some of the
main lines of research are:
 rural area, sustainable
development, risk prevention and
conservation of natural areas
 relationships between society
(human groups, institutions,
companies, etc.) and the environment
(territories, resources, etc.)
 physical features and resources
(natural or technological) of rural or
urban areas, etc.

In the biodiversity field, the TTSD
graduate school hosts PhD candidates
focusing thesis research on the
impact of agroecological factors
on the population dynamics of
pest species, the development of
molecular markers in orthopteran
insects, etc. 
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A

PhD diploma is obtained
after 3 years of laboratory
research. PhD students are de
facto attached to a PhD institution.
PhD institutions host research units
and laboratories working on major
themes.
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List of acronyms and abbreviations
ALARM
ARS
BIOCHIMAR
CBOL
Cemagref
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CGIAR
CIRAD
CNRS
COGERON
DIREN
DiWOOD
DNV
EBCL
EBONE
EC
EC2CO
EDEN
EGEO
EPHE
EU
EUR-OCEANS
GDR
GEO-HYD
GEOMATYS
GIS
GPS
HAT
iBOL
IFB
IFR
IFRECOR
IFREMER
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INRA
INRAP
IRD
JdR
MEDIMEER
MICROBEX
MNHN
MOLA
ODS
ONF
NGO
ORB
OSU
QBOL
SHS
SINP
UM1
UM2
UM3
UMR
UMR-S
UNESCO
UPMC
UPR
UPS
UPVD
UR
US
USDA
WHO

Assessing Large Scale Risks for Biodiversity with Tested Methods programme
Agricultural Research Service
‘Biodiversité et chimiodiversité marines’ research group (France)
Consortium for the Barcode of Life
Agricultural and Environmental Engineering Research Institute (France) /
Institut de recherche pour l'ingénierie de l'agriculture et de l'environnement
Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research
Agricultural Research for Development (France) / La recherche agronomique pour le développement
National Center for Scientific Research (France) / Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique
‘Cogestion des Récifs et lagons à forte valeur patrimoniale en Nouvelle-Calédonie’ project (France)
Direction régionale de l'environnement (France)
Diversity of Organisms Associated with Marine Wood Falls
Densovirus
European Biological Control Laboratory
European Biodiversity Observation Network
European Community
Ecosphère Continentale et Côtière (France)
Emerging Diseases in a Changing European eNvironment
Bureau conseil Environnement et Géomatique (France)
École Pratique des Hautes Études (France)
European Union
European Network of Excellence for Ocean Ecosystems Analysis
Research group
Gestion Intégrée des Ressources Naturelles, Systèmes d’Information & Aide à la Décision (France)
Géomatique & Développements Durables (France)
Geographic information system
Global positioning system
Human African trypanosomiasis
International Barcode of Life, Genome Canada
Institut Français de la Biodiversité (France)
Federative research unit / Institut Fédératif de Recherche
Initiative Française pour les RÉcifs Coralliens (France)
French Research Institute for Exploitation of the Sea /
Institut Français de Recherche pour l'Exploitation de la Mer
National Institute for Agricultural Research (France) / Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique
Institut national de recherches archéologiques préventives (France)
Institut de recherche pour le développement (France)
Role playing game / Jeu de rôles
Mediterranean Platform for Marine Ecosystem Experimental Research
Plateforme de Microbiologie Expérimentale (France)
Muséum National d’Histoire Naturelle (France)
Microbial Observatory of the Laboratoire Arago (France)
Observatoire Des Saisons (France)
Office National des Forêts (France)
Non-governmental organization
Observatoire Régional de la Biodiversité (France)
Observatoire des Sciences de l’univers (France)
Quarantaine Barcoding of Life
Human and social sciences / Sciences humaines et sociales
Système d'Information sur la Nature et les Paysages (France)
Université Montpellier 1 (France)
Université Montpellier 2 (France)
Université Montpellier 3 (France)
Joint research unit / Unité mixte de recherche
Joint research and service unit / Unité mixte de recherche et de service
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
Université Pierre et Marie Curie (France)
Internal research unit / Unité propre de recherche
Internal service unit / Unité propre de service
Université de Perpignan Via Domitia (France)
Research unit / Unité de recherche
Service unit / Unité de service
United States Department of Agriculture
World Health Organization

This document was published with the support
of the French government
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Member organizations and partners
of Agropolis International involved
in this Dossier:
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Bioversity International
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Fondation pour la Recherche en Biodiversité
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Montpellier SupAgro
Parcs Nationaux de France
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Université de Nîmes
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UPMC
UPVD
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